IN THE LIFE’S SHOW CONTENT LIST

001 (Jun. '92) - PILOT - HOST Kate Clinton
OPENING - Run Time-0:20
MUSIC - New York City Gay Men's Chorus - Run Time-4:03
INTRO - Kate Clinton - Run Time-5:47
MOCK COMMERCIAL - "The Stonewall Collection" - Run Time-1:00
MUSIC - Casselberry & DuPree - 4:37
DANCE - Amy Pivar and Scott Willingham - Run Time-5:00
GAY FILM PANEL DISCUSSION - Su Friedrich (filmmaker and director), Hilton Als (screenwriter), Todd Haynes (director), Martha Gever (Director of the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers); clips of lesbians and gays in film, Spence Halpern (producer and “Out in Film” member), Ellen Carton (GLAAD), Harvey Fierstein (actor), Urvashi Vaid (NGLTF), Daryl Chin (critic and playwright), Marlon Riggs (director), B. Ruby Rich (critic), Pratibha Parmar (director) - Run Time-18:12
Celebrity ID: Debbie Harry
THEATER SPOTLIGHT - Five Lesbian Brothers - Run Time-4:36
MUSIC - John Kelly (sings) - Run Time-4:18
PSA - ACT-UP - Run Time-0:22
MUSIC - Lavender Light Gospel Choir - Run Time-4:55
OUTRO, MUSIC, AND CREDITS - Lavender Light Gospel Choir - Run Time-2:29

ITL 200 SERIES RUNDOWN (1st Season)

201 (Oct. '92) - IN THE LIFE PREMIERE - HOST Kate Clinton
INTRO - Kate Clinton - Run Time-2:42
MOCK COMMERCIAL - "Schmitts Gay" from Saturday Night Live - Run Time-1:23
SINGERS - “The Flirtations” - Run Time-4:07
Celebrity ID: Dick Sargent
POLITICS - David Mixner (Clinton Campaign Senior Advisor) - Run Time-2:14
PSA - Anti-Violence Campaign - Run Time-0:30
TRIBUTE - To Vito Russo (clips from “Our Time”) - Run Time-3:38
STAND-UP PERFORMANCE - Lily Tomlin - Run Time-5:15
BIOGRAPHY - Vito Russo (clips and interviews) - Run Time-3:06
SINGERS - “The Flirtations” - Run Time-3:22
OUTRO, SONG, AND CREDITS - The Flirtations - Run Time-0:58

202 (Nov. '92) - COMING OUT (LAUGHING) - HOST Kate Clinton
INTRO - Kate Clinton - Run Time-3:48
MOCK COMMERCIAL - “The Stonewall Collection" - Run Time-1:00
STAND-UP COMEDY - Sara Cytron - Run Time-5:22
Celebrity ID: Garrett Glaser
ACTOR - Dick Sargent - Run Time-3:30
STAND-UP COMEDY - Frank Maya - Run Time-4:07
OUTRO, CLIPS, AND CREDITS - Run Time-1:56

203 (Dec.’92)-FROM HOLLYWOOD TO BROADWAY- HOST Garrett Glaser
INTRO - Garrett Glaser - Run Time-3:58
BETTE DAVIS IMPERSONATOR - Randy Allen - Run Time-1:09
LESBIANS AND GAYS IN FILM - Gay and lesbian protest at the Academy Awards, Jehan Abrama (GLAAD), David Ehrenstein ( Advocate film critic), Nicole Conn (Director, “Claire of the Moon”) - Run Time-3:24
THEATER SPOTLIGHT - “Falsettos” (Phillip Hoffman, Stephen Bogardus, Heather McCray, Maureen Moore) - Run Time-6:06
AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT - Liza Minnelli, Lily Tomlin, Bonnie Franklin, Shari Belafonte, Judith Light, Joel Grey - Run Time-3:49
INTERVIEW - Actor Jonathan Hadary (“The Destiny of Me”) - Run Time-3:25
MOCK COMMERCIAL - “Gaydar” - Run Time-1:17
OUTRO, MUSIC VIDEO, AND CREDITS - Phranc (“One O’ the Girls”) - Run Time-2:17

204 (Jan.’93)-IN THE LIFE GOES COUNTRY- HOST Karen Williams
INTRO - Karen Williams - Run Time-3:03
MUSIC - Doug Stevens and the OutBand - Run Time-6:40
DANCE - Howard Richman and the Times Squares - Run Time-3:54
SKIT - Actress Georgia Ragsdale (visit to Lesbian bar) - Run Time-3:07
MUSIC AND DANCE - Doug Stevens and the OutBand, two-steppers - Run Time-3:50
DANCE LESSON - Howard Richman and Karen Williams - Run Time-3:50
OUTRO, MUSIC, DANCERS, AND CREDITS - Run Time-1:20

205 (Feb.’93)-IN THE LIFE GOES TO THE MOVIES- HOST Charles Busch
INTRO - Charles Busch - Run Time-1:44
GAY FILM CRITICS SKIT - Film Clips: "Forbidden Love", "Okoge" - Run Time-5:27
DOCUMENTARY CLIPS - "Movie Star! Mary Dale’s Hollywood" - Run Time 2:48
GAY MOVIE HEROES - Director Raoul O’Connell, clips from “A Friend of Dorothy” - Run Time-5:21
DOCUMENTARY CLIPS - "Movie Star! Mary Dale’s Hollywood" - Run Time 4:37
OUTRO AND CREDITS - Run Time-1:13

206(Mar.’93)-IT’S A WONDERFUL IN THE LIFE—Retrospective
FAIRY TALE SKIT - John Scagliotti (ITL Exec. Prod.) and Sara Cytron- Run Time-1:37
CLIPS FROM PAST SHOWS - Gay Men’s Chorus, Kate Clinton, Frank Maya, Karen Williams, Lily Tomlin, Randy Allen, Garrett Glaser, Charles Busch - Run Time-3:54
COMMERCIAL PARODY - "That's Adult Entertainment" - Run Time-2:02
CLIPS FROM 1993 TRIANGLE BALL - Suzanne Westenhoefer, Funny Gay Males, Suede, Robert Bray (NGLTF), Ivy Young (NGLTF), Eric Rofes (Shanti Project) - Run Time-2:55
MUSIC CLIPS - Lavender Light Gospel Choir, Phranc, The Flirtations - Run Time-1:24
COUNTRY MUSIC CLIPS - Doug Stevens and the Outband, Karen Williams - Run Time-1:17
POLITICAL AND ACTIVISM CLIPS - Judith Light at AIDS Memorial Quilt, Vito Russo, protest at Academy Awards, Charles Busch, Garrett Glaser, Todd Haynes (director), David Ehrenstein (film critic), Jehan Agrama (GLAAD), Joan Jett Black, David Mixner (Clinton campaign advisor) - Run Time-2:55
FILM CLIPS - Charles Busch - Run Time-1:43
THEATER CLIPS - Five Lesbian Brothers, David Drake, Phillip Hoffman and Stephen Bogardus (from "Falsettos") - Run Time-2:10
STAND-UP COMEDY - Sara Cytron - Run Time-3:48
CONCLUSION OF FAIRY TALE CLIP AND CREDITS - Run Time-1:58

207 (May’93)- 1993 MARCH ON WASHINGTON-HOST Karen Williams, Garrett Glaser
HIGHLIGHTS- Marchers, clip of martin Luther King, Jr. - Run Time-1:07
INTRO AND OVERVIEW- Karen Williams and Garrett Glaser, celebrities, dancing, marchers, politicians, organization leaders - Run Time-1:30
GAY CIVIL RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS - Marian Stone (Ground Zero), Michael Jenkins (Colorado Legal Initiative Project), Rep. Pat Schroeder (D - Colorado) - Run Time-1:19
PRES. CLINTON’S SUPPORT - Bob Hattoy (White House Staff), Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D - California) - Run Time-2:26
SPEECH CLIPS - Sen. Paul Wellstone (D - Minnesota), David Mixner (Senior Advisor, Clinton Campaign), Larry Kramer (GMHC and ACT-UP), Martina Navratilova, Tim McFeeley (Human Rights Campaign), Urvashi Vaid (formerly of NGLTF), Jesse Jackson (from 1987 March on Washington) - Run Time-3:06
MORE HIGHLIGHTS - marchers, dancers, athletes, exhibits, photos, memorials, choirs, poetry, parties, tributes - Run Time-1:58
ENTERTAINMENT - Doug Stevens and the Outband, Holly Near, Betty, Lea DeLaria, Kate Clinton, Suzanne Westenhoefer, Karen Williams, Romanovsky & Phillips - Run Time-4:37
SURPRISE PERFORMANCES - Indigo Girls, Melissa Etheridge, Patti Austin, RuPaul - Run Time-2:49
HISTORY OF ACTIVISM - 1969 picket of White House by civil servants, video of Harvey Milk, 1987 March on Washington - Run Time-1:33
CELEBRITY SUPPORTERS - Judith Light, Kathy Najimy, Cybill Shepard, Martina Navratilova, Melissa Etheridge, Sir Ian McKellen, Lorna Luft - Run Time-3:38
CLOSING CLIPS - Military personnel, fun stuff, speakers, dancing, crowds - Run Time-0:39
MUSICAL CLIPS AND CREDITS - Run Time-1:26

ITL 300 SERIES RUNDOWN (2nd Season)

301 (Oct.'93) - GAY PRIDE, GREAT PERFORMANCES
OPENING SKIT - Comdienne Lea DeLaria, parade marchers - Run time-0:45
INTRO - Lea DeLaria, clips of parade marchers, performers, and spectators - Run Time-1:46
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE - Janis Ian - Run Time-3:59
STAND-UP COMEDY CLIPS - Georgia Ragsdale, Kate Clinton - Run Time-0:50
PRIDE POLITICIANS - Bob Hattoy (Spec. Asst. To Pres. Clinton), Sherrie Harris (Seattle City Council Member), Cal Anderson (Rep. - WA), Roberta Achtenberg (Asst. Secy, HUD), David Dinkins (Mayor, New York City), Mike Lowry (Governor, Washington), Norm Rice (Mayor, Seattle) - Run Time-1:47
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE - A folk duo sings - Run Time-2:09
ANIMALS - People and their gay pets - Run Time-0:21
MUSICAL TRIBUTE TO COLE PORTER - Seattle Men’s Chorus, Diane Schuur sings - Run Time-4:33
BACK TO STONEWALL - DeLaria at the old location of Stonewall - Run Time-1:38
PRIDE PARADES EVERYWHERE - People at pride events nationwide - Run Time-0:50
LESBIAN CHIC - Women singing, DeLaria in fancy dress - Run Time-1:00
GAY POWER - Clips of organizations and occupations marching, DeLaria does stand-up comedy - Run Time-1:40
FRIENDS AND FAMILY - Family members of gays - Run Time-0:17
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE - Jimmy Somerville sings - Run Time-2:45
OUTRO AND CREDITS - Flag, Empire State Building, fireworks - Run Time-2:10
*NYC air date: 7/30/93, 9:00 P.M.

302 (Nov.'93) - SCHOOLS OUT: LESBIAN & GAY YOUTH-HOST Karen Williams
OPENING - Gay supporter, Romanovsky & Phillips, Karen Williams - Run Time-0:20
INTRO - Karen Williams at the Hetrick-Martin Institute - Run Time-1:20
GROUP DISCUSSION - Peer Education Team: David Nieves (Coordinator), Mary Hansen, William Balgobin, Manuel Osorio, Emma Kramer-Wheeler - Run Time-2:41
P-FLAG PROFILE - Reverend speaking, confrontation between supporter and foe - Run Time-1:45
GROUP DISCUSSION - Family support: Emma Kramer-Wheeler, Manuel Osorio - Run Time-1:42
INTERVIEW AND MUSICAL PERFORMANCE - Ron Romanovsky, Paul Phillips - Run Time-5:47
INTERVIEW - Joey Smith (Teacher, NYC Public School) - Run Time-2:21
GROUP DISCUSSION - Members of the Hetrick-Martin Institute: Frances Kunruether (Exec. Dir.), Carl Strange (Educator/Trainer), Raisa Lawrence-Pena (Street Outreach) - Run Time-2:01
VIDEO DOCUMENTARY - Joan Jubela (Producer/Director, "Homoteens"), Nicole Charles - Run Time-3:31
THEATER SPOTLIGHT - Alternate Visions performance group - Run Time-1:35
OUTRO, MUSIC, AND CREDITS - Romanovsky & Phillips sing - Run Time-1:18
*NYC air dates: 10/30/93  10:00 P.M., 11/7/93 Midnight

303 (Dec.'93)- UNTITLED- HOST Katherine Linton, Greg Watt
OPENING - Clips of out musical artists and performers - Run Time-0:30
INTRO - Greg Watt and Katherine Linton - Run Time-2:09
GAY MUSICAL ARTISTS - Music industry executives, women’s music/Olivia records, Cris Williamson, June Millington, The Village People, Sylvester - Run Time-6:18
GAY CINEMA REPORT - Interview with filmmaker Rosa von Praunheim, director of "I Am My Own Woman", with clips - Run Time-5:02
HISTORICAL FILM FOCUS - Clips from Robert Anthony Doucette’s “Triangle” (animated) - Run Time-3:15
MUSICAL PROFILE - Singer Melissa Etheridge - Run Time-5:17
INDEPENDENT COMMENTARY - "Things I Would Like" by Chrisanne Eastwood - Run Time-2:20
OUTRO - Preview of next week, Melissa Etheridge video "I'm the Only One", credits - Run Time-1:35
(CORRESPONDENTS- Alan Tulin, Kris Montgomery, Sheridan Bailey)
*NYC air date: 12/25/93, 10:00 P.M.

304 (Jan.'94)-UNTITLED- HOST Katherine Linton, Greg Watt
OPENING - Music, movie, and theater clips - Run Time-2:20
INTRO - Greg Watt and Katherine Linton - Run Time-0:28
CINEMA: GAY ASIANS IN FILM - Clips from “TheWedding Banquet”, Joel David (media critic), Dennis Lee (Asians and Friends), Norman Wang (film publicictst), clips from “Farewell My Concubine”, Jessica Hagedorn (writer/performer), clips from “M. Butterfly” - Run Time-6:17
THEATER SPOTLIGHT - John Glines (writer/producer), clips from “Kiss of the Spider Woman”, clips from "Whoop-De-Doo", Peter Morris (co-author/lyricist) - Run Time-5:30
AIDS PROFILE - Veterinarian Dr. Steven Kritsick - Run Time-5:08
MUSICAL PROFILE - Me'Shell N’dgeOcello - Run Time-5:23
INDEPENDENT COMMENTARY - "Lesbian Chic" by Chrisanne Eastwood - Run Time-2:23
OUTRO - Preview of next week, Jose and Luis video "Queen's English", credits - Run Time-1:27
CORRESPONDENTS- Alan Tulin, Kris Montgomery, Sheridan Bailey

*NYC air date: 12/23/93, 10:00 P.M.

305 (Feb.’94)-UNTITLED-HOST Katherine Linton, Greg Watt
OPENING - Sports, opera house, and music clips - Run Time-0:30
INTRO - Hosts reflect on 25 years of gay liberation - Run Time-0:58
STONEWALL 25 PREVIEW – Parade clips, Franklin Fry (Stonewall 25 Co-Chair), rally clips, Jay Hill (Gay Games IV Exec. Director), sports clips, Willa Taylor (Gay Games Cultural Festival Director), festival clips - Run Time-4:36
NATIONAL CLIMATE REPORT - Mock weather report by Jerry Snee - Run Time-1:49
OPERA SPOTLIGHT: OPERA FANS - Wayne Koestenbaum (author), clips from "Aida", Lenny Levine (magazine art director), James McCourt (author) - Run Time-5:21
FOCUS ON DRAG - Clips of drag performers, RuPaul, Ebony Jet, Lady Bunny, clips from Wigstock, Lypsinka - Run Time-4:33
MUSICAL SPOTLIGHT - "No Alternative" album by the Red Hot Organization, John Carlin (Founder), David Wojnarowicz (visual artist/performer), Smashing Pumpkins, clips from Tamara Davis' film "No Alternative Girls", clips from Derek Jarman's film - Run Time-5:20
INDEPENDENT COMMENTARY - "How Gay Are You?" by Chrisanne Eastwood - Run Time-1:50
OUTRO - Preview of next week, Jimmy Somerville video "From This Moment On" - Run Time-1:06

*NYC air date: 2/1/94, midnight

306 (Mar.’94)-UNTITLED-HOST Katherine Linton, Greg Watt
OPENING - Sports, music, and television clips - Run Time-0:31
GAY GAMES IV PREVIEW – Team New York Aquatics, Linda Akamine, Charlie Carson, Bruce Hayes, Marie-Helene Charlap, Patrick Riordan, swimming clips, history of Gay Games, sports clips - Run Time-5:57
GLOBAL MINUTE: GAY LIFE IN OTHER COUNTRIES - Colombia: Juan Pablo Ordonez (attorney) - Run Time-1:54
ACTOR PROFILE - Scott Capurro (clips from “Mrs. Doubtfire” and stage performance) - Run Time-3:25
INDEPENDENT COMMENTARY - "Am I On a Date?" by Chrisanne Eastwood - Run Time-2:02
OUTRO - Preview of next week, The Flirtations performing, credits - Run Time-1:23
(CORRESPONDENTS- Alan Tulin, Kris Montgomery, Sheridan Bailey)
*NYC air date: 3/23/94, 12:30 A.M.

307 (Apr.'94)-UNTITLED- HOST Katherine Linton, Greg Watt
OPENING CLIPS - Gay marriage, writers, films - Run time-0:30
HAWAII MARRIAGE LAWSUIT – Correspondent Kris Montgomery, marriage license applicants Pat Lagon & Joe Melillo, ninia Baehr & Genora Dancel, attorney Dan Foley - Run time-4:57
GLOBAL MINUTE: GAY LIFE IN OTHER COUNTRIES - Anne Maguire (Co-Founder ILGO) - Run time-1:43
SCREENWRITER PAUL RUDNICK- “Addams Family Values”, “Jeffrey” - Run time-5:06
GAY INDEPENDENT FILM PREVIEW - "Savage Nights", “Zero Patience", Desperate Remedies", Stewart Main (writer/director) - Run time-4:28
MUSIC - All-woman band, Betty: performance clips, interview with members Bitzi, Alyson, and Amy - Run time-4:22
OUTRO - Preview of next week, music video "Don’t Go Breaking My Heart" by Elton John and RuPaul, credits - Run time-1:28
(CORRESPONDENTS- Alan Tulin, Kris Montgomery, Sheridan Bailey)
*NYC Airdate ?

308 (May'94)-UNTITLED- HOST Katherine Linton, Greg Watt
OPENING – Clips of the upcoming show – Run time-0:25
INTRO – Hosts Greg Watt and Katherine Linton – Run time-0:26
THEATER – Tony Kushner's “Angels In America”, clips from the play, Stephen Spinella, Marcia Gay Harden, Ron Leibman, Ellen McLaughlin – Run time-5:17
GLOBAL MINUTE – Stas Novikov (Russian college student) – Run time-1:54
CELEBRITY PROFILE – Dick Sargent of television’s “Bewitched” – Run time-2:50
GAY CINEMA – “Go Fish” by Rose Troche and Guinevere Turner, V.S. Brodie (Assoc. Prod./ Co-star), clips from the movie – Run time-3:52
INDEPENDENT COMMENTARY – Chrisanne Eastwood – Run time-1:41
OUTRO – Host close, music video “Just Keep Me Moving” by k.d. lang, credits – Run time- 1:33
(CORRESPONDENTS – Garrett Glaser)
*NYC air date: 5/30/94, 10:30 P.M.

309 (Jun. ’94)-STONEWALL 25: GLOBAL VOICES OF PRIDE & PROTEST
-HOST Katherine Linton, Garrett Glaser
OPENING - Stonewall Riot clips, 25th Anniversary of Stonewall clips, clips of 25 years of headlines - Run time-2:22
INTRO - Hosts discuss pre- and post-Stonewall life for gays and lesbians - Run time-1:38
EXHIBIT: "BECOMING VISIBLE" - NY Library Exhibit, Mimmi Bowling and Molly McGarry (NYPL curators), Martin, Duberman (author/historian), Joan Nestle (Lesbian Herstory Archives), clips from "Before Stonewall" - Run time-3:35
HISTORY SPOT - Mini-bio on Harvey Milk - Run time-0:33
SINCE STONEWALL - Lee Grant (Canada’s first anti-discrimination laws), Pete Seeger (the U.S.’s first anti-discrimination laws) - Run time-0:22
AT THE MARCH - The international human rights push - Run time-0:39
INTERNATIONAL VIEW - Serkan Altan (Turkey), Meg Satterthwaite (Amnesty International), Mark Unger (Co-Chair, ILGA) - Run time-4:07
SINCE STONEWALL - Stockard Channing (the UN recognizes ILGA), John Loprieno (pro football player David Kopay comes out) - Run time-0:23
GAY GAMES IV (NYC) - Sports and athletes clips, Judy Nelson, Dave Lohse (Asst. Dir. Of Comm., Gay Games IV), Rick Peterson (Co-Pres., Federation of Gay Games), Bruce Hayes (Olympic medallist), Rene Oldrich (Olympic athlete), Jack Hilotvsky (Gay Games athlete), Bruce Gallard-Grant (Gay Games athlete), John Breckenridge (Gay Games athlete), David Fazio (Volleyball Co-Chair, Gay Games IV), Lisa Meyer (Gay Games athlete), Collette Francel (Gay Games spectator), Gary Riese (Gay Games athlete) - Run time-7:04
PROFILE - Martina Navratilova - Run time-0:40
SINCE STONEWALL - Kate Bornstein (Academy Awards for transgender movie roles), Charles Busch (transgender and transvestite roles in movies) - Run time-0:40
AT THE MARCH - Various marchers at Stonewall 25 - Run time-0:10
SINCE STONEWALL - Petula Clark (founding of the San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus) - Run time-0:12
THEATER SPOTLIGHT - Ian McKellen in "A Knight Out"; comedians Kate Clinton, Sandra Berhhard, Suzy Berger, and Bob Smith - Run time-5:55
SINCE STONEWALL - Nathan Lane (Harvey Fierstein wins Tony for "La Cage aux Folles"), Chita Rivera (Oscars for actors in gay roles) - Run time-0:45
PROFILE - Harvey Fierstein - Run time-0:41
AT THE MARCH - A rundown of the various groups at the march - Run time-0:29
FOCUS: GROWTH OF GAY AND LESBIAN ORGANIZATIONS - Ellen Carton (Exec. Dir., GLAAD-NY), Lidell Jackson (Co-Founder, Lesbian and Gay People of Color Steering Committee), Sue Hyde (Project Director, NGLTF), Rev. Zachary Jones (Unity Fellowship Church), Tim McFeeley (Exec. Dir., Human Rights Campaign Fund), Joy Tomchin (Board of Directors, The Victory Fund), Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum (Congregation Beth Simchat Torah), Krishna Stone (Outreach Volunteer Coordinator, GMHC), Jeanne Manford (Co-Founder, PFLAG) - Run time-6:03
SINCE STONEWALL - Masaki Shiomi (the founding of the Japanese gay youth group OCCUR) - Run time-0:30
PROFILE - Audre Lorde - Run time-0:45
AT THE MARCH - Marchers from the March with a Buddy organization - Run time-0:29
ACTIVISM IN THE FACE OF AIDS - The AIDS Memorial Dress with Hunter Reynolds, "The Invisible Epidemic" exhibit, performance clip from the play 'The Normal Heart'*, 10th Annual AIDS Candlelight March with memorial service and burial - Run time-5:24
SINCE STONEWALL - Stockard Channing (the origin of the rainbow flag), Nathan Lane and David Marshall Grant comment on the flag - Run time-0:37
AT THE MARCH - People rallying in Central Park with giant and small rainbow flags and balloons - Run Time-0:30
SPEAKERS AT THE MARCH - Clips of still photos, Peri Jude Radecic (Exec. Dir., NGLTF), Morris Knight (Stonewall 25), Suzy Byrne (Republic of Ireland), Stonewall Veterans, Liza Minnelli speaks and sings with chorus - Run time-4:11
SINCE STONEWALL - Joan Rivers (change in police attitude towards gays; GOAL - Run time-0:28
CLOSING - Hosts recap Stonewall 25 - Run time-0:49
CREDITS - Stadium crowd, dance music, marchers, stage performers - Run time-1:02
(CORRESPONDENTS- Kris Montgomery, Alan Tulin, Darius de Haas, Bobby Rivers)
*NYC air date: 6/26/94, 11:30 P.M

ITL 400 SERIES RUNDOWN (3rd Season)

401 (Nov.'94)-DIFFERENT DRUMMERS -HOST Katherine Linton
OPENING – Clips of the upcoming show – Run time-0:30
INTRO – Clips of past shows, host Katherine Linton, Rob Eichberg (creator of National Coming Out Day) – Run time-1:35
NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY - Amanda Bearse wins award, Wes Combs (Director, National Coming Out Day), David Mixner (former Clinton campaign
advisor), Bruce Hayes (1994 Olympic swimmer), people’s coming-out stories (Julio Rosa, Laurie Howarter, Sky Johnson), prominent people who came out in Out magazine – Run time-4:14
COMING OUT AT WORK - League (organization), Kathleen Dermody (AT&T), Richard Mayora (Time Warner) – Run time-3:10
DOCUMENTARY – “Straight From The Heart” by Dee Mosbacher; Sandra and Wayne Schow (parents of a gay son), Tom Potter (Chief of Police, father of lesbian police officer), Sandra Washington (lesbian), Mildred Washington (Sandra’s mother), Michael Bussee (Founder, Exodus International) – Run time-4:11
DOCUMENTARY - “I Was A Lesbian Child” by Dyke TV, Lily Gurk Marnell, collection of still photos – Run time-2:27
TWO-SPIRIT PEOPLE – LGBT Native Americans, Richard La Fortune (Inyupik), Beverly Little Thunder (Lakota), video and stills of Native Americans, Randy Burns (Northern Paiute, Co-Founder of Gay American Indians), Sharon Day (Ojibwe), clips from “Ulali”, Muriel Miguel (Kuna-Rappahannock, performer in Spiderwoman Theater), Carole Lafavor (Ojibwe), clips from “Gathering of Native American Lesbians and Gays, 1990”, Conrad, Michael, Leota, Paula Gunn Allen (Laguna Pueblo-Sioux) – Run time-7:05
DOCUMENTARY – “Straight From The Heart” continued; Katie Potter (lesbian police officer), the Henderson family (parents Mitzi and Tom, and gay son Jamie), Edward Browning (Bishop of the Episcopal Church), the Thorne Family (parents Pat and Roscoe, and gay son Tracy, ex-Navy) – Run time-8:32
CELEBRITY ID – Giant rainbow flag on the avenue, Ian McKellan – Run time-0:09
THEATER SPOTLIGHT- Playwright Terrence McNally’s “Love!Valour!Compassion!”, Stephen Spinella (actor), Joe Mantello (director), Nathan Lane (actor), clips from the play – Run time-4:52
DOCUMENTARY – “Straight From The Heart” continued; Sandra and Wayne Schow (parents of deceased gay son), Tracy Thorne (ex-Navy), Mitzi and Tom Henderson (parents of gay son) – Run time-3:17
DOCUMENTARY - “I Was A Lesbian Child” continued; Paula Grant, collection of still photos – Run time-2:43
FILM: INDEPENDENT FILM vs. HOLLYWOOD – Clips from “Go Fish”, “The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert”, “Totally F****ed up”, “Heavenly Creatures”, “I Like it Like That”, “Interview with the Vampire” – Run time-3:49
LITERATURE: GAY WRITERS - Minnie Bruce Pratt (writer/poet), Sarah Schulman (writer/journalist), Norman Wong (writer), excerpt from “Cultural Revolution” by Wong, excerpt from “S/he” by Pratt – Run time-4:37
DOCUMENTARY – “Straight From The Heart” continued; Mildred Washington (mother of two lesbians, Wayne Schow (father of deceased gay son), Tom Potter – Run time-4:02
OUTRO – Host close, music video “Follow Your Hearts Desire” by Ulali, credits – Run time-1:37
(Celebrity ID: Ian McKellen)
(CORRESPONDENTS - Bill Britt, Alan Tulin, Cathay Che)
402 (Feb.'95)-CIVIL RIGHTS, GAY RIGHTS-HOST Katherine Linton

OPENING – Clips of the upcoming show – Run time-0:21

TELEVISION FOCUS - “Serving in Silence: The Margarethe Kammermeyer Story” (starring Glen Close, executive producer Barbara Streisand), Judith Light, Margarethe Kammermeyer, Neil Meron (producer), Craig Zadan (producer), Melissa Etheridge, Lea Delaria – Run time 5:37

NEIGHBORHOOD FOCUS - Harlem: civil rights and gay rights footage, Dr. Marjorie Hill, Rep. Barney Frank, Dr. Betty Shabazz, Paula Ettelbrick (Empire State Pride Agenda), footage of Dr. Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech – Run time-8:40

FAMILY ALBUM: GAY FAMILIES – The McKeon-Quinn-Weeg family, Terry McKeon, Ann Quinn, the Fisher-Davenport family, Scott Davenport, Tim Fisher, the Robinson-Elsasser family, Doug Robinson, Michael Elsasser, the Stokes-Dupree’ family, Roberta Stokes, Jaque’ Dupree’, Terry Boggis (Director, Center Kids NYC) – Run time-3:41

THEATER SPOTLIGHT - “You Should Be So Lucky” starring Charles Busch (writer/actor), clips from the play – Run time1:50

INTERNATIONAL FOCUS: CUBA - Eduardo Valoria, Lizbet Gispert Oliva, Lazaro Chavez, Odaymara Cuesta Rousseaux, Osbel Suarez Breijo, clips from the film “Fresa y Chocolate (Strawberry and Chocolate)”, Andrix Gudin Williams, Eduardo Valoria performing in drag as “Samantha” – Run time-6:50


CELEBRITY ID: Quentin Crisp – Run time-0:06

BLACK LGBT HISTORY – Schomburg Center (recognition of Langston Hughes), Barbara Smith (author), Thomas Glave (writer), old photos (Bessie Smith, Jackie “Moms” Mabley, Gladys Bentley, and others) – Run time-5:23

DOCUMENTARY - “The Darker Side of Black” by Isaac Julien, Donald Suggs (GLAAD), Buju Banton, Brand Nubian, Professor Cornell West (writer and critic), Rev. Jones (Unity Fellowship Church), “Language of Violence” by Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy, Michael Franti (songwriter) – Run time-5:49

THEATER SPOTLIGHT - “Holiday Heart” directed by Tazewell Thompson, footage of rehearsal, Keith Randolph Smith – Run time-3:26

FAMILY ALBUM: GAY FAMILIES – Ann Quinn, Doug Robinson, Michael Elsasser, Terry Boggis (Director, Center Kids NYC), Scott Davenport, Jaque’ Dupree’, April Martin (author “The Lesbian & Gay Parenting Handbook”) – Run time-3:18

TRIBUTE – Andrew (Andy) Kopkind (journalist and author); voice of Esther Kopkind, Calvin Trillin (writer), Joan Didion (writer), John Gregory Dunne (writer), Kevin McDonough (Producer, In the Life), Ivy Young, home video and still photos – Run time-5:36

OUTRO – Closing show clips, music video “Language of Violence” by Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy, credits – Run time-1:41

(CORRESPONDENTS - Bill Britt, Liz Abzug, Greg Watt)
403 (Apr. ‘95)- VETERANS AND THE WAR ON AIDS- HOST Katherine Linton

HOLLYWOOD SUPPORTS- Studios discuss sexual orientation in the workplace, Sid Sheinberg, Elton John

GAY VETERANS- Gays in the Military, retrospective of gays in the military

VETERANS OF AIDS- Bill T. Jones’s multimedia performance choreography “Still/Here” dance performance, Author Paul Monette

OUTWRITE CONFERENCE- Gay authors meet in Boston

AUDRE LOURDE TRIBUTE

GAY ASIAN THEATER AT THE PUBLIC

LESBIANS & AIDS- Women with HIV

L.A. WOMEN’S NIGHT- Fundraiser honoring famous Lesbians

TUESDAY NIGHT- Documentary on parents of AIDS patients, parents meet in group meeting setting

“COMING OUT UNDER FIRE”- documentary on gay veterans

HARVEY MILK- profile/ Hetrick Martin students remember/ opera

MICHAEL CALLEN- tribute

Celebrity ID: Maria Maggenti

*NYC air date: 2/28/95, 10:00 P.M.

404 (Jun. ‘95)- BIG CITIES, SMALL TOWNS: PRIDE EDITION- HOST Katherine Linton

CHRISTOPHER STREET LIBERATION PARADE- Historical retrospect on first parade- NYC from 1970 – Run time- 4:34

SAN FRANCISCO GAY LIFE PROFILE- Neighborhoods, Theater, Gay Games, sports clubs. – Run time- 5:14

MILWAUKE GAY LIFE- theater, women’s sports club – Run time- 5:05

DAN BUTLER- profile – Run time- 3:07

GAY FILMS SHOWN IN SAN FRANCISCO- Film Festival: Filmmakers Maria Maggenti, Denys Arcand – Run time- 5:08

SAN FRANCISCO POLITICS- Harvey Milk and other gay supervisors – Run time- 5:28

MISSOURI GAY MAYOR PROFILE- Mayor Gene Ulrich – Run time- 3:30

SUZANNE WESTENHOEFER SPOT- Small town life: Columbus, Ohio – Run time- 0:31

AIDS: SAN FRANCISCO- California AIDS ride begins, Armistead Maupin (author) – Run time- 2:01

SOUTH VERMONT AIDS PROJECT – Run time- 4:16

GAY FILMS/FILMMAKERS- Filmmaker Marlon Riggs, Paul Rudnick (writer), – Run time- 5:57

CONNECTICUT HIGH SCHOOL PROFILE- Staples H.S. Gay/Straight Alliance – Run time- 4:12

Celebrity ID: Patrick Stewart

*NYC air date: 6/22/95, 10:00 P.M.
ITL 500 SERIES RUNDOWN (4th season)
Draft: 4/10/03

501 (Oct. ‘95)-FROM BEIJING... TO WONG FOO-HOST Katherine Linton
ABROAD- 4th world conference on women’s rights in China Beijing, international
lesbian rights focus. – Run time- 6:33
ACTIVISM- LA. Activism roots, Mattachine Society and Daughters of Bilitis –
Run time- 0:50
FILM- Drag films in the mainstream w/ panel on drag. – Run time- 8:47
OREGON RIGHTS BATTLE- Film “Ballot Measure 9”. – Run time- 5:15
OUT MUSIC ARTISTS - Keith Christopher, Nedra Johnson, Tom McCormack –
Run time- 5:45
FILM- ‘Live to Tell’ – Run time- 4:29
IN THE NEWS- Hawaii marriage lawsuit update, Gay Marriage. – Run time- 5:12
L.A. HELP ORGANIZATIONS- Center for Homeless gays, Alcohol/Addiction
Recovery. – Run time- 7:40
CATCH ONE CLUB- Gay disco that helps local black community. – Run time-
4:14

Celebrity ID: Wesley Snipes

*NYC air date: 10/9/95, 10:00 P.M.

502 (Dec. ‘95)-GAY & CATHOLIC-HOST Katherine Linton
GAY AND CATHOLIC-University Groups, ministry outreach, Film “Priest” – Run
time- 14:25
HOLOCAUST- Pink Triangle, German Gay movement – Run time- 5:23
L.A. GAY MEN’S CHORUS – Run time- 2:51
SEARCHING FOR GAY LEADERSHIP- Gay Community support for Non-
Discrimination Employment Act. – Run time- 11:26
ART- Gay comic strips – Run time- 4:46
LESBIAN THEATER-Local theater fills gap of Broadway lesbian plays. – Run
time- 7:37
GAY REFLECTION-on Christmas – Run time- 3:05

Celebrity ID: Wendell Trupstock (cartoon character/Animated)

*NYC airdate: 12/13/95, 9:30 P.M.

503 (Feb. ‘96)-BLACK HISTORY MONTH-HOST Katherine Linton
CIVIL RIGHTS- Atlanta Site Show – Comparison of African American Civil Rights
& Gay Civil Rights. – Run time- 5:45
SCHOOLS vs. GAY LIFESTYLE- Gay and Lesbian Issues in the Public School System and how the Religious Right fight it. – Run time- 7:45
BAYARD RUSTIN RALLY– interview w/ Charlene Cothran. – Run time- 1:03
D.C. HELP ORGANIZATION– Interview w/Keith Boykin, Leadership Forum. – Run time- 5:12
THEATER SPOTLIGHT –“Think It’s Not When It Iz” Theatre, Lesbian Sensitivity Wksp – Run time- 2:58
GAY RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS- United Fellowship Church, Metropolitan Community Church, Lavender Light Gospel Choir, Congregation Beth Simchat Torah – Run time- 6:35
DIRK SHAFER -Kay Shelby interview w/Playgirl’s Man of the Year Dirk Shafer. – Run time- 5:55
QUICK STATS-Hate Crime Statistics – Run time- 0:40
BOOK REVIEW- Chelsea House Press Highlights Author James Baldwin – Run time- 2:55

Celebrity ID: Spellman College Lesbian Bisexual Alliance

*NYC airdate: 2/7/96, 9:00 P.M.

504 (Apr. ‘96)- THE GAY VOTE-HOST Katherine Linton
POLITICS-Gay rights & issues used in presidential campaigns & elections. -Run Time-10:45:00
GAY CANDIDATES- Viability of gay candidates for political office. -Run Time-5:20:00
THEATER SPOTLIGHT-Marga Gomez and her show “A Line Around the Block” - Run Time-4:45:00
IN THE PRESS – A look at Gay Journalists coming out. -Run Time-7:25:00
IN THE BELTWAY- U.S. Rep. Barney Frank interview w/Kate Clinton-Run Time-8:20:00
COMMUNITY HEALTH-The Mautner project-aid to lesbians w/breast cancer- Run Time-4:50:00
AWARENESS IN THEATER-Susan Miller & Michael Kearns use theater to promote awareness/effects of Breast cancer and AIDS. -Run Time-5:00:00
REBROADCAST-Gene Ulrich from 404, gay mayor of Bunceton, MO-Run Time-3:40:00

Celebrity ID: Marga Gomez

*NYC airdate: 4/24/96, 10:00 P.M.

505 (Jun. ‘96)-LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTIVISM II! -HOST Katherine Linton
SPOTLIGHT ON GAY DOCUMENTARY CINEMA
“IT'S ELEMENTARY” (short film)-Elementary and middle schools discuss homosexuality in the classroom. -Run time-1:00:00
“BOTH MY MOM’S NAMES ARE JUDY”-Same sex parenting. -Run time-3:00:00
“ALL GOD’S CHILDREN”-Gays and the Church-Run time-3:00:00
“LIFETIME SURVIVING AIDS” (short film) - Living long-term with AIDS-Run time-3:00:00
OPENLY GAY DIRECTORS-John Schlesinger and Rick McKay-Run time-10:00:00
ITL WINNERS OF SHORT FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL-
“SHAVING THE CASTRO”-interview w/Johnny Symons-Run time-4:00:00
“NO REGRETS”-interview w/Barbara Anderson & Brad Newcombe-Run time-8:45:00
REAIRING- Pride w/out borders-Activism in Cuba from 402, NGO conference from 501, Ciprian Cucu from 503, Gay native Americans in modern and pre-Columbian times from 401-Run time-15:00:00
“STONEDALL”- Profile of the movie, interviews w/ cast and crew. -Run time-5:00:00
Celebrity ID: Patrick Swayze

*NYC airdate: 6/25/96, 9:00 P.M.

ITL 600 SERIES RUNDOWN (5th season)
Draft: 4/15/03

601 (Oct./Nov.’96)-THE POLITICS OF PRIDE- HOST Katherine Linton
GAY POLITICS SPOTLIGHT
VOICES 1996-Challenging the conservative right in San Diego. -Run time-12:40:00
MANDY CARTER- Mobilization ’96 -Run time-3:43:00
FOREIGN PARTNERS- Bi-national couples, immigration laws & marriage-Run time-7:31:00
QUEER COMEDIANS by Trish Cosgrove – S. Westenhoefer @Montreal Comedy Festival. -Run time-6:26:00
“60 YEARS w/ BRUCE & GENE” by CD Ignacio- History of Gene Harwood and Bruhs Mero. -Run time-5:20:00
GALA FESTIVAL V by CD Ignacio -Int’l. Gay choral festival in Florida-Run time-8:03:00
PETER WORTH (A Day in the Life)- by Katherine Linton-Run time-6:07:00
Celebrity ID: BETTY

*NYC airdate: 10/27/96, 10:00 P.M.
602 (Dec./Jan. ‘96)-THE STATE OF AIDS-HOST Katherine Linton
THE STATE OF AIDS- Examination of protease inhibitors by Hal German-Run time-10:53:00
JOHN CORIGLIANO: Of Rage & Remembrance -by C. D. Ingacio-Run time-4:57:00
MICHELLE LOPEZ (A Day in the Life)-AIDS activist by Janet Baus-Run time-7:10:00
THEATER SPOTLIGHT- AIDS on stage w/cast of “Rent”, ‘When Pigs Fly’, ‘Cowgirls’ by John Catania-Run time-8:11:00
GENDER WARRIORS- Transgender community issues by Katherine Linton-Run time-7:51:00
IN THE RING-Covers 1996 Int’l Gay & Lesbian Rodeo by Amy Harrison-Run time-6:45:00
POWERS-pet owners w/AIDS resource service -Run time-4:40:00
Celebrity ID: Quentin Crisp

*NYC airdate: 12/1/96, 9:00 P.M.

603 (Feb. ‘97)-IMAGE, IDENTITY & DIVERSITY-HOST Katherine Linton
SODOMY LAW- civil suit against the Louisiana Sodomy Statute by Janet Baus-Run time-8:43:00
NEW ORLEANS GAY HERITAGE TOUR- by Janet Baus-Run time-4:30:00
THE LADY CHABLIS (A Day in the Life)- by John Catania-Run time-6:28:00
PASSING-visual artists Leone & MacDonald discuss their video piece by Katherine Linton-Run time-6:04:00
MARKETING THE GAY IMAGE-ads & gay consumer by Amy Harrison-Run time-8:10:00
“TREMBLING BEFORE GOD”/”TREYF”-Gay & Jewish Documentaries by Desireena Almadorie. -Run time-7:14:00
THEATER SPOTLIGHT-“INSURRECTION”by Robert O’Hara by C.D. Ignacio. -Run time-5:32:00
GAY AFRICAN-AMERICAN AUTHORS-focus on Samuel Delany by Trish Cosgrove-Run time-3:23:00
Celebrity ID: The Lady Chablis (by John Catania)

*NYC airdate: 2/2/97, 10:30 P.M.

604 (Apr. ‘97)-AS AMERICAN AS APPLE PIE I-HOST Katherine Linton
UNION-Labor and Equal Rights at Chrysler Corporation, by Janet Baus-Run time-9:10:00
GAY IN CONGRESS-U.S. Rep. Hon. Sabrina Sojourner by Desireena Almadorie-Run time-5:56:00
UNDER THE BIG TOP-out at the circus by Katherine Linton -Run time-8:06:00
ANDY WARHOL- Warhol Museum by Hal German-Run time-5:00:00
OUT @ DISNEY-Disney’s new support of gay employees/consumers by C.D. Ignacio-Run time-8:19:00
FARM BOYS-Gay farmers by John Catania-Run time-6:33:00
SPOTLIGHT ON PFLAG -by Trish Cosgrove-Run time-6:13:00
Celebrity ID: Ringmaster Eric Michael Gillett

*NYC airdate: 4/21/97, 10:00 P.M.

605 (Jun. ’97)- LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTIVISM! II- HOST Katherine Linton
INDEPENDENTS DAY -Sundance Festival winners “License to Kill”, “Brink of Summer’s End” by C. D. Ignacio-Run time-4:11:00
NEA CONTROVERSY- “Watermelon Woman”, “Hide & Seek” by Roger Ross Williams
LOVE!VALOUR!COMPASSION!-spotlight on the movie by John Catania-Run time-5:08:00
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY-Donna Isman, TV Prod. by Jeff Collins-Run time-5:17:00
VIDEO AS EDUCATIONAL TOOL- “Risk”, “Only Human”, “Rhetoric of Intolerance” by Desireena Almoradie-Run time-9:57:00
1997 ITL WINNER-“Junky Punky Girlz” by Katherine Linton-Run time-10:43:00
SUMMER FILM SNEAK PREVIEWS- “Alive & Kicking”, “Different for Girls”, by Katherine Linton-Run time-2:06:00
Celebrity ID: Jason Alexandor

*NYC airdate: 6/19/97, 10:00 P.M.

606 (Aug. ’97)- IN THE LIFE’S FIFTH ANNIVERSARY retrospective

*NYC airdate: 8/28/97, 10:00 P.M.

ITL 700 SERIES RUNDOWN (6th season)
Draft: 4/22/03

701 (Oct. ’97)-BACK TO SCHOOL: YOUTH AND EDUCATION-HOST
Katherine Linton
TEEN SUICIDE-Excerpts from “Trevor”, Robbie Kirkland’s story-Run time-9:15:00
TEEN SUICIDE STATS- Cherry Jones-Run time-0:45:00
CIVIL RIGHTS-A Tale of Two States-Massachusetts & Utah on gay youth rights-Run time-10:43:00
GAY HISTORY ON FILM- Documentary “Out of the Past” -Run time-3:09:00
FILM SPOTLIGHT- Kevin Kline, Tom Selleck, Joan Cusack on “In & Out-Run time-3:35:00
IN THE LINE OF FIRE-Ex-gay movement, Religion tries to change gay life-Run time-9:14:00
A.P.A.’s COUNTERVIEWPOINT-Stephen Spinella -Run time-0:38:00
TEEN OUTREACH WORKER-Lulu Mitchell of Hetrick-Martin-Run time-7:40:00
MIDWEST SAFE SPACES-District 202 & IYG-Run time-5:43:00
Celebrity ID: Joan Cusack

*NYC air date: 10/29/97, 10:00 P.M.

702 (Dec. ‘97)-1997 YEAR IN REVIEW- HOST Katherine Linton
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR-Sex in the Age of AIDS-Run time-8:30:00
PROFILE-Dr. Kate O’Hanlan-Run time-6:00:00
THEATER SPOTLIGHT- Oscar Wilde, Lea DeLaria-Run time-6:30:00
NOT STRAIGHT FROM GERMANY-Gay German history exhibit-Run time-5:30:00
IN THE LINE OF FIRE- The Promisekeepers (DC Rally) -Run time-8:00:00
SPOTLIGHT ON TV-“Ellen” comes out April 30th, 1997-Run time-7:00:00
“GAY” SERIAL KILLER?- Media’s response to Andrew Cunanan
TRIBUTES- Tom Stoddard & Allen Ginsberg -Run time-5:00:00
Celebrity ID: Lea DeLaria

*NYC air date: 1/11/98, 10:00 P.M.

703 (Feb. ‘98)-IMAGE, IDENTITY, DIVERSITY: CROSSING BORDERS- HOST Katherine Linton
CROSSING BORDERS- Tijuana/Mexican AIDS project-Run time-8:45:00
PROFILE- Lesbian dance club diva Joi Cardwell-Run time-6:00:00
ART SPOTLIGHT – A Gay Jewish renaissance in Music, Film, Theater-Run time-6:30:00
FILM SPOTLIGHT- Documentary “Family Name” -Run time-5:00:00
GENDER IDENTITY DISORDER(GID)- Child and adolescents diagnosis-Run time-8:45:00
GAYS AND THE INTERNET- Resources and websites impact on gays-Run time-6:40:00
PROFILE ON COMMUNITY- The Audre Lorde Project-Run time-4:33:00
Celebrity ID: Multiple Talents

*NYC air date: 2/9/98, 10:00 P.M.

704 (Apr. ‘98)-IN THE LIFE GOES GLOBAL- HOST Katherine Linton
CHINA- Gays, Lesbians, Communism & culture-Run Time-8:35:00
ART EXHIBIT- Transforming the Crown- African/Asian/Caribbean Artists-Run Time-4:30:00
PHILIPPINES- Lesbian activism in the Philippines-Run Time-8:30:00
SPOTLIGHT- International Gay & Lesbian Human Rights Commission-Run Time-5:25:00
BRAZIL- Gay Culture & Contradictions on rights-Run Time-9:00:00
FRANCE- Pact of Common Interest- Domestic Partnership law in France-Run Time-6:30:00
HOLLAND- Amsterdam Gay Games 1998 preview-Run Time-6:25:

*NYC air date: 4/14/98, 10:00 P.M.

705 (Jun. ‘98)-AMERICAN AS APPLE PIE II- HOST Katherine Linton
TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND GAYS- Protection, Military, Families, Boy Scouts-Run time-8:30:00
PROFILE- Gay Activist Virginia Apuzzo at the White House-Run time-6:00:00
FILM PRODUCTION COMPANY- World of Wonder- Gay pop culture- Run time-5:30:00
RECORDING LESBIAN HISTORY- JEB, Olivia records-Run time-5:00:00
IN THE LINE OF FIRE- Pro-gay Methodist ministers-Run time-8:00:00
G & L AWARD CEREMONIES- GLAAD Awards, G & L Music Awards-Run time-6:00:00
GAY PARENTING- Iowa’s Foster Parents of the Year-Run time-6:00:00

Celebrity ID: k.d. lang

*NYC air date: 6/29/98, 10:00 P.M.

706 (Aug. ‘98)- LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTIVISM! III HOST- Katherine Linton
FOCUS ON G & L FILM FESTIVALS- New York & San Francisco - Run time-8:30:00
DOCUMENTARIES ON AGE- “Beauty Before Age”, “Some Ground To Stand On”, “Rules of the Game” -Run time-11:00:00
DOCUMENTARY SPOTLIGHT- “It’s Elementary” School kids and G&L facts-Run time-6:00:00
INTERNATIONAL GAY FILMMAKERS- Excerpts from African, Indian, Chinese films. - Run time-9:00:00
ITL FILM FESTIVAL WINNERS
Runner Up-“Good Night I Love You”-Run time-7:00:00
Festival Winner-“Love and Dinner”-Run time-3:00:00

Celebrity ID: Various Talents

*NYC air date: 8/7/98, 10:00 P.M.
ITL 800 SERIES RUNDOWN (7th Season)
Draft: 4/22/03

801 (Oct. ’98)-7th SEASON PREMIERE HOST-Katherine Linton
MAKING HISTORY IN HAWAII-Fighting traditional marital/family laws-Run Time-9:30:00
THEATER SPOTLIGHT-Lesbian opera “Patience & Sarah”-Lesbian folk heros-Run Time-6:15:00
FOCUS ON SAGE-Senior housing options-Run Time-5:40:00
SOUTHERN BAPTIST-Pro-gay churches against discrimination-Run Time-9:00:00
CHILDREN'S BOOKS ADULT BATTLES-Children’s book stir controversy in Wichita Falls-Run Time-8:00:00
GENDER BENDING-Same sex casting, “R & J”, LA Women’s Shakespeare Co. - Run Time-8:20:00
Celebrity ID: John Waters

*NYC air date: 10/7/98, 10:00 P.M.

VIOLENCE AGAINST GAYS-Hate crimes in the spotlight. Matthew Shepard -Run time-8:00:00
A DAY IN THE LIFE-“NYPD Blue” director Paris Barclay-Run time-7:30:00
OUT ACTORS SPEAK OUT-Mitchel Anderson, Lisa Kron, Lea DeLaria, Everett Quinton-Run time-0:40:00
MEDICAL SPOT-Breakthroughs in Lesbian health care-Run time-7:30:00
AIDS FUNDRAISING-Innovative fundraising approaches-Run time-7:30:00
JAMES WHALE-“Gods and Monsters” -Run time-7:00:00
AMSTERDAM-Gay games V recap-Run time-6:00:00
Celebrity ID: Ian McKellen

*NYC air date: 12/16/98, 10:00 P.M.

803 (Feb. ’99)-FEBRUARY/MARCH 1999 HOST-Katherine Linton
AIDS-increases in the African American Community-Run time-8:30:00
OUT ACTORS SPEAK OUT-Pamela Sneed, Quentin Crisp, Kate Clinton-Run time-0:40:00
BISEXUALITY 101-examining the problems of bisexual lifestyle-Run time-8:00:00
MAKING MUSIC/MAKING CHANGES- Transgendered musicians -Run time-7:50:00
A DAY IN THE LIFE-U.S. Gay Congresswoman Tammy Baldwin-Run
time-7:20:00
THEATER SPOTLIGHT- “Stop Kiss” -Run time-5:35:00
CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS-Gay ethnic groups-Irish, Indian, Philippines-Run
time-8:25:00
Celebrity ID: Quentin Crisp

*NYC air date: 2/10/99, 10:00 P.M.

804 (Apr. ‘99)-APRIL/MAY 1999 ON THE MOVE HOST-Katherine Linton
GAY AND LESBIAN TOURISM- Gay and lesbian cruises and controversies-Run
time-8:30:00
OUT ACTORS SPEAK OUT- David Marshal Grant, Paul Rudnick, Michael
McElroy-Run time-0:58:00
Bali-Travel journal w/ Katherine Linton -why court gay & lesbian travelers? -Run
time-6:30:00
FRIENDLY SKIES?- Gays, airlines, and discrimination. -Run time-7:50:00
ACTIVISTS- Condega Homemakers Project-Run time-7:20:00
DOCUMENTARY- “Rock The Boat” -Run time-5:35:00
DEAF AND OUTSPOKEN- Gay & deaf couples-Run time-8:05:00
Celebrity ID: Various Talents

*NYC air date: 4/20/99, 10:00 P.M.

805 (Jun. ‘99)-1999 GAY PRIDE EPISODE HOST-Katherine Linton
JUDY & STONEWALL-Judy Garland’s death & Stonewall riots-Run time-8:30:00
STONEWALL BUMPERS-Lea DeLaria, Stockard Channing-Run time-0:58:00
PROJECT YES-Miami gay youth support group-Run time-7:00:00
A DAY IN THE LIFE-Rev. Irene Monroe, PhD-Run time-6:30:00
ACTIVISTS-PIGS Animal Sanctuary-Run time-6:30:00
THEATER SPOTLIGHT-Playwright Paula Vogel-Run time-6:30:00
ITL ARCHIVES- Stonewall 25th retrospective (1994) w/Marga Gomez-Run
time-8:30:00
Celebrity ID: Paul Rudnick

*NYC air date: 6/24/99, 10:00 P.M.

806 (Aug. ‘99)-LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTIVISM! IV HOST-Katherine Linton
DOCUMENTARY- “It’s Elementary” backlash and controversy-Run time-10:43:00
GET BRUCE!- Bruce Vilanch-Run time-6:41:00
STONEWALL 30 BUMPERS- Mitchell Anderson, Pamela Sneed
ITL SHORT FILM WINNER-“Tomboy” -Run time-5:30:00
901 (Oct. ‘99)-8th SEASON PREMIERE HOST-Katherine Linton
GAYS & AIRLINES-Updated policies by airlines of same sex partners benefits-Run time-6:35:00
OUT ACTORS SPEAK OUT- Margaret Cho, Michael Mayer-Run time-0:40:00
LESBIAN HERSTORY ARCHIVES-The founders of the archives in NYC-Run time-7:40:00
THEATER SPOTLIGHT-About Face Theater Co.-Chicago gay theater (1995) -Run time-7:25:00
ITL VIDEO ARCHIVE-OutFest 1999 Gus Van Sant, GLMA fights bias, Human Rights Campaign Dinner-Run time-2:00:00
GAY FRATERNITIES-Being gay and greek-Run time-8:00:00
GAY TEEN FLICKS- “Edge of Seventeen”, “Get Real”, “Show Me Love”, “But I’m A Cheerleader” -Run time-8:40:00
A DAY IN THE LIFE- Peter Worth (Archive) -Run time-5:40:00
Celebrity ID: Martina Navitalova

In The Midst Of Change
ARTISTS FIGHT CENSORSHIP-Samantha Gellar, Holly Hughes, Kate Clinton-Run time-8:24:00
OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT-Scott Heim, Marc Wolf, Susan Morabito-Run time-0:50:00
FIREFIGHTER-Transgendered fire chief Michele Kammerer (Prod. Tami Gold/ Kelly Anderson) -Run time-8:28:00
HERBAL MEDICINE-Marijuana advocate Dennis Peron (CA Prop. 215) -Run time-7:48:00
ITL VIDEO FILE HIGHLIGHTS-Int’l Friendship Weekend, LLEGO Convention, Empire State Pride Agenda Dinner-Run time-2:19:00
TALE OF TWO MINISTERS-Rev. Creech & Williams (archive) -Run time-8:25:00
PROFILE OF GAY PARENTS- Dan Savage author of “The Kid” -Run time-7:30:00
LESBIANS OF COLOR-activist/publisher Sheila Reid of “Women in the Life” -Run time-6:00:00
Celebrity ID: Aiden Gillen
903 (Feb. ‘00)-FEBRUARY/MARCH 2000 HOST-Katherine Linton
OPEN and VISIBLE
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS-Esperanza Peace & Justice Center-Run Time-7:05:00
OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT- Tim Miller, Sam Harris, Michael Musto-Run Time-0:35:00, 0:35:00, 0:40:00
DANCERS & AIDS-Davide Rousseve-Run Time-7:20:00
GLMA-Organization educating the community about Gay & Lesbian doctors.-Run Time-6:10:00
ITL VIDEO FILE-Creating Change Conference, Anti-Violence Forum in Lynchburg, SAGE Awards in New York-Run Time-2:30:00
QUEER AS FOLK- A view on the UK TV series-Run Time-9:45:00
ITL ARCHIVES- “Deaf & Outspoken” -Run Time-7:20:00
TRIBUTE-Quentin Crisp-Run Time-5:40:00

Celebrity ID: Charlie Hunnam
***First closed caption production********
*NYC air date: 2/1/00, 10:00 P.M.

904 (Apr. ‘00)-APRIL/MAY 2000 HOST-Katherine Linton
RAINBOW SUPPORT GROUP-Support of mentally disabled gays & lesbians-Run Time-7:30:00
BETTY DEGENERIS-Human Rights Campaign Foundation Commercial-Run Time-0:35:00
A DAY IN THE LIFE-Director Paris Barclay-Run Time-6:40:00
SPOTLIGHT ON FILMMAKERS-Avant Garde Filmmaker Ulrike Ottinger -Run Time-5:50:00
ITL VIDEO FILE-Same sex marriage hearings in VT, Children’s services conference in NY, Permanent partners immigration laws in NY-Run Time-4:15:00
SPOTLIGHT ON FILMS-“Boys Don’t Cry”, Monica Treut’s “Gendernauts” -Run Time-8:00:00
FIGHTING WORDS-Anti-hate campaign commercial by GLSEN-Run Time-0:30:00
SPOTLIGHT ON FILM-“The Next Best Thing” w/Madonna, Rupert Everett-Run Time-6:35:00
DOCUMENTARY- “Ruth Ellis @100” by Yvonne Welbon-Run Time-6:10:00

Celebrity ID: Madonna
*NYC air date: 4/6/00, 10:00 P.M.

905 (Jun. ‘00)-JUNE/JULY 2000 HOST-Katherine Linton
HEPATITIS CAMPAIGN-an public health campaign news excerpt-Run Time-7:50:00
OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT-David Drake, Bruce Vilanch, Toshi Reagon, Danny Pintauro-Run Time-1:00:00
SPOTLIGHT ON FILM-“Parting Glances” Bill Sherwood, w/Kathy Kinney, Steve Buscemi-Run Time-7:00:00
ITL ARCHIVES-Montana’s first Gay Pride Parade -Run Time-4:40:00
ITL VIDEO FILE- Human Rights Millenium March in DC-Run Time-2:40:00
A DAY IN THE LIFE- Hon. Judge Deborah A. Batts of NYC- Run Time-5:00:00
SPOTLIGHT ON THEATER- “The Laramie Project” -Run Time-7:30:00
POETRY SLAM- 3 queer poets Alix Olson, Emanuel Xavier, Regie Cabico-Run Time-5:50:00

Celebrity ID: Kathy Kinney

*NYC air date: 6/15/00, 10:00 P.M.

906 (Aug. ’00)-IN THE LIFE GOES GLOBAL (Repeat: 704 July ’98)
704 (Apr. ’98)-IN THE LIFE GOES GLOBAL-HOST Katherine Linton
CHINA- Gays, Lesbians, Communism & culture
ART EXHIBIT- Transforming the Crown- African/Asian/Caribbean Artists
PHILIPPINES- Lesbian activism in the Philippines
SPOTLIGHT- Int’l. Gay & Lesbian Human Rights Corporation
BRAZIL- Gay Culture & Contradictions on rights
FRANCE- Pact of Common Interest- Domestic Partnership law in France
HOLLAND-Amsterdam Gay Games 1998 preview
*Original NYC air date: 4/14/98, 10:00 P.M.

*906 NYC air date: 8/24/00, 10:00 P.M.

Episode: 1001 "Season Premiere"
Air Date: October 2000
Host - Katherine Linton

RIGHTS & WOES - Millennium March & Festival in Washington, DC.
[prod. by Tim Curran] Runtime - 10:10:00

SPOTLIGHT ON ACTIVISM - Margarita Sanchez in Puerto Rico.
[prod. by Juan Carlos Zaldivar] Runtime - 8:00:00

OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT - Marga Gomez, E. Lynn Harris.
Runtime - 1:05:00

IN THE ARTS: SPOTLIGHT ON THEATER - Play Avow, about sex and religion;
Elizabeth Streb Dance Co. in Grand Central Terminal.
Runtime - 3:38:00
BOOKSTORE BLUES - Independent bookstores' competition with chains, internet.
[prod. by Daniel G. Karslake] Runtime - 7:30:00

NOVEL PIONEER - Focus on author E. Lynn Harris.
[prod. by Jack Savage] Runtime - 6:30:00

IN THE NEWS - Georgia Gov. Roy Barnes; Al Gore & Hillary Clinton at NY LGBT Community Center; Bush Jr. meets gay Republicans; Rep. Kolbe; Mary Cheney.
Runtime - 2:52:00

A MAN'S OWN STORY - Focus on author Edmund White.
[prod. by Dan Hunt] Runtime - 5:00:00

Celebrity ID - Wilson Cruz

Episode: 1002 "Retrospective"
Air Date: November 2000
Host: Katherine Linton

AIDS FUNDING CHALLENGES - Food & Friends, Whitman Walker Clinic.
[prod. by Mason Essif] Runtime - 6:25:00

OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT - Alex Sichel, Peter Frechette.
Runtime - 1:05:00

BLAZING TRAILS - Profile on activist Juanita Owens, San Francisco Board of Ed. Supervisor.
[prod. by Dan Hunt] Runtime - 6:00:00

IN THE ARTS - HomoCorps at CBGB; Irene Farrera with Sounds of Venezuela; Rob Epstein & Jeffrey Friedman’s Third Reich film Paragraph 175.
Runtime - 3:56:00

ROMAINE BROOKS - Focus on the artist’s retrospective in Washington DC.
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 9:00:00

FOCUS ON INDIES FILMS - Punks, Chutney Popcorn.
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 7:30:00

IN THE NEWS - Stop Dr. Laural protest; GLBT Christian Conference in DeKalb, IL.
Runtime - 2:36:00

ITL ARCHIVES - Rainbow Support Group -
[prod. by Daniel G. Karslake] Runtime - 8:04:00

Episode: 1003 "Supporting Gay Youth" (Reversion)
Air Date: December 2000
Host: Wilson Cruz

TEEN SUICIDE - Trevor, Robbie Kirkland.
[prod. by Mason Essif] Runtime - 8:45:00
MIAMI'S PROJECT YES - Youth Enrichment Services.
[prod. by Juan Carlos Zaldivar] Runtime - 6:23:00

IN THE ARTS - Queer Latino/a writers; Emily Solomon’s Last time I Wore A Dress.
Runtime - 3:00:00

YOUTH ACTIVIST - Profile of Wendi O’Neal, Spelman College, Atlanta.
[prod. by Desireena Almoradie] Runtime - 3:30:00

SAFE SPACES - District 202, Indian Youth Group (IYG), Minneapolis.
[prod. by Charles Ignacio] Runtime - 5:07:00

OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT - Jordan Roth, Scott Heim.
Runtime - 1:05:00

IN THE NEWS - GLSEN conference in Chicago.
Runtime - 2:15:00

NON TRADITIONAL FAMILIES - Film That’s A Family.
Runtime - 0:25:00

ARTISTS FIGHT CENSORSHIP - Samantha Gellar, Holly Hughes.
[prod. by Janet W. Baus] Runtime - 7:42:00

SLAM POETS - Regie Cabico, Alix Olson, Emanuel Xavier.
[prod. by Dan Hunt] Runtime - 5:51:00

Celebrity ID - Madonna

---

Episode: 1004 "History & Humor"
Air Date: January 2001
Host: Katherine Linton

GAY HISTORY - gay pioneers Barbara Gittings & Frank Kameny, Philadelphia.
[prod. by Glenn Hosten] Runtime - 8:45:00

LESBIAN CARTOON ARTIST - Alison Bechdel Dykes to Watch Out For.
[prod. by Jorg Fockele] Runtime - 7:45:00

OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT - Robert La Fosse, Tanya Barfield.
Runtime - 1:05:00

IN THE NEWS - World March of Women; Lambda Literary Conference.
Runtime - 2:53:00

ITL ARCHIVES - Gays in the Holocaust, Washington, DC.
[prod. by Desireena Almoradie] Runtime - 5:25:00

IN THE ARTS - Charles Busch’s Broadway show Tale of the Allergist’s Wife; What Makes a Family.
Runtime - 3:50:00

MAN BEHIND THE MOUSE - Tom Schumacher, Walt Disney Co.
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 9:48:00

SINGING FOR LIFE - Ennis Smith, HeartBeat.
[prod. by Jorg Fockele] Runtime - 6:12:00

Celebrity ID - “Mo” from Dykes To Watch Out For
Episode: 1005 "From Rights to Reverence" (Reversion)
Air Date: February 2001
Host - RuPaul Andre Charles

CIVIL RIGHTS LEADERS / Leaders Past and Present- Bayard Rustin, Keith Boykin, Washington, DC.
[prod. by John Catania and Desireena Almoradie] Runtime - 6:18:00

OUTspoken REVEREND - Irene Monroe, Boston, MA.
[prod. by Daniel Karslake] Runtime - 6:55:00

OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT - Toshi Reagon, Pamela Sneed, Cherry Jones.
Runtime - 0:55:00

JAMES BALDWIN - Focus on the gay author.
[prod. by Charles Ignacio] Runtime - 2:55:00

IN THE NEWS - AIDS Conference (Balm in Gilead); Team Harmony VII.
Runtime - 4:25:00

A DAY IN THE LIFE - Michelle Lopez, AIDS activist.
[prod. by Janet Baus] Runtime - 6:45:00

IN THE ARTS - Films A Luv Tale, Punks.
Runtime - 2:10:00

A GROWING EPIDEMIC - AIDS in the African-America Community.
[prod. by Paul Mueller] Runtime - 8:48:00

OLDER & OUT - Ruth Ellis at 100.
[prod. by Rob Stein] Runtime - 6:26:00

Celebrity ID - Spelman College Women

1006 (Mar. '01) - CHALLENGING TRADITION Repeat #902 Dec./Jan.'00
HOST - Katherine Linton

ARTISTS FIGHT CENSORSHIP-Samantha Gellar, Holly Hughes
OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT-Scott Heim, Marc Wolf, Susan Morabito
FIREFIGHTER-Transgendered fire chief Michele Kamberer
MEDICAL MARIJUANA-Prop. 215 & activist Dennis Peron
ITL VIDEO FILE-Int’l Friendship Weekend, LLEGO convention, Empire Pride Dinner
ITL ARCHIVES- “Tale of Two Minister”Rev. Creech & Williams
GAY PARENTING-Dan Savage, Helen Mendoza
AN UNCOMMON WOMAN –Sheila Reid, Washington, D. C.
Celebrity ID: Aiden Gillen

Episode: 1007 "Building Safe Havens"
Air Date: April 2001
Host: Katherine Linton

**HARMFUL PURSUITS** - Gays in the Military, San Francisco, DC.
[prod. by Dan Karslake] Runtime - 9:10:00

**PSA SPEAK OUT** - Billy Bean, Susan Sarandon.
Runtime - 1:04:00

**WOMEN IN ART** - Lesbian Art in America by Harmony Hammond.
[prod. by Janet Baus] Runtime - 8:54:00

**IN THE NEWS** - Coalition for Equality New Mexico; 24th Annual Aspen Gay & Lesbian Ski Week.
Runtime - 4:21:00

**WHEN ABUSE HITS HOME** - Domestic partner violence recovery programs.
[prod. by Dan Hunt] Runtime - 8:05:00

**IN THE ARTS** - Kathy Najimy as *Dirty Blonde*; NY Theatre Workshop, Quentin Crisp’s *Resident Alien*.
Runtime - 3:28:00

**A DIFFERENT KIND OF CAMP** - Common Threads program in Fishkill, NY.
[prod. by Harriet Hirshorn] Runtime - 6:24:00

**THE LENS OF JOHN DUGDALE** - Profile on artist; interview includes Duane Michals.
[prod. by Jack Savage] Runtime - 6:36:00

**Celebrity ID** - RuPaul Andre Charles

---

**Episode: 1008 "Cultural Legacies" (Reversion)**

**Air Date: May 2001**

**Host: Kate Clinton**

**MAKING HERSTORY** - Lesbian Herstory Archives in Brooklyn.
[prod. by Janet Baus] Runtime - 8:00:00

**COMIC STRIP HEROES** - Jennifer Camper, Howard Cruse.
[prod. by Trish Cosgrove] Runtime - 3:35:00

**IN THE NEWS** - Benefits: GLWD benefit, *Caged* Isabella Rossellini, Varla Jean Merman et al, Harlem United Community AIDS Center; Broadway Stars @ the Apollo.
Runtime - 4:21:00

**SAME-SEX SHAKESPEARE** - R&J all-male adaptation of *Romeo & Juliet*, LA Women’s Shakespeare Co.’s all-women *Hamlet*, LA.
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 8:25:00

**DANCING FOR LIFE** - Profile & review of choreographers Chris Ramos & David Rousseve; Dancers Responding to AIDS.
[prod. by Jack Savage] Runtime - 7:45:00

**IN THE ARTS** - *Tales of the City* author Thomas Glave.
Runtime - 3:28:00

**MAVERICK MUSICIAN** - Billy Tipton.
**Episode: 1009 "Pride"**
**Air Date: June 2001**
**Host: Katherine Linton**

**FAMILY MATTERS** - COLAGE, Alicia Park-Rogers, San Francisco.
[prod. by Johnny Symons] Runtime - 9:08:00

**ROCKY HORROR BIRTHDAY** - Sal Piro, Susan Sarandon.
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 8:38:00

**IN THE NEWS** - Pledge drive to protest God Hates Fags website in Madison, WI.
Runtime - 3:06:00

[prod. by Mason Essif] Runtime - 7:53:00

**IN THE ARTS** - S.F. LG Film Fest 25th Anniversary, films *The Adventures of Felix*, *Lost & Delirious*, *Kiss of the Spiderwoman*.
Runtime - 2:38:00

**LEATHER LIFE** - A look at the leather culture.
[prod. by Claudia Cummings and Hal German] Runtime - 9:35:00

**POLAR PIONEERS** - Ann Bancroft, Antarctica.
[prod. by Alisa Lebow] Runtime - 8:16:00

**PSAs** - Galluccio Family (Gay Parents), James Dale (Youth Clubs)

**Celebrity ID** - E. Lynn Harris

---

**Episode: 1010 "Movers & Shakers"**
**Air Date: July 2001**
**Host: Katherine Linton**

**POWER PLAYERS** - Walter Schubert’s GFN.com’s 25 power players; interviews with Shelly Meyers, Martin Atkin, Los Angeles.
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 8:20:00

[prod. by Charles Ignacio] Runtime - 6:44:00

**IN THE NEWS** - IGLHRC Felipa Awards, NY; One Institute & Archives, Los Angeles.  
Runtime - 3:14:00

**SERVING OVERSEAS** - Gays in Foreign Armed Services, San Francisco.
[prod. by Daniel G. Karslake] Runtime - 9:15:00
IN THE ARTS - Jewish Women Roar! (JFREJ), ASTRAEA XXIII Benefit with Holly Near. Runtime - 3:15:00

ITL ARCHIVES - Hip to Hepatitis. [prod. by Mason Essif] Runtime - 7:36:00

A STORME LIFE - Storme DeLarverie. [prod. by Andrea Stewart] Runtime - 7:42:00

PSAs - Kate Clinton (Partner Financial Strategies), Billy Bean (Military)

Celebrity ID - Jewelle Gomez

1011 (Aug.'01) - HISTORY & HUMOR (repeat Jan. '01)
GAY PIONEERS: Barbara Gittings & Frank Kameny – Philadelphia Run time-8:45:00
DYKE TO WATCH OUT FOR: Cartoonist Alison Bechdel – Bolton, VT -7:45:00
OUT ARTISTS SPEAK OUT-Robert La Fosse -Run time-1:05:00
IN THE NEWS- World March of Women; Lambda Literary Conference-Run time-2:53:00
ITL ARCHIVES- Gays in the Holocaust , Washington, D.C. -Run time-5:25:00
IN THE ARTS- Charles Busch’s Broadway show “Tale of the Allergist’s Wife”; “What Makes a Family” -Run time-3:50:00
MAN BEHIND THE MOUSE- Tom Schumacher, Walt Disney Co. -Run time-9:48:00
SINGING FOR LIFE-Ennis Smith, HeartBeat-Run time-6:12:00
PSAs: Robert LaFosse: Gay-Straight Alliances”, Tanya Barfield “Partner Benefits”
Celebrity ID: “Mo” from “Dykes To Watch Out For”

Episode: 1012 "Special Edition" (Reversion)
Air Date: September 2001
Guest Host: Cherry Jones

CHILDREN’S BOOKS, ADULT BATTLES - Wichita, TX. [prod. Johnny Symons] Runtime - 8:00:00

INDIE MILESTONE - Parting glances. [prod. Jorg Fockele] Runtime - 7:45:00

FOSTER PARENTS OF THE YEAR - Gair Bridges & Ron Travis, Eldora, IA. Runtime - 6:25:00

IN THE NEWS - Newsweek, Seth Berkley & Larry Kramer talk; Gay Men of African Descent.

CHINA: COMMUNISM & CULTURE - Beijing, Hong Kong. [prod. John Catania] Runtime - 9:00:00

THE JUDY CONNECTION - The Legacy of Judy Garland. Runtime - 10:40:00

PSAs - Scott Heim, Pamela Sneed, Wilson Cruz
ITL 1100 SERIES RUNDOWN (10th season)
As of 5/03

**Episode: 1101 "10 Anniversary Season Premiere"
Air Date: October 2001
Host: Katherine Linton**

[prod. by J. Fockele] Runtime - 8:40:00

*STILL the ONE* - ONE Institute & Archives, Los Angeles.
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 7:58:00

*ITL ARCHIVES* - Condega Homemaker’s Project.
[prod. by Juan Carlos Zaldivar] Runtime - 7:20:00

*OUT & ABOUT* - Fred Martinez murder; Gay Playwrights: Edward Albee, Terrence McNally, Lanford Wilson; Gay Writers: Howard Cruse, Samuel R. Delany; Films: *Iron Ladies*; LGBT Community Center Opening, NYC.
[prod. by Alisa Lebow] Runtime - 5:42:00

*A LUSH LIFE* - Jazz songwriter Billy Strayhorn (*Take the ‘A’ Train*).
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 9:56:00

*OUT TAKES with Marga Gomez* [prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 3:35:00

*PSAs* - Alec Mapa (Gay and Lesbian History archives), Dan Pintauro (hate crimes)

**Episode: 1102 "Vital Discoveries"
Air Date: November 2001
Host: Katherine Linton**

*ANATOMY OF A COLORADO MURDER* - Fred Martinez.
[prod. by Desireena Almoradie] Runtime - 8:40:00

*ITL ARCHIVES* - Out Music: Keith Christopher, Nedra Johnson, Tom McCormack.
Runtime - 7:58:00

*OUT & ABOUT* - Theatre: Tony Award-winners Gary Beach & Roger Bart, the “gay couples” of Broadway’s biggest hit, *The Producers*, Sullivan County, NY’s “Day to be Gay;” Domestic Partnerships at Gannett; Alamogordo, NM controversy.
[prod. by P. Lee] Runtime - 7:20:00

*GRIOT STORIES* - Profile of NYC organization GRIOT Circles for African-American Seniors.
[prod. by Andrea Stewart] Runtime - 5:42:00

*ON THE ROAD* - Gay truckers Karl Warren & Tom Walker.
**OUT TAKES with Paul Rudnick**
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 3:35:00

---

**Episode: 1103 "Friends & Family" (Reversion)**

**Air Date: December 2001**

**Host: Katherine Linton**

- **A FRIEND & HERO** - New York’s Fr. Mychal Judge.
  [prod. by John Antonio]

- **GAY PARENTING** (902) - Dan Savage & raising kids.
  [prod. by Dan Karslake]

- **DEAF & OUT** (804) - Spoken-deaf couple raising child.
  [prod. by John Mullen]

- **STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART** (401) - documentary about parents & their gay kids.
  [prod. by D. Mosbacher]

- **RUE & JEWEL** (1009) - Los Angeles activists.
  [prod. by J. Symons]

- **SF History PSAs** - The Gallucios, authors of *An American Family* (Family Pride Support), Susan Morabito (Gay & Lesbian Family support groups), Kate Clinton (gay marriage protection rights)

---

**Episode: 1104 "Out in the Workplace" (Reversion)**

**Air Date: January 2002**

**Host:**

- **POWER PLAYERS** - Shelly Meyers, Walter Schubert; LA, NYC.
  [prod. by Andrea Swift]

- **DISCO DIVA** - A day in the life of Joi Cardwell.
  [prod. by Roger Williams]

- **A MORE PERFECT UNION** - Equal rights at Chrysler; Detroit.
  [prod. by Janet Baus]

- **A DAY IN THE LIFE OF DR. KATE O’HANLAN** - Bay Area, CA.
  [prod. by Amy Harrison]

- **HARMFUL PURSUIT** - Gays in the Military; SF, DC.
  [prod. by Daniel Karslake]

- **OUTSPOKEN REVEREND** - Irene Monroe.
  [prod. by Daniel Karslake]

- **History PSAs** - Dan Butler (Kathy Kozachenko, 1st openly gay candidate in Maryland), Mel Johnson Jr. (1979 March on Washington), Lee Rose (Dorothy Arzner), Patricia Clarkson (domestic partnership benefits)

---

**Episode: 1105 "God & Hollywood"**
Air Date: February 2002
Host: Katherine Linton

**RECONCILING GOD & IDENTITY** - Gay Muslims; DC/NYC.
[prod. by Matt Kapp] Runtime - 7:47:00

**A CENTER FOR WELLNESS** - Michael Callen, Audre Lorde Health Center NYC.
Runtime - 5:48:00

**OUT & ABOUT**
Runtime - 6:21:00

**ITL ARCHIVES** - Recording Lesbian History, Lesbian Herstory Archives.
Runtime - 6:36:00

**ALAN BALL: HOLLYWOOD PLAYER** - Profile on filmmaker, LA.
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 9:09:00

**HARMFUL PURSUIT** - Gays in the Military; SF, DC.
[prod. by Daniel Karslake]

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein**
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 6:43:00

**History PSAs** - Paul Rudnick (Boys in the Band), Keith Boykin (meeting with president and LGBT community leaders)
[prod. by Andrea Swift]

**Celebrity ID** - RuPaul Andre Charles
[prod. by Andrea Swift]

---

Episode: 1106 "Taking the Lead" (Reversion)
Air Date: March 2002
Host: Katherine Linton

**A DAY IN THE LIFE OF VIRGINIA APUZZO** - Washington, DC.
Runtime - 6:19:00

**LESBIAN & GAY LEADERSHIP** - Elizabeth Birch, Rich Tafel, David Mixner, etc.
Runtime - 6:42:00

**LEADERS PAST & PRESENT** - Bayard Rustin & Keith Boykin; Washington, DC.
Runtime - 5:37:00

**A DAY IN THE LIFE OF SABRINA SOJOURNER** - Washington, DC.
[prod. by D. Almoradie] Runtime - 5:26:00

**THE MAYOR OF BUNCETON** - Gene Ulrich; Bunceton, MO.
[prod. by Trish Cosgrove] Runtime - 4:06:00

**HON. D.A. BATTS** - Judge Debbie Batts; NY.
[prod. by Jack Savage] Runtime - 5:44:00

**A DAY IN THE LIFE OF TAMMY BALDWIN** - Madison, WI.
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 8:04:00
**History PSAs** - Scott Seomin (Michael & Harry), Keith Boykin (Million Man March), Christian de la Huerta (Being gay and proud)

**Episode: 1107 "Comfort in Crisis"
Air Date: April 2002
Host: Katherine Linton

- **COVER** - Victims of 9/11; Washington, DC. [prod. by Desireena Almoradie] Runtime - 11:47:00
- **REAL TO REEL: SOUTHERN COMFORT** - profile on film; Maryland. [prod. by Lisa Fisher] Runtime - 3:56:00
- **FEATURE** - Project 10; Los Angeles. [prod. by Daniel Karslake] Runtime - 10:36:00
- **ITL ARCHIVES** - The Laramie Project. [prod. by Daniel Karslake] Runtime - 7:27:00
- **OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein** [prod. by Andrea Swift] Run time - 5:10:00
- **History PSAs** - Mathew St. Patrick (*Six Feet Under*), Jim J. Bullock (GLSEN)
- **Celebrity ID** - Angela Lansbury [prod. by Andrea Swift]

1108 (May ‘02) - BUILDING SAFE HAVENS [repeat: 10-07 April ’01]
**REAL to REEL: Southern Comfort** [prod.: Lisa Fisher] Maryland
**Out & ABOUT:** Montana arson, L.A. Center benefit, authors Sarah Waters & Christopher Rice, Rhode Island suicide, *Kissing Jessica Stein*, HRC Dinner [prod. David Koch]
**FEATURE:** Project 10 [prod. Daniel Karslake] Los Angeles
**ITL ARCHIVES-The Laramie Project** [prod. Daniel Karslake]
**OUTTAKES-Harvey Fierstein** [prod. Andrea Swift]
**Celebrity ID:** Angela Lansbury [prod. Andrea Swift]

**Episode: 1109 "10th Anniversary Edition"
Air Date: June 2002
Host: Katherine Linton

- **FLORIDA FAMILY FEUD** - Gay families fight Florida’s legislation to adopt their children; Miami, Key West. [prod. by Marcie Mule] Run time - 10:00:00
**BROADWAY BABY** - Jerry Herman Profile; LA.  
[prod. by Daniel Karslake] Runtime - 10:00:00

[prod. by David Koch] Runtime - 8:00:00

**ITL ARCHIVES** - *In the Life* retrospective  
[prod. by Desiree Almoradie] Runtime - 8:00:00

**FEATURE: Good VIBErations** - Emil Wilbekin editor-in-chief of *VIBE* magazine  
[prod. by Harold Abrams] Runtime - 7:30:00

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein**  
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 2:30:00

**History PSAs** - Paris Barclay (James Baldwin), Judith Light (Paul Monette)  
[prod. by Andrea Swift]

**Celebrity ID** - Albita (recording artist)  
[prod. by Andrea Swift]

**Episode: 1110 "Hands-On Heroes"**

**Air Date:** July 2002

**Host:** Katherine Linton

**COVER** - Profile of AIDS activist Phill Wilson; LA.  
[prod. by Harold Abrams] Runtime - 10:30:00

**REAL LIFE CHICKEN RUN** - Animal rights activists; Maryland.  
[prod. by Lisa Fisher] Runtime - 4:27:00

**OUT & ABOUT** - Fred Martinez trial update, Young Gay America Youth Conference, NY Aquarium gay penguins.  
[prod. by David Koch] Runtime - 6:49:00

**NEWS: GAY SCAPEGOATS** - Catholic Church & gay priests.  
[prod. by C. D. Ignacio] Runtime - 2:51:00

**ITL ARCHIVES** - A Friend & Hero: Fr. Mychal Judge.  
[prod. by John Antonio] Runtime - 6:28:00

**REAL TO REEL: QUESTIONING FAITH**  
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 6:30:00

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein**  
[prod. by Andrea Swift]

---

1111 (Aug.'02) - SUPPORTING YOUTH [Repeat: 1003 December ‘00]

**Guest Host:** Wilson Cruz

*Teen Suicide:* The Trevor Project – Los Angeles  
*Miami’s Project YES (Youth Enrichment Services)*- Miami  
*Activist* Wendi O’Neal, Spelman College – Atlanta  
*Safe Space:* District 202, Indian Youth Group (IYG) – Indpls/Minneapolis
Artists Fight Censorship: Samantha Gellar, Dorothy Allison
Slam Poets - Regie Cabico, Alix Olson, Emanuel Zavier
PSAs: Jordan Roth "OutProud", Danny Pintauro “Hate crimes”, Scott Heim “Censorship”
Celebrity ID: Madonna

**Episode: 1112 "LA Edition" (Reversion)**
Air Date: September 2002
Host: Mark Christopher

**ALAN BALL: HOLLYWOOD PLAYER** - writer, *Six Feet Under*  
[prod. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 8:40:00

**STILL the ONE** - ONE Institute & Archives, Los Angeles.  
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 7:59:00

**RUE & JEWEL** - Los Angeles activists.  
[prod. by Janet Baus] Runtime - 4:18:00

**SAME-SEX SHAKESPEARE** - L.A. Women's Shakespeare Co.  
[prod. by John Catania]

**LESBIAN & GAY DISTRIBUTORS** - Strand Releasing.  
[prod. by Jack Savage]

**FIREFIGHTER** - Profile of transgendered L.A. Fire Chief  
[prod. by Tami Gold] Runtime - 8:22:00

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein**  
[prod. Andrea Swift] Runtime - 3:33:00

**History PSAs** - TBA  
[prod. Andrea Swift]

**Celebrity ID** - Montage  
[prod. Andrea Swift]

(OutFest '02 Entry) - In the Life & The City of Angels [1112 expanded]

Guest Host: TBD

Alan Ball: HOLLYWOOD PLAYER – writer, *Six Feet Under* [prod. Andrea Swift]
STILL the ONE – ONE Institute & Archives, Los Angeles [prod. John Catania]
Rue & Jewel – Los Angeles activists, [prod. Janet Baus]
Project 10-youth support organization [prod. Daniel Karslake]
Same-Sex Shakespeare – L.A. Women’s Shakespeare Co. [prod. John Catania]
Lesbian & Gay Distributors – Strand Releasing [prod. Jack Savage]
A Day in the Life-TV director Paris Barclay [prod. Rob Stein, Jeff Collins]
Profile-AIDS activist Phill Wilson [prod. Harold Abrams]
OUTTAKES-Harvey Fierstein [prod. Andrea Swift]
History PSAs: TBA [prod. Andrea Swift]
Celebrity ID: Montage [prod. Andrea Swift]
ITL 1200 SERIES RUNDOWN

11th Season Premiere:

Episode: 1201 "Season Premiere"
Air Date: October 2002
Host: John Bartlett

LEGAL STRANGERS - San Francisco dog mauling case.
[prod. by Nancy Schwartz] Runtime - 9:30:00

REAL TO REEL: FAMILY FUNDAMENTALS - Profile on film.
[prod. by Lisa Fisher] Runtime - 6:59:00

CENTERS OF FAITH - Gay and lesbian churches in LA & Dallas.
[prod. by Scott Hopper] Runtime - 8:33:00

OUT & ABOUT - 7 gay couples in NJ, Bill T. Jones, Rainbow flag exhibit, Gay Games in Sydney.
Runtime - 6:25:00

HAIRSPRAY - Broadway’s latest smash based on the John Waters film.
[prod. by Dan Karslake] Runtime - 9:17:00

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - “Voting”
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 2:56:00

PSAs - Dan Butler (Kozachenko), Rachel True (Tammy Baldwin), Dirk Shafer (1st transgender), Paris Barclay (go vote 2002)

Celebrity ID - Beth Anthony

Episode: 1202 "The Homefront"
Air Date: November 2002
Host: Bill Brochtrup

KRAMER ON KRAMER - Profile on Larry Kramer.
[prod. by Hal German] Runtime - 9:08:00

A MORE PERFECT UNION - Civil unions in Quebec.
[prod. by Charles Ignacio] Runtime - 9:11:00

ALBITA - Profile on the Latin music icon.
[prod. by Sue Lee (Brad Hurtado)] Runtime - 7:38:00

REAL TO REEL: DADDY AND PAPA - Profile on film.
[prod. by David Koch] Runtime - 7:27:00

OUT & ABOUT - AK sodomy law, Black Pride, Wan Yan Hai (China), Seq. To Boys in the Band, Dixon Place, Sex. Orientation law, Harlem Song.
Runtime - 6:42:00

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - "Spread This"
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 4:18:00

PSAs - Judith Light (Ryan White), Larry Sullivan (AIDS Walk), Beth Anthony (Growing up without role models), Katherine Linton (remembering Robbie Kirkland suicide)
Celebrity ID - Miss USA
Credit Music - Ooh Child by Five Stairsteps

1203 (Dec ‘02)- REPEAT 1010 (JULY ’01)-MOVERS AND SHAKERS-HOST KATHERINE LINTON
POWER PLAYERS-grn.com 25: Shelly Meyers, Walter Schubert
HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH-profile on film starring and directed by John Cameron Mitchell
IN THE NEWS-One Inst. Archives, IGLHRC Felipa Awards
SERVING OVERSEAS-Gays in Foreign Armed Services
IN THE ARTS-Jewish Women Roar! (JFREJ), ASTRAEA XXIII Benefit with Holly Near
ARCHIVES: HIP TO HEPATITIS-
A STORME LIFE- Profile on Storme DeLarverie
PSA’s- Kate Clinton (speaking out for rights), Billy Bean (don’t ask don’t tell-military)
Celebrity ID: Jewelle Gomez

1204 (Jan. 03)-REPEAT 1102-VITAL DISCOVERIES-HOST KATHERINE LINTON
ANATOMY OF A COLORADO MURDER-Fred Martinez, -prod. Desireena Almoradie
OUT MUSIC: Keith Christopher, Nedra Johnson, Tom McCormack
OUT & ABOUT-Theater: Tony Award-winner Gary Beach & Roger Bart, the “gay couple”of Broadway’s biggest hit, “The Producers;” Sullivan County, Ny’s “Day to be Gay;” Domestic Partnership at Gannett; Alamogordo, NM controversy-prod. P. Lee
THE GRIOT CIRCLE-Profile of NYC organization GRIOT Circle of African American Seniors-prod. by Andrea Stewart
ON THE ROAD-Gay Truckers Karl Warren & Tom Walker-prod. by Scott Hileman
OUT TAKES: PAUL RUDNICK-prod. by Andrea Swift
PSA’s-Alan Menken (Howard & Beauty and the Beast), Keith Boykin (million man march and gay)
Celebrity ID-Edward Albee

Episode: 1205 "Outfront"
Air Date: February 2004
Host: Staceyann Chin

THE ADVOCATE - 35th anniversary retrospect.
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 8:39:25

REAL TO REEL: BROTHER OUTSIDER - The life of Bayard Rustin.
[prod. by Rob Rosenberg] Runtime - 6:48:15
OUT & ABOUT - Sage event, Live Out Loud, Black Like Us launch, Imani Henry, Food of Love film based on The Page Turner by David Leavit, Sesame Street's Kami.
CATA - Native American artist Kevin Cata.
[prod. by Uri Gal-Ed] Runtime - 6:52:00
NYPD PINK - Bill Brochtrup, cast member of NYPD Blue.
[prod. by Virginie Danglades] Runtime - 4:45:00
DO IT YOURSELF - Underground lesbian rock artists.
[prod. by Sue Lee, associate prod. Jessica Stein] Runtime - 8:03:07
OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - "Silly Simpsons"
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 4:57:00
PSAs - Martina Navratilova (Coming Out)
Celebrity ID - Nathan Lane, Patricia Clarkson
Credit Music - I've Got No String by Barbra Streisand

Episode: 1206 "The Legacy of AIDS" (Reversion)
Air Date: March 2003
Host: Bill Brochtrup
STONETEAL 25 - 25th anniversary of Stonewall Riots (recut from episode 309).
Runtime - 1:54:00
THE STATE OF AIDS - (recut from episode 602)
[prod. by Hal German] Runtime - 10:57:00
CROSSING BORDERS (703) - AIDS medication in Mexico.
Runtime - 6:31:00
PHILL WILSON (1110) - African-American AIDS policy and training institute.
[prod. by Harold Abrams] Runtime - 09:10:00
[prod. by Jorg Fockele] Runtime - 8:32:00
JOHN DUGDALE (1007) - Gay photographer with 19th century style.
Runtime - 06:44:00
OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein (1202) - "Spread This"
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 4:17:00
PSAs - Pamela Sneed (information on AIDS), Alan Menken (Howard Ashman and Beauty & the Beast)
Celebrity ID - Kristen Johnston
Credit Music - Being Boring by Pet Shop Boys

Episode: 1207 "Stealing Home"
Air Date: April 2003
Host: E. Lynn Harris

CENTER SPACES NYC - History of gay/lesbian community centers and places.
  [prod. by Ron Dodd] Runtime - 5:30:00

ODD GIRL OUT - Pulp fiction queen Ann Bannon returns to New York City.
  [prod. by Kara Williamson with special guest correspondent Lesley Gore]
  Runtime - 05:57:00

MAINE - A rural state fights for gay rights/Christian Coalition.
  [prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 6:30:00

TALE OF 2 CITIES - Life in Boys Town; Chicago and Decatur, Georgia.
  [prod. by Mason Essif] Runtime - 11:18:00

ECO-CHALLENGE - Subaru-sponsored gay/lesbian team competes in Fiji.
  [prod. by J. Solomon] Runtime - 5:49:00

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - "The Date and I"
  [dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 4:38:00

PSAs - Pamela Sneed (Jodie Dallas), Lisa Kron (lesbian theater), John Bartlett (Hetrick-Martin), Chris Rice (Ellen coming out)

Celebrity ID - Kelly Ripa

Credit Music - Downtown by Petula Clark

Episode: 1208 "The Fundamental Fight" (Reversion)

Air Date: May 2003

Host: Cherry Jones and David Marshall Grant

BATTLE FOR THE BOX (806) - The controversy over PBS’s airing of It’s Elementary.
  Runtime - 6:48:00

CHILDREN’S BOOKS/ADULT BATTLES (801) - Wichita Falls finds Daddy’s Roommate and Heather Has 2 Mommies in their public library.
  Runtime - 7:07:00

BALLOT MEASURE 9 (501) - The battle over queer rights in Oregon.
  Runtime - 2:34:00

GAY MUSLIMS (1105) - Gay Muslims discuss what it’s like being gay and Muslim.
  Runtime - 7:31:00

EX-GAY MOVEMENT (701) - An examination of movement to “change” one’s sexual identity; “There’s hope for change”.
  Runtime - 7:43:00

THE PROMISE KEEPERS (702) - Christian men promise to fulfill their duty as masters and protectors of heterosexual families.
  Runtime - 7:44:00
**BLACK IS...BLACK AIN'T** (404) - Marlon Riggs looks at race added to gender identity and sexuality.
   Runtime - 4:26:00

**OUTTAKES with Paul Rudnick** (1102) - (Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson and 9/11)
   [dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 2:11:00

**PSAs** - Melanie Henderson (Redefining Leviticus), Peter Gomes, Pamela Sneed

**Celebrity ID** - Harvey Fierstein
   Credit Music - *You Don’t Own Me* by Lesley Gore

---

**Episode: 1209 "The Body Politic"**

**Air Date:** June 2003

**Host:** Denis O'Hare

**BODY POSITIVE** - HIV-positive modeling agency *Proof Positive*; issue of using beautiful and healthy-looking models for HIV drug ads.
   [prod. by Dan Karslake with special guest correspondent John Bartlett]
   Runtime - 9:32:00

**NURSING HOME** - A close look at options or the lack thereof for gay elderly.
   [prod. by Wayne Barbin with special guest correspondent Pamela Sneed]
   Runtime - 10:00:00

**REAL TO REEL: SIMON AND I** - South African AIDS activist Simon Nkoli with Bev Ditsi.
   [prod. by S. Hopper] Runtime - 6:37:00

**WALK LIKE A MAN** - Gay student Scott Lipich and others tell their experiences with gay harassment in high school.
   [prod. by George Ratliff] Runtime - 7:38:00

**TAKE ME OUT** - The new Broadway hit play by Richard Greenberg about sports stars coming out.
   [prod. by R. Stein with special guest correspondent Patricia Clarkson]
   Runtime - 8:21:00

---

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein** - “Gay Pride Day”
   [dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 2:39:00

**PSAs** - Billie Jean King (Renee Richards), Wilson Cruz (Role models), Martina Navratilova (Coming Out)

**Celebrity ID** - Celebrity Montage
   Credit Music - *Light of a Clear Blue Morning* by Dolly Parton

---

**Episode: 1210 "War Stories" (Partial Reversion)**

**Air Date:** July 2003

**Host:** Bill Brochtrup
MEN IN TIGHTS - Queer comic book characters from DC and Marvel Comics.
   [prod. by J. Fockele] Runtime - 8:25:00
POLAR PIONEERS (1009) - A look at the first women’s expedition across Antarctica.
   Runtime - 7:37:00
LIVING WITH PRIDE (904) - Ruth Ellis at 100.
   Runtime - 5:28:00
FAMILY MATTERS (1009) - Gay parents and the COLAGE organization.
   Runtime - 8:03:00
REAL TO REEL: RUTHIE AND CONNIE - Film looking at the lives of two Brooklyn Jewish lesbians who first became friends and then lovers.
   [prod. by D. Karslake] Runtime - 5:00:00
HARMFUL PURSUIT (1007) - Don’t ask, don’t pursue in the military.
   [prod. by D. Karslake] Runtime - 8:40:00
OUTTAKES with Harvey Fierstein - “Hero Worship”
   [dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 3:25:00
PSAs - Herman Agoya (2 warriors), Judith Light (Evelyn Hooker APA decision), Paris Barclay (James Baldwin), Howard Dean (Gay rights in the military)
Celebrity ID - Jewelle Gomez
Credit Music - Proud Mary by Ike and Tina Turner

1211 (August ’03)-REPEAT-(from March ’03)-REV. THE LEGACY OF AIDS”-
HOST Bill Brochtrup
STONEWALL 25-25th anniversary of Stonewall Riots –recut from episode 309-
   Run time-01:54:00
THE STATE OF AIDS-prod. by Hal German-from episode 602-Run time-10:57:00
CROSSING BORDERS-(703)-Aids medication in Mexico-(Run time-06:31:00
PHILL WILSON-(1110)African American aids policy and training institutue-prod. by Harold Abrams-Run time-09:10:00
   prod. by Jorg Fockele-Run time-08:32:00
JOHN DUGDALE-(1007)-gay photographer with 19th century style-Run time-06:44:00
OUT TAKES-(1202)-Harvey Fierstein (Spread this)-directed by Andrea Swift-Run time-04:17:00
PSA’s-Pamela Sneed (information on Aids), Alan Menken (Howard & Beauty and the Beast)
   Celeb ID-Kristin Johnson
Credit Music-“Being Boring”-Pet Shop Boys

Episode: 1212 “Family Law” (Reversion)
Air Date: September 2003
Host: Emanuel Xavier
MARGARITA SANCHEZ (1001) - Profile on Puerto Rican lesbian activist. [prod. by Juan Carlos Zalvidar] Runtime - 8:00:00

DP 9/11 (1107) - 9/11 gay victim's spouses fight for equality. [prod. by Desireena Almoradie] Runtime - 11:47:00

LEGAL STRANGERS (1201) - San Francisco dog mauling case. [prod. by Nancy Schwartz] Run time - 9:30:00

FLORIDA ADOPTION (1109) - Gay couples struggle to adopt children because of their homosexuality. [prod. by Marcia Mule] Runtime - 10:00:00

WHEN ABUSE HITS HOME (1007) - Physical abuse in the homes of gay couples. [prod. by Dan Hunt] Runtime - 8:05:00

NYPD PINK (1205) - Bill Brochtrup cast member of NYPD Blue. [prod. by Virginie Danglades] Runtime - 4:45:00

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - "Are Heterosexuals Obsolete?" [dir. by Andrea Swift]

PSAs - Staceyann Chin

Celebrity ID - Klaus Wowereit (Mayor of Berlin)

Credit Music - Shiny Happy People by R.E.M.

12th Season Premiere:

Episode: 1301 "Violent Opposition"

Air Date: October 2003

Host: Andre´ De Shields

EVERYDAY LIVES (hate crimes) - 5TH anniversary of Matthew Shepard’s death and yet hate crimes seem to be on the rise; Sekia Gunn emphasis. [prod. by D. Almoradie] Runtime - 8:05:00

REAL TO REEL: HELL HOUSE - Documentary filmmaker George Ratliff goes behind the scenes of a Christian Fundamentalist take on what a haunted house is all about. [prod. by D. Koch] Runtime - 5:44:00

THE LEARNING CURVE - Student from Arkansas is harassed by the school administration and forced to read the Bible. [prod. by Mason Essif] Runtime - 5:43:00

ICH BIN - Political evolution of Germany which now includes an openly gay mayor of Berlin. [prod. by C. Ignacio & J. Catania] Runtime - 7:34:00

SEHAKIA - Four lesbian Muslims explain what it’s like to be sidelined by their community first because of their gender and then expelled because of their sexuality. [prod. by D. Almoradie] Runtime - 10:16:00

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - “3 questions” [dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 4:31:00
**PSAs** - Christian de la Huerta, Lesley Gore, Bill Thomas, Judith Light, Keith Boykin, Jason Stewart

**Celebrity ID** - Patricia Clarkson

Credit Music - *Real Men* by Joe Jackson

---

**Episode: 1302 “Borders”**

**Air Date: November 2003**

**Host: Lesley Gore**

**CDC FUNDING ISSUES** - Funding issues surrounding the CDC and LLEGO, GMHC and STOP AIDS and the unfair auditing that has occurred due to STOP AIDS’s edgy approach to HIV prevention.

[prod. by W. Barbin] Runtime - 12:46:00

**JINKS AND COHEN** - Successful Hollywood producers of films *American Beauty* and *Down with Love* Dan Jinks and Bruce Cohen discuss what it’s like to be out in Hollywood and winning the Oscar.

[prod. by D. Karslake] Runtime - 7:32:00

**LISA MOORE** - African-American lesbian creates Redbone Press to promote literature for black lesbians.

[prod. by H. Abrams] Runtime - 6:06:00

**REAL TO REEL: 90 MILES** - Juan Carlos Zaldivar’s film about the journey from Cuba to Miami in 1980 during the Mariel Boatlift and the effects of assimilating his family into a new culture.

[prod. by J. Baus] Runtime - 7:35:00

**BILLIE** - Profile on the legacy of Billie Jean King’s influence on women’s tennis and the effects of her being outed by an ex-lover early on in her retirement.

[prod. by N. Baldasare] Runtime - 8:08:00

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein** - "Negative Role Models"

[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 5:33:00

**PSAs** - André De Shields (Bayard Rustin), Paris Barclay (Project Angel Food)

**Celebrity ID** - Lisa Leslie

Credit Music - *It’s My Party* by Lesley Gore

---

1303-(December ’03) REPEAT from (May ’03)-REV ERSION-THE FUNDAMENTAL FIGHT-HOST-CHERRY JONES AND DAVID MARSHALL GRANT

**BATTLE FOR THE BOX (806)**-the controversy over PBS’s airing of “It’s Elementary”-Run time-06:48:00

**CHILDREN’S BOOKS/ADULT BATTLES (801)**-Wichita Falls finds “Daddy’s Roommate and “Heather Has 2 Mommies” in their public library-Run time-07:07:00

**BALLOT MEASURE 9 (501)**-the battle over queer rights in Oregon-Run time-02:34:00
GAY MUSLIMS (1105)-Gay Muslims discuss what it’s like being gay and Muslim-Run time-07:31:00
EX-GAY MOVEMENT (701)- “An examination of movement to “change” one’s sexual identity-“There’s hope for change”-Run time-07:43:00
THE PROMISE KEEPERS (702)-Christian men promise to fulfill their duty as masters & protectors of heterosexual families-Run time-07:44:00
BLACK IS...BLACK AIN’T -(404)-Marlon Riggs looks at race added to gender identity and sexuality-Run time-04:26:00
OUTTAKES (1102)-Paul Rudnick-(Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson and 9/11)-directed Andrea Swift-Run time-02:11:00
PSA's-Melanie Henderson “Redefining Leviticus”, Peter Gomes, Pamela Sneed
Celebrity ID-Harvey Fierstein
Credit Music-“You Don’t Own Me”-Lesley Gore

Episode: 1304 "The Culture Wars" (Reversion)
Air Date: January 2004
Host: Bill Brochtrup

ODD GIRL OUT (1207) - Pulp fiction queen Ann Bannon returns to New York City.
[prod. by Kara Williamson with special guest correspondent Lesley Gore] Runtime - 5:55:00
MAINE (1207) - A rural state fights for gay rights/Christian Coalition.
[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 6:02:00
ESPERANZA CENTER (902) - Esperanza Peace & Justice Center.
Runtime - 5:21:00
REAL TO REEL: SOUTHERN COMFORT (1107) - profile on film.
[prod.: Lisa Fisher] Runtime - 3:52:00
FOSTER PARENTS (705) - Iowa’s Foster Parents of the Year.
Runtime - 4:32:00
GOD & COUNTRY: JIMMY CREECH (705) - Pro-gay Methodist minister.
Runtime - 5:00:00
CHINA WOMEN’S CONFERENCE (501) - A look at the Fourth World Conference on Women’s Rights in Beijing, China; international lesbian rights focus.
Runtime - 4:23:00
LESBIAN IN PHILIPPINES (704) Lesbian activism in the Philippines.
Runtime-6:07:00
OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein (1107) - “Grocery Store"
[dir. by Andrea Swift]
Episode: 1305 “The Homosexual Lifestyle”
**Air Date: February 2004**
**Host: Staceyann Chin**

**LET THE MUSIC PLAY** - Historical retrospect and controversies of circuit parties.  
[prod. by J. Solomon] Runtime - 8:32:00

**TIKKUN OLAM** - Lesbian rabbi’s face issues surrounding their sexuality and faith.  
[prod. by J. Fockele] Runtime - 8:09:00

**OFF THE STREETS: HOST HOMES** - Gay homeless youth are placed in the homes of gay couples in Minnesota.  
[prod. by D. Hunt] Runtime - 7:33:00

**CAMPAIGN 2004: HOWARD DEAN** - profile on Howard Dean.  
[prod. by Katharine Garrison] Runtime - 3:58:00

**REAL TO REEL: DANGEROUS LIVING** - Homosexuals living in 3rd world countries.  
[prod. by D. Koch] Runtime - 6:13:00

**AGING WITH AIDS** - Older gay men discuss issues surrounding aging and living with AIDS.  
[prod. by W. Barbin] Runtime - 10:59:00

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein** - “Being Useful”  
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 2:44:00

**PSAs** - Judy Shepard (founding of Matthew Shepard Foundation)

**Celebrity ID** - Judith Light  
Credit Music - *All that Jazz* performed by Bebe Neuwirth

Episode: 1306 “The Latest Trend”
**Air Date: March 2004**
**Host: Cherry Jones**

**OUT AND ABOUT: NEW YORK** - NYC is profiled as a destination for gay travelers.  
[prod. by A. Lawday] Runtime - 4:55:00

**BEAR TO BE BEAUTIFUL** - Historical retrospect and exposing of a gay sub-culture.  
[prod. by D. Hunt] Runtime - 6:59:00

**IN FULL COLOR: BLACK GAY AND LESBIAN ARCHIVES** - Exploring new addition to the Schomberg center that archives black gay and lesbian history.  
[prod. by K. Mack] Runtime - 6:25:00

**CAMPAIGN 2004: KUCINICH** - In the Life profiles their second 2004 Democratic National candidate.
REAL TO REEL: LET'S GET REAL - Bullying in the classroom.
[prod. by J. Symons] Runtime - 7:10:00

THE POLITICS OF HIGH SCHOOL - Stevenson High School in suburban Chicago fights for a GSA in addition to the already established adult supervised diversity club.
[prod. by M. Essif] Runtime - 4:20:00

NO PLACE TO GO - Nearly a year since the tragic hate-driven murder of Newark lesbian teen Sakia Gunn, Newark LGBT activists and parents still seek a center for their city’s gay youth.
[prod. by G. Davis] Runtime - 8:24:00

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - “Holiday Madness”
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 7:10:00

PSAs - Leslie Gore (Greg Louganis), Pamela Sneed (Bullying)
Celebrity ID - Alex Sanchez
Credit Music - You Can’t Stop the Beat performed by the cast of Hairspray

1307-(April ’04)-REPEAT
1202 (Nov. ’02)- THE HOMEBRONT-HOST-BILL BROCHTRUP
A MORE PERFECT UNION-Civil Unions in Quebec-prod. by Charles Ignacio-Run time -09:11:00
KRAMER ON KRAMER-profile on Larry Kramer- prod. by Hal German-Run time-09:08:00
ALBITA-profile on Latin music icon-prod. by Sue Lee (Brad Hurtado)-Run time-07:38:00
REAL TO REEL-Daddy and Papa-prod. by David Koch-Run time-07:27:00
OUT & ABOUT-AK sodomy law, Black Pride, Wan Yan Hai-China, Seq. To Boys in the Band, Dixon Place, Sex. Orientation law, Harlem Song-Run time-06:42:00
OUT TAKES-Harvey Fierstein-(Aids-Spread This)-Directed by Andrea Swift-Run time-04:18:00
PSA’s-Judith Light (Ryan White), Larry Sullivan (Aids Walk), Beth Anthony (Growing up without role models), Katherine Linton (remembering Robbie Kirkland suicide)
Celebrity ID:Miss USA
Credit Music-“Ooh Child”-Five Stairsteps

Episode: 1308 “The Art World” (Reversion)
Air Date: May 2004
Host: Frank DeCaro

HAIRSPRAY (1201) - Broadway's latest smash based on the John Waters film.
[prod. by Dan Karslake] Runtime - 8:24:00

MOOSHKA (1205) - Native American artist Kevin Cata.
WOMEN IN ART - Lesbian Art in America by Harmony Hammond.
E. LYNN HARRIS - Focus on author E. Lynn Harris.
REAL TO REEL: CHUTNEY POPCORN - Profile on film.
DO IT YOURSELF - Underground lesbian rock artists.
OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - “Woe Biz”
PSAs - Bill Brochtrup (Rocky Horror), Martin Sherman (Bent), Pamela Sneed (Jodie Dallas)
Celebrity ID - Rachel True
Credit Music - Dancing in the Street by David Bowie, Mick Jagger & Tina Turner

Episode: 1309 “Social Engineering”
Air Date: June 2004
Host: Cherry Jones

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Retrospect of defining the term homosexuality and the overturning of the APA's decision declaring homosexuality as an illness; interviews include Martin Duberman, Lillian Faderman, Barbara Gittings and Frank Kameny.
REAL TO REEL: BOMBAY EUNUCH - Hijdras in India, once spiritually divine and celebrated, now homeless and using prostitution as a means of survival due to western ideology.
LEVEL PINK - McCarthyism's influence on "don't ask don't tell" and gay translators kicked out of the armed services in a time of war.
PFLAG - The evolution of PFLAG from its early beginning to the formation of PFLAG Reunion in Detroit.
OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - “Bringing up Babies”
PSAs - Andre’ DeShields (Magnus Hirschfeld), Judy Shepard (Equal Rights)
Celebrity ID - E. Lynn Harris
Credit Music - Love is All Around by The Troggs

Episode: 1310 “Historical Blindness” (Reversion)
Air Date: July 2004
Host: Lesley Gore

**LUSH LIFE** (1101) - Jazz songwriter Billy Strayhorn (*Take the ‘A’ Train*).
[prod. by John Catania]

**GRIOT STORIES** (1102) - Profile of NYC organization GRIOT Circles for African-American Seniors.
[prod. by Andrea Stewart]

**ROMAINE BROOKS** (1002) - Profile of the artist’s retrospective in Washington, DC.

**MAKING MUSIC/MAKING CHANGES** (803) - The life of Billy Tipton.

**REAL TO REEL: BROTHER OUTSIDER** (1205) - The Life of Bayard Rustin.
[prod. by Rob Rosenberg]

**GAY PIONEERS** (1004) - Gay pioneers Barbara Gittings & Frank Kameny, Philadelphia.

**A STORME LIFE** (1010) - The life of Storme DeLarverie, from New Orleans to Stonewall to today in NYC.

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein** (1305) - “Being Useful”
[prod. by Andrea Swift]

**PSAs** - Alec Mapa (LGBT history), Cherry Jones (Gladys Bentley), Sam Behrens (Discrimination in employment)

**Celebrity ID** - Quentin Crisp

Credit Music - *I Am What I Am* by Gloria Gaynor

---

Episode: 1311-(Aug. ’04)- REPEAT-1210 (July ’03)-PARTIAL REVERSION-“WAR STORIES”-HOST-BILL BROCHTRUP

MEN IN TIGHTS-Queer comic book characters from DC and Marvel Comics-
prod. by J. Fockele-Runtime-08:25:00

**POLAR PIONEERS-(1009)** - 1ST Women’s expedition across Antartica-
Runtime-07:37:00

**LIVING WITH PRIDE-(904)** - Ruth Ellis at 100.-Runtime-05:28:00

**FAMILY MATTERS-(1009)** - Gay parents and the COLAGE organization-
Runtime-08:03:00

**REAL TO REEL-RUTHIE AND CONNIE** - Film looking at the lives of two Brooklyn Jewish lesbians who first became friends and then lovers-
prod. by D. Karslake-Runtime-05:00:00

**HARMFUL PURSUIT-(1007)** - Don’t ask, don’t pursue in the military-
prod. by D. Karslake-Runtime-08:40:00

**OUTTAKES-Harvey Fierstein-“Hero Worship”** - directed by A. Swift-
Runtime-03:25:00

**PSA’s-Herman Agoya (2 warriors), Judith Light (Evelyn Hooker APA decision), Paris Barclay (James Baldwin), Howard Dean (Gay rights in the military)
Celebrity ID-Jewell Gomez
Credit Music-“Proud Mary”-Ike and Tina Turner**
Episode: 1312 “Mergers and Acquisitions”
Air Date: September 2004
Host: Emil Wilbekin

MARRIAGE MONTAGE - News clips, TV highlights, and interviews provide a snapshot of recent events surrounding gay marriage.
Runtime - 2:11:00

ARE YOU READY (PRO) - The history of the institution of marriage, with interviews with E.J. Graff and Evan Wolfson.
[prod. by Anat Salomon] Runtime - 7:42:00

END OF THE WORLD (CON) - Conservation Christians provide their viewpoints on gay marriage.
[prod. by Karen Gehres] Runtime - 6:33:00

HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS - Profile of NYC couple Chuck and Todd, who were planning a landmark wedding at their Harlem church, but were waylaid by a major illness.
[prod. by Ron Dodd] Runtime - 6:43:00

HETEROSEXUAL PRIVILEGE (TRANS) - Examines the current state of US transgender marriage, highlighted by a profile of trans couple Helen and Betty.
[prod. by Nadine Baldasare] Runtime - 7:30:00

REAL TO REEL: OUT IN THE COLD - A documentary on homeless gay youth directed by Eric Criswell and Martin Bedogne.
Runtime - 5:53:00

BLAME CANADA - Gay marriage is now legal in Canada, but major problems arise when newlyweds try to assert their rights in the US.
[prod. by Nadine Baldasare] Runtime - 6:41:00

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - “First Amendment”
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 6:18:00

PSAs - Gavin Newsom, Jason Stewart, Log Cabin Republicans, Judith Light

Credit Music - Wedding Bell Blues by Lesley Gore

13th Season Premiere:

Episode: 1401 “The Hidden Agenda”
Air Date: October 2004
Host: Alan Cumming

HOSTILE TAKEOVER - The Christian Coalition is making inroads to overrun school boards.
[prod. by Karen Gehres] Runtime - 7:22:00

BY THE BOOK - Examines the political process in which school textbooks are censored and selected for student use.
[prod. by George Ratliff] Runtime - 8:38:00
THE PINK LIST - An update of 1302 segment, regarding funding difficulties for gay-related HIV organizations.
[prod. by Wayne Barbin] Runtime - 4:52:00

STRANGER THAN FICTION - Profiles of gay best-selling young adult book authors Jacqueline Woodson, James Howe, and Alex Sanchez.
[prod. by M.C. Cruz] Runtime - 9:26:00

REAL TO REEL: TREADING WATER - Rural gay America.
[prod. by Scott Hopper] Runtime - 6:46:00

CATIE CURTIS - Profile of gay folk singer Catie Curtis, detailing her career and her efforts, along with her partner, to adopt a baby.
[prod. by Katherine Linton] Runtime - 5:48:00

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - “And the Winner Is”
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 4:55:00

PSAs - Harvey Fierstein, Martin Sherman (Bent)

Celebrity ID - E. Lynn Harris
Credit Music - Think by Aretha Franklin

---

Episode: 1402 “Generation Q” (Reversion)
Air Date: November 2004
Host: Staceyann Chin

WALK LIKE A MAN (1209) - Gay student Scott Lipich and others tell their experiences with gay harassment in high school.
[prod. by George Ratliff] Runtime - 7:38:00

THE LEARNING CURVE (1301) - Student from Arkansas is harassed by the school administration and forced to read the Bible.
[prod. by Mason Essif] Runtime - 5:43:00

REEL TO REAL: HELL HOUSE (1301) - Documentary filmmaker George Ratliff goes behind the scenes of a Christian Fundamentalist take on what a haunted house is all about.
[prod. by D. Koch] Runtime - 5:44:00

NO PLACE TO GO (1306) - Nearly a year since the tragic hate-driven murder of Newark lesbian teen Sakia Gunn, Newark LGBT activists and parents still seek a center for their city’s gay youth.
[prod. by G. Davis] Runtime - 8:24:00

OFF THE STREET: HOST HOMES (1305) - Gay homeless youth are placed in the homes of gay couples in Minnesota.
[prod. by D. Hunt] Runtime - 7:33:00

FEATURE: Good VIBEraTIONS (1109) - Emil Wilbekin editor-in-chief of VIBE magazine.
[prod. Harold Abrams] Runtime - 7:30:00

OUT Takes with Harvey Fierstein (New) - "Freedom of and From"
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 4:07:00

PSAs - Lisa/Gill Foundation, Maple Flagg, Judy Shepard, Bill Thomas (Youth in Mass.), Jade Estrada (Minority AIDS Council).
Credit Music - Everything is Everything - Lauryn Hill
1403-(Dec '04)-REPEAT - 1312-(Sept. '04)-“MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS”-HOST-EMIL WILBEKIN
MARRIAGE MONTAGE-Newsclices, tv highlights, and interviews provide a snapshot of recent events surrounding gay marriage- Runtime-2:11:00
ARE YOU READY (PRO)-The history of the institution of marriage, with interviews by E.J. Graff and Evan Wolfson-prod by Anat Salomon- Runtime-7:42:00
END OF THE WORLD (CON)-Conservation Christians provide their viewpoints on gay marriage-prod by Karen Gehres- Runtime-6:33:00
HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS-Profile of NYC couple Chuck and Tod, who were planning a landmark wedding at their Harlem church, but were waylaid by a major illness-prod by Ron Dodd- Runtime-6:43:00
HETEROSEXUAL PRIVILEGE (TRANS)-Examines the current state of US transgender marriage, highlighted by a profile of trans couple Helen and Betty- prod by Nadine Baldasare- Runtime-7:30:00
REAL TO REEL:OUT IN THE COLD-Homeless gay youth-By Eric Criswell and Martin Bedogne- Runtime-5:53
BLAME CANADA-Gay marriage is now legal in Canada, but major problems arise when newlyweds try to assert their rights in the US-prod. by Nadine Baldasare- Runtime-6:41:00
OUT TAKES-Harvey Fierstein-“First Amendment”-directed by A. Swift- Runtime-6:18:00
PSA's-Gavin Newsom, Jason Stewart, Log Cabin Republicans, Judith Light
Credit Music- Wedding Bell Blues by Lesley Gore

Episode: 1404 “Image Conscience"
Air Date: January 2005
Host: Laura Linney

HISTORY OF QUEER TV - Explores the evolution of queer imagery throughout the history of television, with particular attention on trends, decade by decade. Interviews include RuPaul, Sonja Sohn of HBO’s The Wire, Museum of Television and Radio curator Barry Monush, and Queer in America author and Sirius Q radio host Michelangelo Signorile.
[prod. by Anat Salomon] Runtime - 16:10:00

BRANDING GAY - Examines how the identity of "gay" is constructed within a television model designed to sell merchandise.
[prod. by Karen Gehres] Runtime - 8:43:00

BENDING REALITY - Explores the evolution of reality television as it relates to LGBT representation. Interviews include cast members of Queer Eye for the Straight Guy as well as the show’s creator David Collins, Big Brother 5 cast member Will Wikle, reality show creator Stuart Krasnow, and GLAAD Executive Director Joan Garry.
[prod. by Steph Watts] Runtime - 10:43:00
**THE L WORD** - A behind the scenes look of *the L word* with cast and creator.
  [prod. by Nadine Baldasare] Runtime - 8:00:00

**OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein** - "Where's Your Anger?"
  [dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 5:00:00

**PSAs** - Beth Anthony, Chip Arndt, Rosie O'Donnell, Mathew St. Patrick
Credit Music - *Positive Role Model* by Pet Shop Boys

---

**Episode: 1405 – REPEAT - 1310 “Historical Blindness” (Reversion)**
**Air Date: February 2005**
**Host: Lesley Gore**

- **LUSH LIFE** (1101) - Jazz songwriter Billy Strayhorn (*Take the ‘A’ Train*).
  [prod. by John Catania]

- **GRIOT STORIES** (1102) - Profile of NYC organization GRIOT Circles for African-American Seniors.
  [prod. by Andrea Stewart]

- **ROMAINE BROOKS** (1002) - Profile of the artist’s retrospective in Washington, DC.

- **MAKING MUSIC/MAKING CHANGES** (803) - The life of Billy Tipton.

- **REAL TO REEL: BROTHER OUTSIDER** (1205) - The Life of Bayard Rustin.
  [prod. by Rob Rosenberg]

- **GAY PIONEERS** (1004) - Gay pioneers Barbara Gittings & Frank Kameny, Philadelphia.

- **A STORME LIFE** (1010) - The life of Storme DeLarverie, from New Orleans to Stonewall to today in NYC.

- **OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein** (1305) - “Being Useful”
  [dir. by Andrea Swift]

- **PSAs** - Alec Mapa (LGBT history), Cherry Jones (Gladys Bentley), Sam Behrens (Discrimination in employment)

**Celebrity ID** - Quentin Crisp
Credit Music - *I Am What I Am* by Gloria Gaynor

---

**Episode: 1406 "American Gender"**
**Air Date: March 2005**
**Host: RuPaul Charles**

- **BINARY CULTURE** - Explores the push to broaden the views of gender identity in a nation that is not often so readily willing.
  [prod. by Erin Greenwell] Runtime - 15:27:00

- **REAL TO REEL: VENUS OF MARS** - Documents how attempts to define gender often overshadow the everyday stories of LGBT people that may not fit a binary gender mold.
  [prod. by Monica Sharf] Runtime - 6:36:00

- **MISS RICHFIELD** - Profile of Midwestern drag performer.
SIZE MATTERS - Details the Intersex community’s efforts to shift gender identity out of the hands of medical professionals and back to the individuals who will ultimately live with the choices being made in their name.

OUT TAKES with Harvey Fierstein - "We Are What We Are"
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 5:28:00

PSAs - Billie Jean King, RuPaul Charles, Susan Sarandon
Credit Music - She Was Never He by Boy George

Episode: 1407 “Tax-Paying Citizens” (Reversion)
Air Date: April 2005
Host: Bill Brochtrup

SEHAKIA (1301) - Four women discuss the complicated balancing act between gender, sexuality, and faith while living as lesbian Muslims in a post-September 11th world.
[prod. by Desireena Almoradie] Runtime - 5:00:00

AGING WITH AIDS (1305) - Many seniors struggle to afford retirement, particularly when unexpected circumstances arise. All too often, these circumstances are health-related. With health care costs rising and coverage shrinking, one catastrophic moment may jeopardize the retirement plan of almost anyone. This story highlights what can happen when the golden years don’t play out exactly as planned.
[prod. by Wayne Barbin] Runtime - 11:30:00

PROJECT YES (805) - What sometimes gets lost in the conversation about family values is the reality facing LGBT kids, and our responsibility as a nation to improve the situation. One Miami group is transcending conservative versus liberal politics and putting our youth first.
[prod. by Juan Carlos Zaldivar] Runtime - 8:00:00

REEL TO REAL: 90 MILES (1302) - Only "90 Miles" of open ocean separate Cuba from the United States and yet the two often feel worlds apart. Director Juan Carlos Zaldivar crosses the cultural divide; taking us through his own journey of reconciling his Cuban and American identities, his sexuality, and the generational gap between father and son.
[prod. by Janet Baus] Runtime - 8:00:00

MAKING HISTORY IN HAWAII (801) - Nearly seven years ago, In the Life went to Hawaii to document the beginning of the push for equal marriage rights and discovered that tradition is not a universally defined word.
[prod. by Amy Harrison] Runtime - 9:30:00

OUT Takes with Harvey Fierstein (New) - "Catch Me If You Want"
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 5:07:00

PSAs – Barbara Gittings, Rosie O’Donnell.
Credit Music – Under Pressure by Queen and David Bowie
Episode: 1408 “My Fair Ladies” (Reversion)
Air Date: May 2005
Host: Cherry Jones

PETER WORTH (601) - Sometimes the most prolific form of activism is simply living. Having survived Nazi Germany and a Parisian jail, Peter Worth embodied this spirit. At the time of her interview, Peter was eighty-one, and despite her age, her youth shined eternal.
[prod. by Katherine Linton] Runtime - 8:15:00

ODD GIRL OUT (1207) - In the Life takes a stroll down memory lane with Ann Bannon, whose tawdry pulp novels documented gay life in Greenwich Village in the late 1950s through the early 1960s.
[prod. by Kara Williamson] Runtime - 5:02:00

RISE ABOVE (1105) - There have long been voices that rise above rhetoric, reaching deep into the hearts and souls of people everywhere. One such voice was that of Audre Lorde, acclaimed poet & scholar, feminist, and outspoken voice of reason. In the Life explores how Lorde’s work challenged the social prejudice of our culture, leaving a legacy for generations to come.
[prod. by Lisa J. Fisher] Runtime - 10:26:00

REEL TO REAL: RUTHIE AND CONNIE (1210) - Filmmaker Deborah Dickson talks about her award-winning film “Ruthie and Connie: Every Room of the House”, which chronicles the friendship, romance, and extraordinary journey of two 1950’s housewives turned modern-day activist lesbian grandmothers.
[prod. by Scott Hopper] Runtime - 5:28:00

BILLIE (1302) - Billie Jean King wanted to be a professional athlete. But for one of tennis’ greatest legends, talent was not enough. The governing political, social, and athletic institutions denied her the opportunities she would have had—if she had been a man. Billie Jean rose to the challenge, creating bridges between her identities as athlete and as woman. Through her tennis game, she changed everything.
[prod. by Nadine Baldasare] Runtime - 8:29:00

OUT Takes with Harvey Fierstein (1309) - "Bringing Up Babies"
[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime - 6:47:00

PSAs – Maple Flagg, Lesley Gore.
Credit Music – She’s Not Just A Pretty Face by Shania Twain

Episode: 1409 “Setting the Record Straight”
Air Date: June 2005
Host: Janeane Garofalo

RETURN TO SENDER - In the Life begins with a visit to Vermont couple Gillian Pieper and Karen Pike of PBS’s "Postcards from Buster: Sugartime" to discuss the rippling effects of U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings’s disapproval of the episode in which their family was
profiled. Spellings urged PBS to pull the episode, restricting the open
dialogue she pledged to pursue in her inaugural address.
   [prod. by Nadine Baldasare] Runtime – 17:15:00

**COUNTERFEIT NEWS** - The traditional role of a journalist has been to
act as an objective observer of our culture using a standard set of ethical
guidelines in their effort to report the most factual information possible.
Recent controversies have highlighted journalists with right-leaning
agendas and the current U.S. government’s packaging of Video News
Releases as actual news, calling into question the ethical practices of
journalists today. In this segment, In the Life explores the effects of
government propaganda and its influence on headline news, which
exploits LGBT people to the detriment of the entire culture.
   [prod. by Nadine Baldasare] Runtime - 7:00:00

**HINDSIGHT IS 20/20** - Finally, In the Life explores the
newsmagazine format in a for-profit media model. In November 2004,
**ABC News 20/20** ran its own hour long special, "Matthew Shepard:
Secrets of a Murder," claiming revelations about the crime using
interviews with the convicted killers. The primary focus was on
dismantling the widely accepted position that Matthew’s murder was a
hate crime. *ITL* looks at the sources and the methodology to discover
what was missing from *20/20*'s report.
   [prod. by Steph Watts] Runtime – 29:30:00

**PSAs** – Alex Sanchez, Rosie O'Donnell

**Episode: 1410 - REPEAT - 1404 "Image Conscience"
Air Date: July 2005
Host: Laura Linney

**HISTORY OF QUEER TV** - Explores the evolution of queer imagery
throughout the history of television, with particular attention on trends, decade
by decade. Interviews include RuPaul, Sonja Sohn of HBO's *The Wire*, Museum
of Television and Radio curator Barry Monush, and *Queer in America* author and
Sirius Q radio host Michelangelo Signorile.
   [prod. by Anat Salomon] Runtime - 16:10:00

**BRANDING GAY** - Examines how the identity of "gay" is constructed
within a television model designed to sell merchandise.
   [prod. by Karen Gehres] Runtime - 8:43:00

**BENDING REALITY** - Explores the evolution of reality television as it
relates to LGBT representation. Interviews include cast members of *Queer Eye
for the Straight Guy* as well as the show's creator David Collins, *Big Brother 5*
cast member Will Wikle, reality show creator Stuart Krasnow, and GLAAD
Executive Director Joan Garry.
   [prod. by Steph Watts] Runtime - 10:43:00

**THE L WORD** - A behind the scenes look of *the L word* with cast and
creator.
   [prod. by Nadine Baldasare] Runtime - 8:00:00
**Episode: 1411 “Survival Of The Fittest” (Reversion)**

**Air Date: August 2005**

**Host: Billy Porter**

**LEVEL PINK (1309):** From discriminatory government policies during the McCarthy era to current policies like “Don’t Ask/Don’t Tell,” LGBT people have long been a target by those who claim to be protecting our nation. *In the Life* visits Retired Rear Admiral Alan Steinman, who in December 2003 became the highest-ranking member of the military to disclose his sexuality and looks at how homophobia undermines national security and threatens that which is truly American.

[prod. by Dan Hunt] Runtime – 0:06:17

**BEAR TO BE BEAUTIFUL (1306):** *ITL* highlights the LGBT “Bear” community and explores how Bear culture challenges modern day concepts of beauty.

[prod by Dan Hunt] Runtime- 0:06:59

**TIKKUN OLAM (1305):** The phrase “Tikkun Olam” is usually translated as “repairing the world” and that’s exactly what rabbis Sharon Kleinbaum and Dawn Rose are trying to do. For these two women, Judaism has provided a haven and a vehicle for change.

[prod by Joerg Fockele] Runtime-0:07:47

**BODY POSITIVE (1209):** *ITL* examines direct-to-consumer advertising in the HIV/AIDS drug industry and the aesthetic, financial, and medical questions the phenomenon has posed. AIDS activists, educators, and HIV-positive models consider who represents the face of AIDS.

[prod by Dan Karslake] Runtime-0:09:32

**ONE WOMAN PRESS (1302):** Lisa Moore has dedicated her life to telling the stories of those that have largely been absent in our history--lesbians of color. In this segment, Moore recounts her journey in becoming a “One Woman Press.”

[prod by Harold Abrams] Runtime-0:06:02

**REAL TO REEL (1309):** Hijras, the Hindi word for “neither male nor female,” were once a sacred class in India. In this month’s Real to Reel, *ITL* profiles the film “Bombay Eunuch,” a documentary that explores western morality’s effect on this once revered group of individuals.

[prod by David Koch] Runtime-0:05:54

**OUT Takes Harvey Fierstein (1109) Good One**

[dir. by Andrea Swift] Runtime – 0:04:00
THE STATE OF AIDS In the beginning, public perception viewed AIDS as the “gay illness,” an epidemic specific to gay men, rapidly wiping them out one by one. Now 25 years later, the perception of AIDS has changed and new HIV medications are offering people longer lives. The seriousness of the crisis has seemed to disappear while HIV statistics continue to rise. Interviews include leading medical expert Dr. Howard Grossman, the Center for Disease Control's Deputy Director Dr. Ron Valdiserri, and author/AIDS activist Larry Kramer.

HIGH ANXIETY Methamphetamine, better known as “Crystal Meth,” has swept the nation. It’s cheap, easily accessible, and extremely addictive. Its use in one facet of the LGBT community is particularly alarming because it dramatically increases the risk of contracting HIV. In the Life speaks with four gay men who intimately know the highs and heartaches of crystal meth.

VULNERABLE YOUTH There are close to one million homeless teens in the United States. Nearly half of them are from the LGBT community. Often, they are forced into unprotected survival sex that contributes to 20,000 young people each year becoming infected with HIV. In the Life hits the streets from New York to Los Angeles to hear the realities about being gay and surviving on the streets.

REAL TO REEL: OF MEN AND GODS In the Life goes behind the scenes of the Haitian documentary “Of Men and Gods.” This provocative film explores the nature of homosexual orientation within the context of Voodoo under the shadow of AIDS.

LOOKING BACK, a trip through In the Life's colorful early years, when the show evolved from a fledging variety show to an Emmy-nominated newsmagazine. In the Life sits down with the show's creator John Scagliotti, former Executive Producer Charles Ignacio, and former Host Katherine Linton to hear about the hurdles and personal rewards they
experienced in launching America's first gay and lesbian-focused television program.

CHEF'S TALE, In the Life brings us back with a present-day success story, as the show follows celebrity chef Anita Lo and her partner Jennifer Scism to learn the recipe for running a successful Greenwich Village restaurant while maintaining a healthy relationship.

REAL TO REEL: IN GOOD CONSCIENCE Sometimes radicals appear in the most unlikely places. Defying a Vatican order to silence herself, a gutsy Catholic nun has spoken out against the church’s view of homosexuality for over thirty years. In this month’s “Real to Reel,” In the Life follows this woman’s quest in Emmy Award-winning filmmaker Barbara Rick’s documentary.

BROADWAY BABY, For more than 40 years, the work of Broadway veteran Jerry Herman has defined the great American musical. In a segment drawn from In the Life’s rich history, In the Life profiles the successful career of Broadway composer and lyricist Jerry Herman in “Broadway Baby.” With special appearances by Tony Award-winning actors Carol Channing and Angela Lansbury.

COMING OUT STORIES The first of a new recurring segment, features six individuals who share their personal memories of “coming out” to their loved ones.

RETURN TO SENDER - In the Life begins with a visit to Vermont couple Gillian Pieper and Karen Pike of PBS’s "Postcards from Buster: Sugartime" to discuss the rippling effects of U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings's disapproval of the episode in which their family was profiled. Spellings urged PBS to pull the episode, restricting the open dialogue she pledged to pursue in her inaugural address.

COUNTERFEIT NEWS - The traditional role of a journalist has been to act as an objective observer of our culture using a standard set of ethical guidelines in their effort to report the most factual information possible. Recent controversies have highlighted journalists with right-leaning agendas and the current U.S. government’s packaging of Video News Releases as actual news, calling into question the ethical practices of journalists today. In this segment, In the Life explores the effects of
government propaganda and its influence on headline news, which exploits LGBT people to the detriment of the entire culture.

HINDSIGHT IS 20/20 - Finally, In the Life explores the newsmagazine format in a for-profit media model. In November 2004, ABC News 20/20 ran its own hour long special, "Matthew Shepard: Secrets of a Murder," claiming revelations about the crime using interviews with the convicted killers. The primary focus was on dismantling the widely accepted position that Matthew's murder was a hate crime. ITL looks at the sources and the methodology to discover what was missing from 20/20's report.

PSAs – Alex Sanchez, Rosie O'Donnell

Episode: 1503 “Downsizing Stereotypes” (Reversion)
Air Date: December 2005
Host: Alan Cumming

FIREFIGHTER- In the Life follows Fire Captain Michele Kämmerer, second in command at Engine Company Number 63 in Venice, California. Kämmerer has made a distinctive mark at the firehouse over the years while navigating some major life transitions of her own.

(Prod. Tami Gold/Kelly Anderson) - Run time-8:28:00

MAN BEHIND THE MOUSE - When it comes to having a major impact on the face of pop culture, only a handful of people in the world can boast the accomplishments of Tom Schumacher. In Man Behind the Mouse, In the Life profiles Schumacher of the Walt Disney Company.

[prod. by John Catania] Runtime - 9:48:00

MISS RICHFIELD - Drag performers have always challenged the notions of gender. Inspired by this rich tradition, Russ King has created Miss Richfield 1981, a beauty queen who relishes coming from much simpler times. Through Miss Richfield’s unique perspective, King’s character has defied stereotypes by reaching audiences unbeknownst to most drag performers across communities from the church to city hall.

[prod. by Dan Hunt] Runtime - 7:13:00

OUTSPOKEN REVEREND - Abandoned at six months old, Rev. Irene Monroe has defied all odds throughout her life by becoming a ‘public theologian’ and professor. In the Life visited Rev. Irene at Harvard University, where she attended the Harvard Divinity School, to explore her struggles and triumphs.

[prod. by Daniel Karslake] Runtime - 6:55:00

REAL TO REEL: SIMON AND I - This month’s Real to Reel highlights the documentary “Simon and I,” a film that traces the lives of the late
Simon Nkoli and Beverly Ditsie, two dynamic South African activists who secured civil rights for the gay community in a most unlikely place, and at a most unlikely time.

[prod. by S. Hopper] Runtime - 6:37:00

**Coming Out Stories.** *In the Life* sits down with six individuals who share their “coming out of the closet” experiences while in the workplace.

[prod. By Maria Patrick] Runtime – 8:58:00

**PSA’s-** JUDY SHEPARD, SAM BEHRENS, HOWARD DEAN.

---

**Episode: 1504 “The Principles of Youth”**

**Air Date:** January 2006  
**Host:** Ani DiFranco

**I’M STILL EMILY-** *In the Life* travels to rural Iowa to meet 17-year-old Emily Frerichs, the only person to publicly come out in her community. Her efforts to start a GSA offer a window into what it means to be young, gay, and a devout Christian in America’s heartland.

{Prod. By Michael Penland} Runtime- 00:21:41

**GOOD AS YOU-** *In the Life* takes us inside the apartment and mind of 26-year-old “blogger” Jeremy Hooper. In the wake of a painful family experience, Jeremy has created something positive – a website that attacks bigotry with humor and wit.

{Prod. By Billy Shebar} Runtime- 00:11:55

**MISS ELIZABETH LATEX-** *In the Life* follows Liz, a transgendered youth, on an intriguing journey to fame through New York City’s ballroom community.

{Prod. By Dan Hunt} Runtime- 00:08:40

**COMING OUT STORIES-** three LGBT youth share their experiences of “coming out of the closet.”

{Prod. By Maria Patrick} Runtime- 00:04:18

---

**Program: In the Life, America’s Gay & Lesbian Newsmagazine**

**Episode: 1505 “The Right to Love”**

**Host: Charles Busch**

**Happily Ever After,** *In the Life* visits Chuck Allen and Tod Roulette in the middle of their wedding preparations. The implications of the great marriage debate suddenly became very real when an unexpected crisis interrupted their plans.

{Prod. By Ron Dodd} Runtime 06:52:00
Catie Curtis: A folk musician experiences the dramatic changes in her career and personal life that occurred after she and her partner adopted a baby.

{Prod. Katherine Linton}-Runtime 06:00:00

On the Road: follows the partnership of two truck drivers who first met and fell in love while driving on the nation’s highways.

{Prod. By Scott Hileman }-Runtime 08:37:00

Real to Reel: Venus of Mars, In the Life goes behind the scenes with filmmaker Emily Goldberg to discover how one LGBT couple overcame some major life transitions both on and off the performing stage.

{Prod. By Monica Sharf}-Runtime 06:47:00

PFLAG Evolution, In the Life recalls how parents and friends of the LGBT community united to help combat homophobia. From what began as a tiny support group for parents whose adult children had come out of the closet, PFLAG (Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) has evolved into one of the LGBT community’s largest and most effective organizations.

{Prod. By Desireena Almoradie}-Runtime 09:27:00

Real to Reel: Ruthie and Connie: Filmmaker Deborah Dickson talks about her award-winning film “Ruthie and Connie: Every Room of the House.” The film chronicles the friendship, romance, and extraordinary journey of two 1950’s housewives who transformed themselves into modern-day lesbian-grandmother activists.

{Prod. By Scott Hopper}-Runtime 04:58:00

Kate Clinton Speaks Out #1, political humorist and entertainer Kate Clinton offers bold ideas on how to become an active member in your local community.

{Prod. By Maria Patrick}-Runtime 01:07:00

Interstitials - Six couples discuss how they met and fell in love.

{Prod. By Ben Finley}

---

**Episode: 1506 REPEAT 1412 “524,000 And Counting”**

**Air Date:** March 2006

**Host: Sharon Gless**

**THE STATE OF AIDS** In the beginning, public perception viewed AIDS as the “gay illness,” an epidemic specific to gay men, rapidly wiping them out one by one. Now 25 years later, the perception of AIDS has changed and new HIV medications are offering people longer lives. The seriousness of the crisis has seemed to disappear while HIV statistics continue to rise. Interviews include leading medical expert Dr. Howard Grossman, the Center for Disease Control’s Deputy Director Dr. Ron Valdiserri, and author/AIDS activist Larry Kramer.

{Prod. By Steph Watts} Runtime 00:11:58
HIGH ANXIETY Methamphetamine, better known as “Crystal Meth,” has swept the nation. It’s cheap, easily accessible, and extremely addictive. Its use in one facet of the LGBT community is particularly alarming because it dramatically increases the risk of contracting HIV. In the Life speaks with four gay men who intimately know the highs and heartaches of crystal meth.

{Prod. By Dan Hunt} Runtime 00:12:23

VULNERABLE YOUTH There are close to one million homeless teens in the United States. Nearly half of them are from the LGBT community. Often, they are forced into unprotected survival sex that contributes to 20,000 young people each year becoming infected with HIV. In the Life hits the streets from New York to Los Angeles to hear the realities about being gay and surviving on the streets.

{Prod. By Karen Gehres} Runtime 00:15:37

REAL TO REEL: OF MEN AND GODS In the Life goes behind the scenes of the Haitian documentary “Of Men and Gods.” This provocative film explores the nature of homosexual orientation within the context of Voodoo under the shadow of AIDS.

{Prod. By Janet Baus} Runtime 00:08:36


“Stranger Than Fiction,” In the Life examines the conflict over books containing LGBT characters and how sexuality is often equated with sex in public schools and libraries. In the Life spotlights this provocative topic with three of the hottest young adult fiction writers, all of whom identify as queer. This segment also includes an interview with Kevin Jennings, Executive Director of GLSEN (Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network).

{Prod. By M.C. Cruz} - Runtime 09:37:00

“In Full Color” visits the Black Gay and Lesbian Archives at the Schomburg Center in Harlem and delves into the rich and colorful history of LGBT African Americans.

{Prod. By Kurt Mack} –Runtime 06:28:00

“By the Book” In the Life visits Texas to examine the big business of textbook publication that generates billions of dollars each year for publishing companies. Due to its size and resulting purchasing power, the state of Texas largely determines which textbooks will be used in all public schools across the United States. It also reveals a rare glimpse into how these crucial decisions are made. This segment also features an interview with former Surgeon General, Dr. Jocelyn Elders.

{Prod. By George Ratliff} – Runtime 08:56:00
“Odd Girl Out,” *In the Life* goes back in time to revisit a 1950’s phenomenon that occurred in the world of the drug store pulp novel. Suddenly peeking out from the aisles were books with titles like *Dormitory Girls, Part-time Lez*, and *Twilight Lust*. One of these authors, Ann Bannon, justly earned the title, “The Queen of Pulp.” While her novels, like most of the genre, were initially marketed to men looking for a naughty thrill, something quite unexpected happened when women began discovering them.

{Prod. By Kara Williamson} – Runtime 05:17:00

“Real to Reel LET’S GET REAL,” *In the Life* sits down with award-winning filmmaker Debra Chasnoff to discuss the powerful effects that words can have on youth.

{Prod. By Johnny Symons} – Runtime 07:22:00

“Novel Pioneer,” Fifteen years ago, E. Lynn Harris peddled his first novel from the trunk of his car. Now a best-selling author, *In the Life* visits Harris to learn the details of his remarkable journey.

{Prod. By Jack Savage} – Runtime 07:10:00

**EPISODE: 1508 “Family Ties”**
**AIRDATE: May 2006**
**HOST: Rosie O’Donnell**

“Passing It On,” Toshi Reagon has been a force of nature on the music scene for years. She’s shared the stage with the likes of Pete Seeger, Ani DiFranco, Lenny Kravitz and her legendary mother, Bernice Johnson Reagon. In “Passing It On,” Toshi Reagon reveals her deep passion for music and her extended family.

{Prod. By Mark Trottenberg}– Runtime 00:12:10

“A Civil War,” *In the Life* looks at one family, now torn apart, with two mothers and two states battling over the future of one little girl. This is the personal story of Janet Miller-Jenkins, but also a legal case with broad political and social ramifications for the entire LGBT community.

{Prod. By Mary Dore}– Runtime 00:21:05

**Real To Reel “Paternal Instinct”**, *In the Life* features excerpts from the documentary “Paternal Instinct” that reveal the extraordinary and unpredictable journey of a gay couple and a surrogate mother in their quest to have a child. For filmmaker Murray Nossel, it also became a seven-year journey of self-discovery.

{Prod. By Amy Lawday}– Runtime 00:15:13

**EPISODE: 1509 “Pride in Action”**
**AIRDATE: June 2006**
**HOST: Kate Clinton**
In “A Bronx Tale” we meet John Paul Sanchez, known as J.P. who’s about to graduate from New York’s renowned Albert Einstein College of Medicine. With his skill and drive J.P. could succeed anywhere, but his dream is to stay right where he is to serve a community in need, the community he grew up in, the Bronx.

{Prod. By Mark Trottenberg}-Runtime 00:12:40

In “Rural Reality” (“I’m Still Emily” originally aired 1504) In the Life travels to the heartland of the nation to meet seventeen year-old Emily Frerichs, the only person to publicly come out in her rural community. Her efforts to start a GSA offer a window into what it means to be young, gay, and a devout Christian in middle America.

{Prod. By Michael Penland} Runtime- 00:21:41

REAL TO REEL, filmmakers Charles Ignacio and John Catania share their insights into the genius of actor and playwright, Charles Busch in their documentary, “The Lady in Question is Charles Busch.”

{Prod. By Mary Dore}-Runtime 00:13:44

Episode: 1510 REPEAT 1501 “Every Picture Tells A Story”

Air Date: July 2006
Host: Kate Clinton

LOOKING BACK, a trip through In the Life’s colorful early years, when the show evolved from a fledging variety show to an Emmy-nominated newsmagazine. In the Life sits down with the show’s creator John Scagliotti, former Executive Producer Charles Ignacio, and former Host Katherine Linton to hear about the hurdles and personal rewards they experienced in launching America’s first gay and lesbian-focused television program.

{Prod. By Steph Watts} Runtime- 00:18:11

CHEF’S TALE, In the Life brings us back with a present-day success story, as the show follows celebrity chef Anita Lo and her partner Jennifer Scism to learn the recipe for running a successful Greenwich Village restaurant while maintaining a healthy relationship.

{Prod By Claudia Mogel} Runtime- 00:08:42

REAL TO REEL: IN GOOD CONSCIENCE Sometimes radicals appear in the most unlikely places. Defying a Vatican order to silence herself, a gutsy Catholic nun has spoken out against the church’s view of homosexuality for over thirty years. In this month’s “Real to Reel,” In the Life follows this woman’s quest in Emmy Award-winning filmmaker Barbara Rick’s documentary.

{Prod. By Sue Lee} Runtime- 00:07:22

BROADWAY BABY, For more than 40 years, the work of Broadway veteran Jerry Herman has defined the great American musical. In a segment drawn from In the Life’s rich history, In the Life profiles the
successful career of Broadway composer and lyricist Jerry Herman in “Broadway Baby.” With special appearances by Tony Award-winning actors Carol Channing and Angela Lansbury.

**COMING OUT STORIES** The first of a new recurring segment, features six individuals who share their personal memories of “coming out” to their loved ones.

**Episode: 1511 Pieces of History**
**Air Date: August 2006**
**Host: Cherry Jones**

**Gay Pioneers** - It’s easy to forget that it was only forty years ago when some progressive individuals dared to come out of the closet and march through the streets calling for gay rights. Their brave first steps inspired a movement. In Gay Pioneers we hear from two of the leaders of this revolution.

{Prod. By Glenn Holsten/WHYY} Runtime- 08:47

**Polar Pioneers** - The stark, icy landscape of Antarctica has captured the imagination of explorers for hundreds of years. In the Life features two people – Ann Bancroft and Liv Arnesen – who shatter the notion that women are too fragile to endure polar exploration.

{Prod. Alissa Lebow} Runtime- 08:17

**Making Herstory** - Hidden in an old brownstone in Brooklyn is a rare collection of once forgotten lesbian histories. The volunteer caretakers of this archive have gathered rich and diverse stories from the lesbian community. In the Life documented this unique endeavor.

{Prod. Janet Baus} Runtime- 07:46

**A Friend & Hero: Mychal Judge** – Mychal Judge was known for his strong handshake, his Irish charm, and his uncanny ability to connect with people. On the Morning of September 11, 2001 he raced to the twin towers to be with the men he considered his brothers, the firefighters of New York City. On the eve of the fifth anniversary of this tragedy In the Life pays tribute to this extraordinary priest.

{Prod. John Antonio} Runtime- 08:16

**Art in the Age of AIDS** – It’s been 25 years since HIV/AIDS began to devastate the gay community in the United States. This disease has had a profound impact on artists, inspiring some extraordinary work that reveals the collective experiences of loss, fear, and rage. In the early years of the crisis, many artists were dying and their work was sometimes lost forever. Five years ago In the Life featured an organization called “The Estate Project” that preserves these historic expressions of an epidemic.

{Prod. Jorg Fockele} Runtime- 08:26
Episode: 1512 My Life’s Work
Air Date: September 2006
Host: Alan Cumming
Cowpokes takes us to New Orleans…a year after Hurricane Katrina turned bustling neighborhoods into silent ghost towns. We visit a gay bar on the edge of the devastated Ninth Ward, where a group of regulars don’t flinch at the daunting task of rebuilding…one house, one street, one dance at a time.

{Prod. By CONTACT _Con-4103B6F0D2 \c \s \l Elizabeth Elson and CONTACT _Con-4103B6F0D3 \c \s \l Erika Heppner} Runtime- 14:47

Action Architect Velocity, impact, gravity, danger are the principles that inspire Elizabeth Streb. A dancer and choreographer for the past 30 years, she appropriately calls her Brooklyn studio “SLAM”— Streb Laboratory for Action Mechanics. A true Iconoclast, her heroes are Evil Knievel and Harry Houdini. Her daring choreography pushes her dancers right to the edge of danger. Watch as Streb and her dancers master the tricky physics of her imagination and boldly take flight.

{Prod. By Carol Stein} Runtime- 11:42

In My Gay Family, we feature Dan Fishback - who came out to his family at age fifteen, and he didn’t have a clue how they would take to his news. Now we meet the Fishbacks nine years after they first learned that their youngest son was gay.

{Prod. By Dan Hunt} Runtime- 09:08

Real to Reel, “Saint of 9/11” features Mychal Judge, the charismatic chaplain of New York City’s Fire Department, who became known around the world after his tragic death on September 11, 2001. During his life everyone who knew “Father Mike” was aware of his vitality, sense of humor and compassion. But many were not aware that he was also a gay man, struggling with his sexuality. Tonight, in memory of the fifth anniversary of his death “In the Life” features poignant excerpts from the documentary, “Saint of 9/11”.

{Prod. By Maria Patrick} Runtime- 15:16

15th Season Premiere:

Episode: 1601
Air Date: October 2006
Host: Cherry Jones
A Call to Duty features Army Specialist, Jeff Howe. The events of 9-11 inspired him to make a personal decision that would radically change his life. Jeff’s story underscores the troubling ramifications of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

{Prod. Maria Patrick} Runtime- 13:56

Madame Speaker: Meet Christine Quinn, whose election in January 2006 as the Speaker of the New York City Council marked an historic moment.
Quinn is the first woman and the first openly gay person to ever hold this position. Quinn initially made her mark as a grassroots activist, but her passion for the rough and tumble world of politics was perhaps inevitable. It’s deeply imbedded in her DNA.

{Prod. Carol Stein} Runtime- 10:55

**Real to Reel**, In the 1950’s and early 60’s, an anti-pornography hysteria swept the country. This crack down took a particularly dark turn on a small, liberal arts college in western Massachusetts. *The Great Pink Scare* is a powerful documentary that chronicles the story of how three gay professors became ensnared in this law enforcement web. For filmmaker Tug Yourgrau, it was an eye-opening journey, particularly after he interviewed the two surviving professors.

{Prod. Michael Penland} Runtime- 19:27

**EPISODE: 1602 REPEAT 1508 “Family Ties”**

**AIRDATE:** November 2006

**HOST:** Rosie O’Donnell

“Passing It On,” Toshi Reagon has been a force of nature on the music scene for years. She’s shared the stage with the likes of Pete Seeger, Ani DiFranco, Lenny Kravitz and her legendary mother, Bernice Johnson Reagon. In “Passing It On,” Toshi Reagon reveals her deep passion for music and her extended family.

{Prod. By Mark Trottenberg}- Runtime 00:12:10

“A Civil War,” *In the Life* looks at one family, now torn apart, with two mothers and two states battling over the future of one little girl. This is the personal story of Janet Miller-Jenkins, but also a legal case with broad political and social ramifications for the entire LGBT community.

{Prod. By Mary Dore}- Runtime 00:21:05

**Real To Reel “Paternal Instinct”,** *In the Life* features excerpts from the documentary “Paternal Instinct” that reveal the extraordinary and unpredictable journey of a gay couple and a surrogate mother in their quest to have a child. For filmmaker Murray Nossel, it also became a seven-year journey of self-discovery.

{Prod. By Amy Lawday}- Runtime 00:15:13

**EPISODE: 1603 REVERSION “The Changing Face of AIDS”**

**AIRDATE:** December 2006

**HOST:** Wilson Cruz

“The State of AIDS,” (602) takes us back to 1996, a crucial turning point in HIV AIDS treatment where *In the Life* covered the promise and hope of the first anti-retroviral drugs. Find out what HIV specialists predicted for the disease, how activism was changing to keep up with it, and how protease inhibitors gave one man a chance to dream again.
Aging with AIDS” (1305) Does HIV AIDS alter the aging process? Does the virus make certain diseases more likely to take hold or more difficult to treat? In the early days of the epidemic, few in the medical world contemplated the issue of growing old with this disease but effective drug treatments have made this a compelling new subject to tackle. Two years ago In the Life met with some HIV positive patients who were the early pioneers entering middle and old age. Their experiences may provide crucial clues to researchers.

Crossing Borders” (703) 8 Years ago In the Life traveled to the border crossing between San Diego, California and Tijuana, Mexico, one of the busiest crossroads in the world. It’s a place where commerce, prostitution, and an illicit drug market intersect, making it an ideal location for the potential transmission of HIV. In this next segment you will witness a remarkable grassroots organization in Tijuana, called ACOSIDA. In 1989, eight years into the AIDS epidemic, this group, operating on a shoestring budget initiated an inventive way to get vital medication to those in need.

“High Anxiety” (1412) The drug Crystal Meth became a hit in the gay community beginning in 1996 at the very moment when the anti-retroviral medications for HIV AIDS were dramatically extending lives. Also known as “Tina” and “Red Neck Cocaine” this drug is extremely cheap, easily accessible and highly addictive. It can increase the risk of HIV AIDS by erasing sexual inhibitions and creating physiological changes in the body that make transmission of the virus easier. Last year In the Life met with four gay men who describe the extreme highs and lows of this drug and their precarious struggles to leave it behind.

“CDC Funding Issues” (1302) What happens when a creative approach to AIDS prevention falls out of favor with the government? Key sources of funding can suddenly disappear. Three years ago, In the Life featured a community based operation in San Francisco, known as the “Stop AIDS Project” as it struggled with this dilemma.

EPISODE: 1604 “BREAKING NEW GROUND”
AIRDATE: January 2007
HOST: Anthony Rapp
“The Women of ACT UP”, takes us back to the early 1980s, a time when lesbians and gay men appeared to be worlds apart. Their politics were different, they socialized separately, but then AIDS hit. The urgency of this crisis spurred many lesbians to join forces with their gay “brothers” to fight this disease. In 1987, the organization ACT UP was born out of
anger at the government’s passive response to AIDS. ACT UP quickly gained a reputation for its “in your face,” aggressive tactics. Started by a small group of gay men, ACT UP soon became a home for lesbians who quickly understood that AIDS would soon spread beyond the gay community. Tonight, we feature the stories of some of the remarkable women who embraced the AIDS crisis as their own.

{Prod. Elizabeth Elson} Runtime – 12:41

“A Cartoonists Life” The world of comic books is filled with gay metaphors—flamboyantly dressed superheroes with secret identities and mutant x-men rejected by society. Perhaps that’s why so many gay artists are drawn to the medium. In “A Cartoonists Life” we meet Phil Jimenez, a successful and openly gay comic book creator who invited us behind the scenes to catch a glimpse of his imagination at work.

{Prod. Billy Shebar} Runtime- 18:30

Real to Reel: “The Congregation” - In 2003 veteran husband and wife filmmakers, Susan and Alan Raymond spent over a year documenting the daily life of a Methodist church and its parishioners in German Town, Philadelphia. Initially they concentrated on the senior pastor who was brand new to the church, but mid-way through their project an intriguing character suddenly emerged who grabbed their attention, Associate Pastor Beth Stroud. She was on the brink of telling her congregation that she was gay and in a committed relationship. The stakes were high: Beth Stroud fully appreciated that her “coming out” could cost her everything she had worked for. Tonight we feature some excerpts from the Raymond’s compelling documentary, The Congregation.

{Prod. Amy Lawday} Runtime- 41:00

COMING OUT STORIES- three LGBT youth share their experiences of “coming out of the closet.”

{Prod. By Maria Patrick} Runtime- 1:55

Episode: 1605 REPEAT 1504 “The Principles of Youth”

Air Date: February 2007
Host: Ani DiFranco

I’M STILL EMILY- In the Life travels to rural Iowa to meet 17-year-old Emily Frerichs, the only person to publicly come out in her community. Her efforts to start a GSA offer a window into what it means to be young, gay, and a devout Christian in America’s heartland.

{Prod. By Michael Penland} Runtime- 00:25:25

GOOD AS YOU- In the Life takes us inside the apartment and mind of 26-year-old “blogger” Jeremy Hooper. In the wake of a painful family experience, Jeremy has created something positive – a website that attacks bigotry with humor and wit.

{Prod. By Billy Shebar} Runtime- 00:39:02
MISS ELIZABETH LATEX- *In the Life* follows Liz, a transgendered youth, on an intriguing journey to fame through New York City’s ballroom community.

{Prod. By Dan Hunt} Runtime- 00:49:24

**COMING OUT STORIES**- three LGBT youth share their experiences of “coming out of the closet.”

{Prod. By Maria Patrick} Runtime- 00:53:42

**Episode: 1606 “Leading Ladies” REVERSION**
**Air Date: March 2007**
**Host: Martina Navratilova**

**An Artistic Rebel (1002)**, Takes us to Paris, France in the early years of the Twentieth Century. You’re about to meet an American ex-patriot painter-- Romaine Brooks—who dared to be different. And today, almost a century later, her work continues to challenge our notions of female sexuality and identity.

{Prod. By John Catania} Runtime- 00:08:31

**Making Herstory (901)** Tucked away in an old brownstone in Brooklyn, New York is a rare collection of once-forgotten lesbian histories. For the past 32 years the volunteer caretakers of this archive have gathered rich and colorful stories that celebrate the diverse lesbian community.

{Prod. By Janet Baus} Runtime- 00:07:05

**Polar Pioneers (1009)** The stark, icy landscape of Antarctica has captured the imagination of explorers for hundreds of years. You’re about to meet two remarkable women—Ann Bancroft and Liv Arnesen-- who shatter the notion that women are too fragile to endure polar exploration.

{Prod. Alissa Lebow} Runtime- 00:08:18

**Lesbian Cartoon Artist (Dykes to Watch out For) (1004)** This story takes us to the Vermont countryside where an innovative cartoonist, Alison Bechdel lets her imagination run wild. Inspired by her own experiences as a lesbian, Bechdel creates a gallery of authentic and unforgettable characters.

{Prod. By Jorg Fockele} Runtime- 00:07:43

**The L Word (1404)** The first TV series to feature the stories of lesbian lives –“The L Word” -- broke new ground and immediately developed a diverse audience when it premiered in January 2004. Two years ago, ‘In the Life’ went behind the scenes to meet its creator and talented ensemble of actors, who shatter stereotypes and boldly venture into uncharted territory.

{Prod. By Nadine Baldassare} Runtime- 00:09:27

**Sehakia (1301)** It’s rarely easy for those in the gay community to reconcile their sexuality with their religious beliefs. In “Sehakia” you will meet four lesbians of the Muslim faith who struggle to understand the contradictions between their sexuality and their religion.

{Prod. By Desireena Almoradie} Runtime- 00:09:51

**Episode: 1607 “The Last Closet”**
**Air Date: April 2007**
**Host: Diana Nyad**
A Conversation With John Amaechi  Sports is religion in America---our athletes showered with money and expensive toys. But NBA center, John Amaechi held a secret that he struggled to keep from his teammates and coaches. He was gay, and he feared that if this fact became public it would wreck the career he had worked so hard to build. There were no role models. No male pro athlete on a major sports team has ever come out while still playing. For six long years Amaechi led a lonely life off the court. Four years ago Amaechi retired from the game and in February 2007, he revealed his secret and became the first NBA player to come out as a gay man.

(Prod. By Maria Patrick) Runtime-

A Ring of Their Own
This story features two unique athletes, Ann-Marie Saccurato and Angel Bovee--female competitors in one of the most aggressive and male identified sports on the planet, boxing. These two women have made a different choice than many elite athletes at the peak of their competitive careers--they are out and proud...pioneers in the ring.

(Prod. By Michael Penland) Runtime-

Episode: 1609 “Voices of Pride”
Air Date: June 2007
Host:  John Amaechi
“A Quest for Gabriel” - In 2000, Lupita Benitez was denied infertility care when her doctor claimed a religious objection to treating lesbians. Where does religious freedom end, and bigotry begin? Courts across the country are grappling with this compelling issue. What ultimately happens in the Benitez case will have far-reaching implications, not only for the LGBT community, but for all Americans. Runtime – 18:48

“Pas de Deux” - From childhood in rural Cuba where machismo was everything to his career as a choreographer in New York City where freedom of expression is all that matters meet Pedro Ruiz a principal dancer in the New York based company, “Ballet Hispanico” for 21 years, Pedro toured the world and began creating ballets. His works often celebrate the rich culture of his native country and always exude the sheer joy of movement that he first experienced as a young boy. Runtime - 17:21

“Beautiful Daughters” - This month’s Real to Reel, “Beautiful Daughters” In 1996, playwright Eve Ensler began captivating audiences with her groundbreaking production, “The Vagina Monologues.” Two years ago she collaborated with a group of transgendered women to create a new “Vagina Monologues” from their unique perspective. Tonight we feature excerpts from the extraordinary documentary, “Beautiful Daughters” that follows this artistic endeavor and highlights the lives of these remarkable women. Runtime - 14:42
“Kate Clinton on Pride” - June Pride inspires comedian, political activist, and In the Life’s very first host, Kate Clinton. Tonight she calls all of us to step forward... and to take action! Runtime – 50:00

**Episode: 1610 “Gender Revolution”**
**Air Date: July 2007**
**Host: Charles Busch**

**PROGRAM SUMMARY:**
This month on *In the Life*, actor and writer Charles Busch hosts, “Gender Revolution.”

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:**
This month America’s pioneer gay and lesbian newsmagazine *In the Life* presents “Gender Revolution,” an episode exploring the ever-evolving discussion around sexuality and gender.

“Size Matters” – Previously, referred to as “hermaphrodite,” the term “intersex” is now used to describe a person whose biological sex is ambiguous. Historically when a baby was born intersex, they often were assigned a gender through surgery. In recent years, there has been a growing movement to empower intersex people with the choice to select the gender that reflects who they are later in life and the right to have their gender expression honored. Runtime - 11:11

“Gender Warriors” - Our society has *always* had rigid ideas about what gender should be. Quite simply, it is to most, male and female. But for others, male and female is not so clearly defined. For many, love and life exists beyond the basic concept of men and women. Gender is fluid, vibrant, even unpredictable. But in the end, individuals must define it for themselves. In 1996, *In the Life* first aired “Gender Warriors.” With a passion for personal expression, truth and education, you are about to meet some people at the forefront of a movement that challenges the status quo. Runtime -6:42

“Making Music Making Changes” - Throughout history, many people have lived as the opposite sex to pursue their dreams. In this segment you’ll meet the talented and dynamic musician Billy Tipton. While born a woman, living as a man proved to be a means by which Billy could achieve success in the male-dominated world of jazz. Neither peers nor lovers knew of his secret. But one thing is known for sure: in both his private and professional life, he lived and played from the heart. Runtime - 3:15

“Binary Culture” - The 20th century brought about great changes in how we think about gender. So what does it mean if we do not want to follow the
traditional model of male and female? How do gender role expectations define us? And how do we navigate a society where there is still great disparity between men and women...economically, sexually, and socially? These are questions to which there are no easy answers. This segment from 2005 begins to explore these questions as we talk to individuals leading the discussion around the issue of what gender means to us all. . Runtime - 10:55

“Vanderbilt” - On campuses across the country, students have always pushed the boundaries of tradition. This story takes us to Vanderbilt University where you’ll meet Everett Moran, a leader amongst his fellow LGBT students. . Runtime -2:38

“Heterosexual Privilege” - Same-sex marriage is a hot button issue both nationwide and within the gay and lesbian community. How is it that Betty married Helen six years ago? Tonight we hear from this couple and learn about their remarkable relationship. . Runtime -5:50

Episode: 1611 (repeat - 1501) “Every Picture Tells a Story”
Air Date: August, 2007
Host: Kate Clinton
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
This August, In the Life revisits the premiere of its 14th season with “Every Picture Tells a Story.” Hosted by In the Life’s first host, political humorist Kate Clinton, this episode looks back on thirteen years of In the Life on public television.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
Sixteen years ago when In the Life hit airwaves, it broke ground as the first-ever lesbian and gay-themed program on public television. This August, In the Life revisits its 14th season premiere with the first host, political humorist Kate Clinton, in “Every Picture Tells a Story.”

“Every Picture Tells A Story” begins with “LOOKING BACK,” a trip through In the Life’s early years, when the show evolved from a fledging variety show to an Emmy-nominated newsmagazine. In the Life sits down with the show’s creator John Scagliotti, former Executive Producer Charles Ignacio, and former Host Katherine Linton to hear about the challenges and personal rewards they experienced in launching America’s first gay and lesbian-focused television program. Runtime - 20:00

In “A CHEF’S TALE,” the show follows celebrity chef Anita Lo and her partner Jennifer Scism to learn the secret for running a successful Greenwich Village restaurant and still sustaining their relationship. Runtime -20:42
Defying a Vatican order to be silent, a Catholic nun has spoken out against the church’s view of homosexuality for over thirty years. In this month’s “REAL TO REEL,” In the Life follows this woman’s quest in Emmy Award-winning filmmaker Barbara Rick’s documentary “In Good Conscience.” Runtime -37:06

For more than 40 years, the work of Broadway veteran Jerry Herman has defined the great American musical. In a segment drawn from In the Life’s rich history, we profile the successful career of Broadway composer and lyricist Jerry Herman in “BROADWAY BABY”, with special appearances by Tony Award-winning actors Carol Channing and Angela Lansbury. Runtime -47:59

Finally, “COMING OUT STORIES” features six individuals who share their personal memories of “coming out” to their loved ones. Runtime - 54:26

**Episode: 1612 “Looking Back, Moving Forward”**
**Air Date: New, September 2007**
**Host: Katherine Linton**

**PROGRAM SUMMARY:**
This month on In the Life, Katherine Linton returns as host of the final episode of our 15th season on public television.

Audiences will also get an exclusive sneak peak at what our 16th season will bring.

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION**

This September, In the Life celebrates the diversity of our community as we reflect on Pride and take a look at art, personal journeys, and those fighting for change.

The lesbian classic Desert Hearts paved the way for a new wave of independent gay and lesbian cinema. As the film celebrates its 20th anniversary, In the Life talks to two women who were behind and in front of the Desert Hearts cameras. Runtime - 8:26

Award-winning playwright and actor Christopher Durang's work has been described as sharp-satire: rebellious, witty, and irreverent. In this next segment, the show takes a look at Durang's life and influential work. Runtime 11:49

In the Life audiences will also hear the story of Lorenzo Taylor, a man whose lifelong dream came to a halt when he was denied entry into the Foreign Service because he is HIV positive. This prompted Taylor to file a suit against Condoleezza Rice and the Department of State. Runtime - 12:15
Mark and Alex Farley were born identical twin boys. Alex later informed his family that he was transitioning from male to female. In this month's "Real to Reel", In the Life takes a look at the film that chronicles the Farley family's journey, the award-winning documentary Red Without Blue. Runtime - 9:12

And finally, In the Life sits down with members of the LGBT community as they share their feelings about Gay Pride. Additionally, audiences will hear first-hand accounts of an attempt at a Pride celebration in Moscow, Russia in May of 2007. Runtime - 8:03

16th Season Premiere:
Episode: 1701 “A New Look”
Air Date: New, October 2007
Host: Michael Billy

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
For the series’ 16th season premiere, In the Life reveals a new look, new stories, and a new face.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
In this episode, the show’s stories take you to church, into the kitchen, back to the 1950’s and into the world of plastic surgery and body corrections, both traditional and on the black market.

A CHURCH DIVIDED
The Anglican Communion and its American arm, the Episcopal Church, is one of the largest religious communities in the world. But four years ago the American Episcopalians elected their first openly gay Bishop, Gene Robinson, in New Hampshire. As a result, a heated debate over homosexuality has led to a battle between Conservative and Progressive factions within the Church. We hear from both sides of the debate as In the Life explores this complex issue. Runtime 13:24

THE CAFFE CINO
In the late 1950’s and early 60’s, Greenwich Village was a vibrant meeting place for the gay community. It was during this period that public gay theatre was born at virtually hidden little places like The Caffé Cino. In the Life sits down with some of the early founders of this remarkable institution. Runtime 11:18

JOSIE SMITH MALAVE
This next story takes audiences into the kitchen of one of America’s toughest and most charismatic chefs, Josie Smith Malave, where she will share her approach to life and how that feeds her passion for the art of cooking. Runtime 10:17
LULU GETS A FACELIFT
In this month’s “Real to Reel”, In the Life profiles a documentary that takes a look at aging in the gay community through the experience of LuLu, a San Francisco-based drag performer. When celebrities get plastic surgery, you only get to see the before and after. In this film, Louis (or LuLu) very bravely lets us witness the before, the during, and the after. Runtime 5:40

BEAUTY ON THE BLACK MARKET
For transgender women who are low income, the ability to ‘pass’ as a female can make the difference in being able to simply get a job, put food on the table or avoid the very real threat of violence. The stakes are higher for trans-women and some women will go to some pretty extreme measures to enhance their feminine appearance. In this episode’s final segment, In the Life explores this important health issue for the trans community. Runtime - 9:47

Episode: 1702 (Repeat 1604) “Breaking New Ground”
Air Date: January 2007
Host: Anthony Rapp
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
This month In the Life is hosted by actor Anthony Rapp.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
This January In the Life presents BREAKING NEW GROUND, a look at extraordinary people in the community.

The first segment, “The Women of ACT UP”, takes us back to the early 1980s, a time when lesbians and gay men appeared to be worlds apart. Their politics were different, they socialized separately, but then AIDS hit. The urgency of this crisis spurred many lesbians to join forces with their gay “brothers” to fight this disease. In 1987, the organization ACT UP was born out of anger at the government’s passive response to AIDS. ACT UP quickly gained a reputation for its “in your face,” aggressive tactics. Started by a small group of gay men, ACT UP soon became a home for lesbians who quickly understood that AIDS would soon spread beyond the gay community. Tonight, we feature the stories of some of the remarkable women who embraced the AIDS crisis as their own. Runtime - 12:41

The world of comic books is filled with gay metaphors---flamboyantly dressed superheroes with secret identities and mutant x-men rejected by society. Perhaps that’s why so many gay artists are drawn to the medium. In “A Cartoonists Life” we meet Phil Jimenez, a successful and openly gay comic book creator who invited us behind the scenes to catch a glimpse of his imagination at work. Runtime - 18:30
Real to Reel: “The Congregation” - In 2003 veteran husband and wife filmmakers, Susan and Alan Raymond spent over a year documenting the daily life of a Methodist church and its parishioners in German Town, Philadelphia. Initially they concentrated on the senior pastor who was brand new to the church, but mid-way through their project an intriguing character suddenly emerged who grabbed their attention, Associate Pastor Beth Stroud. She was on the brink of telling her congregation that she was gay and in a committed relationship. The stakes were high: Beth Stroud fully appreciated that her “coming out” could cost her everything she had worked for. Tonight we feature some excerpts from the Raymond’s compelling documentary, The Congregation. Runtime - 16:15

EPISODE: 1703 (December, 2007)
EPISODE TITLE: “Building On The Past”

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
IN THE LIFE celebrates its amazing archive by looking back at some of the people and places the series has introduced you to over the past 16 years.

IN THE BELTWAY
In a rare interview, lesbian comic Kate Clinton spends time with one of the nation’s leading Congressmen, Barney Frank. Runtime - 2:48

IMMIGRATION
In 1996 the Defense of Marriage Act was passed, giving states the power to decide whether or not to recognize gay marriages. This story from the same year explores the challenges this law presents for bi-national couples. As an update to the story, Rachel Tiven of Immigration Equality offers her insight into where the issue stands today. Runtime 6:49

BEIJING
In 1995 Beijing, China hosted the Fourth United Nations Conference on Women. From countries big and small, women met to discuss their rights to health, equality, and freedom from violence. Amongst this group of women, a strong contingent of lesbians made their voices heard. Runtime - 6:01

TWO-SPIRIT PEOPLE
A culture of acceptance has long-existed for Native American gay, lesbian, and transgender people. But this changed when the European colonists arrived.
Now Two-Spirit people are reclaiming their right to be respected members of their communities. Runtime - 5:58

GAY AND DEAF
This next story takes viewers inside the world of gay men and lesbians who are deaf - people who share a language and experience unfamiliar to most of us, yet who see that purely as a challenge, not a handicap. Runtime - 7:17

TO WONG FOO
Remember the film To Wong Foo starring Patrick Swayze, Wesley Snipes and John Leguizamo? In 1995 we took a fun look at the film, with Katherine Linton as our host and with interviews by Charles Busch playing the part of legendary film star Mary Dale. Runtime - 4:30

JUDY
Judy Garland has long had a huge gay following. For many, Garland's life and work was inspirational. The final story looks at the connection between the death of this American icon and the Stonewall Riots. Runtime - 10:46

EPISODE: 1704 (January, 2008)
TITLE: “Wide Stance”

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
IN THE LIFE’s January episode, Wide Stance, will feature a diverse collection of stories, from a look at a film that examines biblical language about homosexuality, to a photo essay of men dancing together. We'll hear what it's like to be a gay rapper, take an unflinching and historical look at public sex and entrapment, through the lens of the Senator Larry Craig scandal. Throughout the show, the ever-controversial Margaret Cho, and lesbian comic Kate Clinton, will go head-to-head in conversation.

EPISCOPAL UPDATE
This month’s episode features an update to October’s A Church Divided segment about the divide in the Episcopal Church over the issue of homosexuality. As an update, IN THE LIFE continues to follow the battle between conservative and progressive parties in this continuing conflict. Runtime -2:36

FOR THE BIBLE TELLS ME SO
The divide that is occurring in the Church over gay people raises some fundamental questions for organized religion, and some loaded ones about
homosexuality and the Bible. What does the Bible actually say about homosexuality? In this month’s “Real to Reel,” Dan Karslake’s award-winning documentary, *For the Bible Tells Me So*, dares to take on the question. Runtime - 5:52

**MEN WHO DANCE WITH MEN**
Gerald Mocarsky is a photographer who captures provocative images of men dancing together. From socials for senior citizens to ballet and hip-hop dancing, he uses his art to celebrate the honesty and beauty of coming to terms with one’s self. Runtime - 5:12

**I AM WHAT I AM**
Rap music has a reputation that has evolved into a stereotype—that it promotes violence, objectifies women, and is homophobic. But there are pioneers emerging, a new generation of rappers like Shorty Roc and KIN, who are countering that image head-on, and demonstrating that “one love” includes everyone. Runtime -12:42

**WIDE STANCE**
There exists a world, on the margins, where gay and closeted men - some of them married - meet in public spaces for sexual encounters. Our final story examines the Senator Craig scandal and the cultural implications, and media frenzy, surrounding it. But the mainstream press seems to have glossed over one angle of the story. IN THE LIFE takes an unflinching and historical look at public sex and Craig’s defense: ENTRAPMENT. Runtime - 17:20

**A CONVERSATION WITH MARGARET CHO**
Margaret Cho and lesbian comic Kate Clinton go head-to-head in conversation covering Margaret’s career, the presidential race, Republican sex scandals and Kim Jong-il’s hair. Runtime - 4:04

**EPISODE: 1705 (February, 2008)**
**TITLE: “A Visible History”**

**PROGRAM SUMMARY**
From Larry Kramer to Audrey Lorde, this month’s IN THE LIFE Encore presentation, *A Visible History*, celebrates the extraordinary people and places that have defined the history, and charted the course, of the gay community.

**VITO RUSSO**
IN THE LIFE profiles the late author, and activist, Vito Russo, best remembered as co-founder of GLAAD (the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation), and for the book, *The Celluloid Closet*.

**CENTER SPACES**
All communities need spaces to gather and find their voice. After the 1969 Stonewall Riots, literally thousands of LGBT organizations came into existence. IN THE LIFE explores the history of gay spaces, how each found its distinctive voice, and celebrates the 25TH anniversary of the first LGBT Center to provide a permanent space for all of those voices to come together. Runtime - 5:28

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**
In America, until the late 1800’s, homosexuality was generally viewed as a sin, a perversion of nature, and a crime. In 1864 it became an acceptable subject for scientific study. IN THE LIFE goes back to look at the early scientific and medical debates that would influence the “body-politic” over the lives of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people. Runtime - 12:21

**FAMILY MATTERS**
Children everywhere are growing up with gay and lesbian parents, and like most families, they have their struggles. In *Family Matters*, IN THE LIFE spends some time with a few “out-and-proud” families that are finding community in organizations like COLAGE. Runtime - 7:45

**KRAMER ON KRAMER**
Larry Kramer continues to be one of the most outspoken and controversial figures in the gay movement. As the founder of ACT UP, he was a lightning rod for AIDS activism; as an author, his novels and plays confronted the AIDS crisis, and captured the gay social conscience. Runtime - 9:44

**“REAL TO REEL”: PARTING GLANCES**
In 1986, *Parting Glances* hit theaters as one of the first films to address HIV/AIDS and the complexities of gay relationships; now it’s a classic of queer cinema. Twenty years later, AIDS continues to spread in all communities, but thanks to the Outfest Legacy Project, this seminal work has been preserved to continue educating, informing and putting human faces to the disease. Runtime - 8:11
EPISODE: 1706 (March, 2008)
EPISODE TITLE: “Voices of Sisterhood”

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
This month, IN THE LIFE presents stories from its archive in celebration of women’s history month.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
IN THE LIFE proudly honors the struggles, triumphs and art of women from the LGBT community in the United States and abroad.

BEEBO BRINKER
In the 1950’s and 60’s Ann Bannon wrote a series of lesbian pulp novels; provocative and daring, the books thrust this housewife into literary history. Now, her work has come to the stage through the production of a play titled: THE BEEBO BRINKER CHRONICLES. Runtime - 8:31

MARGARITA SANCHEZ
Puerto Rico had a law on the books making sex between members of the same gender a crime, despite its reputation for being a gay-friendly destination. Activist Margarita Sanchez took the system on. Runtime - 8:31

OLIVIA RECORDS
Founded in 1973, Olivia Records provided a means for lesbians and feminists to find their voice, both literally and figuratively. And what started as a musical venture soon evolved into a successful corporate entity leading the way in the ever-increasing world of gay travel. Runtime - 2:54

CATCH ONE CLUB
Combining a nightclub with a community outreach program, Los Angeles’ Catch One Club became an instant hit for the lesbian community, particularly for women of color. As the music plays on, The Catch One continues to serve as a beacon for the community. Runtime - 4:17

ONE WOMAN PRESS
Lisa Moore took it upon herself to help give voice to the lives of African-American gay men and lesbians through the written word. As the founder and editor of RedBone Press, and winner of several Lambda Literary Awards, Lisa Moore gives unheard voices a home. Runtime - 6:15

LESBIAN ACTIVISM IN THE PHILIPPINES
IN THE LIFE introduces you to some brave women at the forefront of the lesbian rights movement in the Philippines who have stepped forward to demand visibility and change. Runtime - 7:55
**ACTION, ARCHITECT**  
Dancer and choreographer Elizabeth Streb challenges our perception of dance. Once dubbed the Evil Knievel of dance, Streb’s choreography combines acrobatics, science and art in the pursuit of pure movement. Runtime - 11:42

**EPISODE: 1707 (New, April 2008)**  
**EPISODE TITLE: “Challenging Convention”**

**PROGRAM SUMMARY:**  
This month’s IN THE LIFE presents a diverse collection of stories including a dynamic conversation between actress Kathleen Turner and playwright Edward Albee. Other stories explore the controversial kid’s book *And Tango Makes Three*, what it’s like to come out in Poland and the kitschy world of gay camping.

**AND TANGO MAKES THREE**  
From the poems of Walt Whitman to *Heather Has Two Mommies*, literature with gay content has long been at the center of controversy. In this story we learn about *And Tango Makes Three*. Popular amongst parents, teachers and children, this book gives children the opportunity to learn about the true story of a pair of male penguins who partner and dream of starting a family. Runtime - 10:38

**A CONVERSATION WITH EDWARD ALBEE AND KATHLEEN TURNER**  
In this very special interview, director, author and star of stage and screen, Kathleen Turner, sits down with a true titan of the theatre world, dramatist Edward Albee.  
Runtime - 3:51

**COMING OUT IN POLAND**  
Between 2005 and 2007 Poland’s ultra-conservative leaders, the Kaczynski brothers, made life difficult for people who chose to come out publicly. IN THE LIFE explores the difficulties of standing up for gay rights and visibility in Poland. Runtime - 16:59

**CAMP ONEIDA**  
In rural areas all over the United States, there are campgrounds specifically for gay men and lesbians. It’s a trend that’s blossomed over the past few years.
with nearly 100 camps around the country. This final story looks at the tight knit community that has formed at one camp in Pennsylvania. Runtime - 15:57

EPISODE: 1708 (REPEAT)
EPISODE TITLE: “Voices of Pride”

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Former NBA player John Amaechi hosts “Voices of Pride” this month on IN THE LIFE.

A QUEST FOR GABRIEL tells the story of Lupita Benitez, who was denied infertility care when her doctor claimed a religious objection to treating lesbians. Where does religious freedom end, and bigotry begin? Courts across the country are grappling with this issue. What happens in the Benitez case will have far-reaching implications for all Americans who want to be parents. Runtime -

PAS DE DEUX
Meet Pedro Ruiz. For 21 years, Pedro has toured the world and created ballets. His works celebrate the rich culture of his native country Cuba and exude the sheer joy of movement. Runtime -

BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTERS
Playwright Eve Ensler captivated audiences with her production, “The Vagina Monologues.” She later collaborated with a group of transgender women to create a new “Vagina Monologues.” This story looks at the documentary, “Beautiful Daughters” which follows the production and explores the lives of these remarkable women. Runtime -

KATE CLINTON ON PRIDE
June Pride inspires comedian and In the Life’s very first host, Kate Clinton to call on the community to step forward and take action. Runtime -

EPISODE: 1709 (NEW)
EPISODE TITLE: “Leading the Way”
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
IN THE LIFE celebrates June Pride month with a diverse collection of stories.

A CONVERSATION WITH JUDY SHEPARD
IN THE LIFE host Michael Billy sits down with Judy Shepard. It was ten years ago that her son Matthew was brutally murdered in Laramie, Wyoming. Since then, she has become a champion for education, social justice and pride. Runtime - 5:06

VOICES FROM NEPAL
Advances in basic rights for LGBT people are happening in some surprising places. During the summer of 2007, IN THE LIFE gave Scott Long of Human Rights Watch a home video camera to document his travels to Nepal. He came back with some truly powerful stories from LGBT people working for change and visibility in this south Asian nation of nearly 30 million people. Runtime – 10:26

SAVING MARRIAGE
Around the world, nations such as Uruguay, the Netherlands, Slovenia, Norway, South Africa, and the Czech Republic have all adopted legal forms of same-sex unions like marriage and domestic partnerships. But here in the United States, there are only a few states where such unions are legally recognized. This next story looks back at the battle for same-sex marriage in Massachusetts through the documentary SAVING MARRIAGE. Runtime – 9:03

FRANCESCA ZAMBELLO
In the world of theater nothing is grander than opera. Big sets, big voices, big stories, big egos. And in this larger-than-life world, openly lesbian director Francesca Zambello has long been a force to be reckoned with. Runtime – 15:17

XANADU
Xanadu the movie became a cult classic even though it was a box-office flop. But Xanadu, the musical, has quickly become one of Broadway’s surprise smash hits. IN THE LIFE goes behind-the-scenes of this colorful musical full of song, dance and yes, roller skates. Runtime - 7:08

1710 REPEAT 1601
EPISODE: 1601, October 2006
EPISODE TITLE: Inside Out
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
This month on In the Life, INSIDE OUT is hosted by Tony Award-winning actress Cherry Jones.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
This October on In the Life, America’s gay and lesbian newsmagazine presents TITLE, an episode celebrating our 15th Season. In 1992 In the Life debuted on Public Television as the first gay and lesbian program to broadcast nationally. This season we renew our commitment to tell real life stories from the LGBT communities, and to continue to inspire, educate and inform.

In “A Call to Duty,” you will meet former Army Specialist, Jeff Howe. The events of 9-11 inspired him to make a personal decision that would radically change his life. Jeff’s story underscores the troubling ramifications of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” Runtime – 13:56

In “Madame Speaker” meet Christine Quinn whose election in January 2006 as the Speaker of the New York City Council marked an historic moment. Quinn is the first woman and the first openly gay person to ever hold this position. Quinn initially made her mark as a grassroots activist, but her passion for the rough and tumble world of politics was perhaps inevitable. It’s deeply imbedded in her DNA. Runtime – 10:55

In the 1950’s and early 60’s, an anti-pornography hysteria swept the country. This crack down took a particularly dark turn on a small, liberal arts college in western Massachusetts. This month’s Real to Reel, The Great Pink Scare is a powerful documentary that chronicles the story of how three gay professors became ensnared in this law enforcement web. For filmmaker Tug Yourgrau, it was an eye-opening journey, particularly after he interviewed the two surviving professors. Runtime - 19:27

EPISODE: 1711 (New) August 2008
EPISODE TITLE: “Talking It Out”

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
This month’s IN THE LIFE, Talking it Out, expands its popular " A Conversation With..." series to a full hour pairing Camille Paglia with Sandra Bernhard; Michael Billy with Richard Kim; and Dr. Marjorie Hill with Wilson Cruz, to explore ideas, personalities, and challenges from the LGBT experience.

**A Conversation With...Camille Paglia abd Sandra Bernhard**
Two lesbian lions, longtime friends, and iconic social critics celebrate the sexuality in their work, the many faces of lesbian identity, and the influence of gay male sensibility in contemporary art and culture with candor, humor, and fond memories.

**RICHARD KIM with host, MICHAEL BILLY**
Associate Editor of The Nation, Richard Kim and host Michael Billy look at the hard-hitting issues affecting the LGBT community in the context of the maturing of the movement as it seeks to retrieve the power of its roots.

**A Conversation With ...Dr. Marjorie Hill and Wilson Criuz**
Dr. Marjorie Hill, CEO of the Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC), and actor, Wilson Cruz, explore the status of the AIDS epidemic and confront the myth that the crisis is over, and the continuing importance of education in confronting the disease and LGBT stereotypes.

---

**A Festival of Film**  
**Episode: 1712, September 2008**  
**PROGRAM SUMMARY:**
This month’s IN THE LIFE, “A Festival of Film,” visits the Miami Gay & Lesbian Film Festival on its 10th anniversary, and Fort Lauderdale’s first festival with a look at its “kick-off” feature, “Ask Not,” about the impact of the U.S. military’s ban on gays in the armed forces; “It’s Elementary” raised a storm of protest and dialogue when the cameras entered several grade schools 10 years ago and recorded 3rd & 4th graders challenging gay stereotypes...a decade later, now young adults, the students reflect on the experience in “It’s Still Elementary;” Scots/Indian director Pratibha Parmar’s film, “Nina’s Heavenly Delights,” reveals the exotic world of lesbian love in the Indian community of Glasgow, Scotland, a world far-removed from Bollywood, but not so far; The Cliks, the cutting-edge, gender-queer band, stand back and look at their amazing success and life “on the road;” Margaret Cho reveals the inside secret U.S. Air Force plan to develop a “gay bomb,” to turn our enemies “gay” and make love not war; and, finally, an affectionate revisiting of Charles Busch’s interview with legendary filmmaker, John Schlesinger.

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:**
A collation of stories from the world of film: The Miami Gay & Lesbian Film Festival; a revisit with the students in It’s Elementary; Pratibha Parmar’s cinematic celebration of food, family, and lesbian love; Margaret Cho exploding the “gay” bomb; gender-queer, trans Canadian punk rock band, The Cliks; and a retrospective interview with director John Schlesinger and Charles Busch.

**10th Annual Mimi Gay & Lesbian Film Festival**
Started in 1998, this prominent festival has grown to be one of the most important in the U.S., with world premieres and appearances by major celebrities. This year, 97 films and short films were featured. Most prominently, in Ask Not, gay documentarian Johnny Symons confronts “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and its consequences for of a gay soldier in Iraq, a group of “out” veterans, and some civilian activists attempting to enlist in 30 cities across the country.

**It’s Still Elementary**
When cameras entered several 3rd & 4th grade classrooms across the U.S., they found, to their surprise, heterosexual teachers challenging prevailing attitudes of homosexuality with their pupils, and the refreshing perspective of children confronting prejudice. 10 years later, the filmmakers revisited some of the students in the film, and saw how they’ve grown and how the filming influenced them and countless others.

**Nina’s Heavenly Delights**
The Scots/Indian filmmaker, Pratibha Parmar, has been making documentaries for 20 years, chronicling the unique experiences of gays and lesbians throughout the
world. In her feature, Nina’s Heavenly Delights, Parmar celebrates food, family, and lesbian love with a unique blend of Scottish/Bollywood sensibility.

**Margaret Cho & The Gay Bomb**
Not a joke… A 7.5 million dollar investment by the U.S. Air Force to develop a gay bomb that would transform soldiers – our enemies’ soldiers - into lustful homosexuals. Only Margaret can give this story the exposure it deserves…. Watch out America!

**The Cliks**
And now for something completely different…The Cliks…the Canadian punk rock, gender-queer, trans band, giving a whole new spin to fierce, ferocious, and fun.

**John Schlesinger with Charles Busch**
At his death in 2003, 77-year-old writer/director John Schlesinger, had left a body of work that told the tales of lonely people, outsiders dependent upon their allusions, adrift in a world bitter, but not without sympathy, said to be drawn from his own Jewish, gay, background. In this warm interview from 1996, actor/playwright Charles Busch talks with Schlesinger and recalls the strong and weak moments that produced the likes of Midnight Cowboy, Sunday Bloody Sunday, Darling, Marathon Man, and Billy Liar…vivid and sympathetic portrayals of people who do not quite fit comfortably into society at large.

**Next Month On In The Life…our 18th Season Premiere** takes an in-depth, comprehensive look at the fight for marriage equality in California and the anti-gay marriage referendum in Florida, as well as A Conversation With…Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, Jonathan Capehart, of the Washington Post and NAACP Chair, Julian Bond.

---

**17th Season Premiere**

**Civil Rites & Civil Rights**

**EPISODE: 1801, October 2008**

**Funding The Marriage War**

During its 16 years on national public television, IN THE LIFE has returned often to the controversial subject of marriage for same-sex couples in the United States. IN THE LIFE was there in Hawaii and Vermont for the legislative battles over civil unions, and in Massachusetts in 2004 when gay and lesbian couples first received marriage equality. For its 17th Season Premiere, IN THE LIFE again leads the way with the "Marriage Story". In California, the stakes have never been higher as a constitutional referendum to end marriage equality is placed before the voters.

**Produced by Desireena Almoradie**
A Conversation With… Jonathan Capehart and Julian Bond
Julian Bond, Chairman of the NAACP, is a giant in the movement for Black Civil Rights who has been on the front line for equal rights in America for four decades. He is also an outspoken advocate for the rights of America’s gays and lesbians. Washington Post editorial writer and Pulitzer Prize winner, Jonathan Capehart, explores Bond’s national leadership role in these major social issues of our day, recalling those who were formative in his growth as an activist.

Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 9:15

When Del and Phyllis Got Married
Our episode ends, appropriately, with a wedding…one over 50 years in the making.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 1:57

Lifesavers
EPISODE: 1802, November 2008
The Trevor Project
The tragedy of teen suicide is many times more likely for alienated LGBT youth than their straight peers. James Lecesne’s groundbreaking play Word of Mouth, became an Oscar winning short film (Trevor), that gave birth to the only nationwide, 24-hour, suicide prevention helpline that has saved countless thousands, now in its tenth year of caring and serving this crisis.
Produced by Matt Paco
Runtime – 8:04

A Conversation With… Randi Weingarten and Alan Van Capelle
Newly elected American Federation of Teachers’ President Randi Weingarten and Alan Van Capelle, Executive Director of NY’s Empire State Pride Agenda, reflect on the conversion of paths of the American Labor and LGBT rights’ movements, with special attention to bringing people together to organize communities, the joy of teaching, and creating safe school environments.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 8:30

Real to Reel: Freeheld
In the Academy Award-winning documentary short, Freeheld, filmmaker Cynthia Wade chronicles Police Lieut. Laurel Hester’s tireless, end-of-life journey to ensure that her pension benefits would be extended to her life-partner, Stacie. In this moving Real to Reel segment, we see what inspired this story of a small New Jersey town rising up to stand beside Laurel and Stacie.

**Produced by Amber Hall**
**Runtime – 4:10**

---

**AIDS IS STILL A BIG DEAL**
**EPISODE: 1803, December 2008**

**HIV Is Still A Big Deal**
Alarmed at the rise of high-risk behavior among HIV+ young gay men, a collaboration of NY Public Health professionals and New York University has produced an innovative web-based campaign telling the story of a young gay man in New York City who meets sex partners on the Internet. In this new approach to HIV/AIDS awareness, we ask the question whether a web-based serial can affect the behavior of the men who watch it.

**Produced by Jacqueline Gares**
**Runtime – 7:16**

---

**Taylor V. Rice: An Update**
Denied admission to the Foreign Service in 2003, Lorenzo Taylor, with the aid of Lambda Legal, sued Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice for discrimination in the workplace. As part of our pioneering documentation of the many faces of HIV/AIDS, we revisit and update the case that spurred the lifting of the ban in February 2008, less than 2 weeks before it went to trial.

**Produced by Amber Hall**
**Runtime – 6:07**

---

**A Conversation With...Dr. Mathilde Krim and Phill Wilson**
In recognition of World AIDS Day, December 1, Dr. Krim, Founding Chairman of the American Foundation for Aids Research (amfAR) and Phill Wilson, founder and CEO of the Black AIDS Institute, in their first on-camera discussion, relate their tireless efforts in the fight against AIDS and reflect on the current state of the pandemic.

**Produced by Jacqueline Gares**
**Runtime – 8:32**
**Ties That Bind**

**EPISODE: 1804, January 2009**

**In God We Trusted**

Believing that homosexuals have no place in the Christian church, evangelical ex-gay ministries, such as EXODUS, have been established around the country to re-program LGBT people to make them heterosexuals...often with tragic consequences.

*Produced by Katherine Linton*

*Runtime – 8:13*

**A Conversation With...Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum and Bishop Gene Robinson**

Sharon Kleinbaum, rabbi of New York’s largest LGBT synagogue, leads Judaism’s national dialogue on the issues of gay rights and social justice. Gene Robinson, the first openly gay Bishop in the Episcopal Church, has been at the center of the Church’s heated debate on homosexuality. The rabbi and the bishop discuss their spiritual journeys, faith, religion, and politics.

*Produced by Jacqueline Gares*

*Runtime – 9:08*

**Real to Reel: A Jihad For Love**

In the world of Islam, "Jihad" translates as a "struggle in the way of God." For gay Muslims, reconciling one’s homosexuality is a struggle against oppression, against tradition, and fear. In our final story, Director Parvez Sharma’s groundbreaking film, A JIHAD FOR LOVE, looks at gay and lesbian Muslims who strive to be true to their Faith and themselves.

*Produced by Amber Hall*

*Runtime – 4:08*

---

**MOBILIZING HOPE**

**EPISODE: 1805, February 2009**

**Ballroom 2.0**

The 1990 documentary Paris is Burning revealed the vibrant and decadent ball culture of New York City. Today, in Newark, New Jersey, the ball scene is thriving but with an emphasis on alterative families, safe-sex education, and positive role-modeling providing direction and hope for LGBT minority youth.

*Produced by Rick Mordecon*
A Conversation With... Governor David Paterson & Professor George Chauncey
Yale professor, cultural historian, and gay activist George Chauncey talks with New York State Governor David Paterson of their long-time shared battle against bigotry and discrimination, and the current fight for full marriage equality.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 8:27

Real To Reel: On The Down-low
Being gay, "out", and sexually active, is a social conundrum in the black community, a taboo, and incompatible with "masculinity." When it happens, it must be hidden, covert, on the "down-low." In this Real to Reel, Filmmaker Abigail Child takes a compassionate look at four men leading these double lives, offering a rare window into the allure and tension of this world.
Produced by Amber Hall
Runtime -4:59

Women Through The Lens
EPISODE: 1806, March 2009
The L Word
In January 2005, IN THE LIFE went behind-the-scenes of the, then, new and groundbreaking hit drama, The L Word. As the provocative and controversial series enters its 6th and final season, we take a nostalgic look with the cast and creators who made it the cutting-edge portrayal of lesbian life and culture on television.
Produced by Nadine Baldasare
Runtime – 7:57

A Conversation With... Julianne Moore and Christine Vachon
Long-time collaborators, screen actress Julianne Moore and Killer Films co-founder and producer Christine Vachon talk about lesbian representation in film, the state of queer cinema and homophobia in Hollywood.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime - 8:44

Real To Reel: Desert Hearts
In 1986, critics hailed the film Desert Hearts as a one of "undeniable power," unique in its portrayal of the intimate relationship of two women in love. It remains one of
the top-grossing lesbian features of all time. The film’s star, Patrice Charboneau, and director Donna Deitch remember the excitement of its production.

**Produced by Amber Hall**
**Runtime – 5:02**

**Gender Revised**
**APRIL 2009 || EPISODE 1807**
**Looking Back, Pushing Forward**
The American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) - the “bible” of mental illness – is currently being reviewed in preparation for its fifth release. Among its nearly 300 entries is Gender Identity Disorder (GID), a diagnosis applied to every transgender person who enters the healthcare system. Because GID pathologizes the identity of those diagnosed, many gender nonconforming children are subject to so-called “reparative” therapies by parents and mental health professionals that regard adult transexuality or homosexuality as a “bad outcome.” But transgender adults are as reliant on GID as they are stigmatized by it, because the American healthcare system requires the diagnosis before a doctor will prescribe hormones, or perform sex-reassignment-surgery. Adding insult to injury, no private insurer will cover trans-specific healthcare needs, even with a diagnosis. The intersection of institutional and parental authority, healthcare policy, and the adult desire to live in a body that matches one’s identity has sparked a wide-ranging controversy. IN THE LIFE looks at the battles being waged within the psychiatric and transgender communities over whether to reform or eliminate GID as a diagnosis, and the implications for transgender healthcare.

**Produced by Katherine Linton**
**Runtime – 10:21**

**A Conversation With… Mara Kiesling and Paisley Currah**
Mara Keisling, Executive Director of the National Center for Transgender Equality, and political theorist, Paisley Currah, discuss the future of the Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA), and how legislation designed to protect trans-people from discrimination in public spaces, such as restrooms, is currently under attack from the religious right.

**Produced by Jacqueline Gares**
**Runtime – 7:19**

**THE SISTERS OF PERPETUAL INDULGENCE:**
Since their first appearance in San Francisco on Easter Sunday in 1979, The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence have used the power of parody to expose the forces of bigotry, complacency, and guilt. Today, The Sisters are a global collective of queer performance artists devoted to promoting human rights, respect for diversity, and
spiritual enlightenment. An Order of many faiths and spiritual beliefs, The Sisters are unified by an irreverent wit and a dedication to “promulgating universal joy.

**Produced by Amber Hall & Mark Huestis**
**Runtime – 5:42**

**Confronting Crisis**
May 2009 | Episode 1808
**An Invisible Crisis**
More than a decade after Andrew Sullivan declared the end of AIDS on the cover of The New York Times Magazine, black and Latino communities in the U.S. continue to be devastated by the disease. But as the rate of new HIV infections continues to soar in communities of color, and decline among white communities, it’s disappeared from the front pages of many publications. Our first story explores the efforts under way to fight this largely invisible crisis – one in which race, class, poverty, and deeply entrenched beliefs combine to hinder HIV prevention and treatment.

**Produced by Desireena Almoradie & Hima B.**
**Runtime – 11:00**

**A CONVERSATION WITH… Kris Hayashi and Glen Francis**
**Producer Jacqueline Gares**
The Audre Lorde Project and The Griot Circle are both at the forefront of organizing LGBT people of color. This month’s conversation features a discussion with these organizations’ executive directors. Kris Hayashi and Glen Francis discuss organizing, supporting, and advocating for these unique groups within the LGBT community.

**Produced by Jacqueline Gares**
**Runtime – 6:04**

**Real To Reel: Derek**
English filmmakers Derek Jarman and Isaac Julien were pioneers of the New Queer Cinema that emerged in the early 1990’s. Active in London’s counterculture movement and united by their shared outsider status – Jarman, for shattering the silence around HIV/AIDS by publicly announcing his diagnosis, and Julien for breaking through the barriers of racially divided England – it is fitting that they are preserved together on film. Julien’s Derek is a loving tribute to Jarman; a requiem of his life and celebration of his work.

**Produced by Amber Hall & Ron Dodd**
**Runtime -6:09**
40th Anniversary of Stonewall
June 2009, Episode 1809
The State of the Movement
Our first story explores how our movement has developed in the forty years since police raided the Stonewall Inn. What exactly happened that night in New York City’s Greenwich Village has been hotly debated, but the protests and demonstrations that erupted on June 28th, 1969 provided a clear call to action that resonates today.
Produced by Lesli Klainberg
Runtime – 17:00

The Written Word
From early independent newsletters, to today’s magazines and blogs, the power of the written word connects LGBT people in communities across the country. We meet some of the early, and modern, pioneers of queer communications, to learn how we connected in the past, and are connecting today.
Produced by Mike Jacoby
Runtime – 8:12

Youth Now
Forty years after Stonewall, the average age for coming out has dropped significantly. In response, LGBT youth service providers have arisen throughout the country. Yet, as these same providers will tell you, these are the best and the worst of times for our young people.
Produced by Katherine Linton
Runtime -8:25

A Conversation With… Lady Bunny and Larry Kramer
Author and activist Larry Kramer, who helped found Gay Men’s Health Crisis and ACT UP, sits down with entertainer and Wigstock founder Lady Bunny. With Bunny’s humor and Larry’s anger they speak their minds about gays in the White House, the state of activism, and the importance of teaching LGBT history to future generations.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 9:04

The Gay Betsy Ross
Gilbert Baker is truly an unsung hero of the LGBT movement. In 1978, he created the universally recognized Rainbow Flag, a rallying symbol, which became a bold declaration of pride for our community. In this inspiring piece, the tireless Mr. Baker puts down his needle and thread for a moment to share how he came to create this emblem of our movement.

Produced by Amber Hall
Runtime – 7:02

Civil Disobedience
July 2009 (Reversion), Episode 1810

Center Spaces
Before Stonewall, few LGBT groups publicly assembled despite their constitutional right to do so. But when they began to, these pioneering activists needed spaces to gather in. Our lead segment highlights the LGBT centers that have sheltered the movement and its organizations, providing refuge, legitimacy – a home – for LGBT people since Stonewall.

Producer Ron Dodd
Runtime –7:31

A CONVERSATION WITH… two of our movement’s longest serving executive directors—Katherine Acey of Astrea and Lambda Legal’s Kevin Cathcart—discuss their lives as activists, the impact of Stonewall on their generation, and the passion that keeps them advancing the movement.

Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 9:04

A Storme Life
In this episode’s final story, we profile STORME DELARVARIE, the activist, organizer, and celebrated drag performer who—legend has it—that started a revolution.

Produced by Andrea Stewart
Runtime – 5:48

Coming Together
August 2009 (Reversion), Episode 1811

Caffe Cino
Credited as the first Off-Off-Broadway theatre, Caffe Cino began in 1958 as a Greenwich Village coffee house with a tiny makeshift stage. This Bohemian refuge was home to burgeoning gay playwrights and performers, who, inspired by its owner, Joe Cino, were liberated to create their most experimental and daring works of self-expression.

Produced by Katherine Linton
A Conversation With… Edmund White and Doric Wilson
Writers Edmund White and Doric Wilson share first hand accounts of the Stonewall Riots, and discuss how bearing witness to the uprising impacted their work and shaped their politics.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 7:10

Real to Reel: Making the Boys
Capping off the Summer of Stonewall series, this episode’s REAL TO REEL highlights Crayton Robey’s 2009 documentary “Making the Boys,” a tribute to Mart Crowley’s 1968 play and William Friedkin’s subsequent film adaptation of the classic story that swept gay and straight audiences alike, The Boys in the Band.
Produced by Amber Hall
Runtime – 4:27

IT’S ABOUT TIME
September 2009, Episode 1812
Aging In A Safe Environment
According to The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, over 3 million LBGT people are over age 65. While seniors are protected against age-based discrimination by “The Older Americans’ Act,” the lack of LGBT specific protections can drive our pioneers back into the closet when entering long-term care facilities. Disturbed by this trend, some activists and visionaries have taken matters into their own hands by creating safe spaces for our elders.
Produced by Michael Jacoby
Runtime – 9:57

A Conversation With… Jennie Chin Hansen and Michael Adams
AARP President Jennie Chin Hansen and SAGE (Services & Advocacy for GLBT Elders) Executive Director Michael Adams discuss the unique needs of LGBT seniors, and how their organizations build constituencies and communities dedicated to advocating for elders’ rights and quality of life.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime - 8:12

Real To Reel: Edie and Thea; A Very Long Engagement
After a 42-year courtship, Edie and Thea are finally getting married. This tender documentary memorializes a life-long romance set against a backdrop of cultural change. Directed by Gréta Olafsdóttir and Susan Muska (The Brandon Teena
Story), the film draws on a wealth of photographs, creating a touching mosaic of these two women’s lives—a tribute to the enduring power of love.

**Runtime – 4:36**

**Producer Amber Hall**

---

18th Season Premiere:  
**Living on the Margins**  
**Episode 1901, October 2009**

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION**
40 years after the Stonewall uprising, the LGBT movement is more visible than ever. But many queer people who do not conform to the image of gender, race and class most pervasive in the media, remain largely invisible—even to the movement. This month, we look at how LGBT people living on the economic margins of our society are organizing themselves to find housing, improve their professional skills, and obtain employment and health care.

**The Unseen Gays: Struggling on the Margins**
At a time when nearly every corner of the country is suffering from market downturns and high unemployment rates, many in the LGBT community are especially hard hit. In our lead segment, we look at how racial, economic and gender-based discrimination result in disproportionate rates of poverty, unemployment and homelessness among the most marginalized members of our community.

**Produced by: Richard Davis**
**Runtime – 10:48**

A CONVERSATION WITH…
Stonewall Community Foundation Director Thai Pham, and FIERCE Executive Director Rickke Mananzala discuss the renewed commitment to philanthropy many LGBT people are making, economic activism and the synergy of their organizations.

**Produced by: Jacqueline Gares**
**Runtime – 8:43**

**Habitat’s First LGBT Unity Build**
For many LGBT people, the recent economic crisis reinvigorated the spirit of volunteerism. At Habitat for Humanity’s first LGBT Unity Build Day, we speak with the community members who came out in support of affordable housing while raising visibility for the movement.

**Produced by: Amber Hall, Michelle Knight, Roberto Moreno, Melissa Saks**
**Runtime – 4:40**
An IN THE LIFE Special Presentation: Preacher’s Sons
November 2009 (ACQUISITION), Episode 1902

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Over 500,000 children in the United States are in foster care. More than 100,000 children await adoption. Despite this growing need, six states currently restrict gay adoption.

This November, IN THE LIFE presents the introductory excerpt of the film “Preacher’s Sons” a provocative, real-life story about The Stewarts: five troubled boys – pulled from the train wreck of foster care, and the two men who are now their fathers. This intimate look at an unlikely family transcends all political convictions, revealing the struggles, humor and love that unites all families. Filmmaker, C. Roebuck Reed shares her experience making this film about a non-traditional family and gay adoption.

Film Producers: C Roebuck Reed & Mark Amos Nealey
Runtime – 23:07

Creating Solutions
December 2009, Episode 1903

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Over twenty million people have died from AIDS since its cause, HIV, was discovered in 1981. Though leading scientists worldwide have dedicated their life’s work to understanding the virus, its genetic complexity is unprecedented and a cure is still beyond reach. This month on IN THE LIFE, we speak with scientists working tirelessly for a cure, advocates speaking out about the stigma of HIV, and look at the success of a cutting edge prevention effort to stop the spread of the disease.

The Trials of a Vaccine
Throughout history, no viral disease has been cured without a vaccine, and HIV/AIDS is no exception. Though we have the tools for living with HIV, education, behavior change and treatment, the development of an HIV vaccine remains the only hope for eradicating the virus. Finding this magic bullet, however, has proven to be harder than anyone ever imagined.

Produced by: Elaine Epstein
Runtime – 8:37
A CONVERSATION WITH... Kenneth Cole and Regan Hofmann
Kenneth Cole, fashion designer, chairman of the board of the Foundation for AIDS Research and a social marketing pioneer since the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, discusses the stigma surrounding HIV with Regan Hofmann, editor-in-chief of POZ magazine and the author of I Have Something To Tell You, a memoir which chronicles her life upon discovering she was HIV-positive
Produced by: Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 8:42

The Success of “HIV Is Still A Big Deal”
A year after we featured HIV is Still a Big Deal, a series of online HIV prevention films produced by the Public Health Solutions and NYU, we take a fresh look at the success of this series. Thanks in part to a partnership with Manhunt, an online dating and social networking site for gay men, the series has become an internationally effective intervention tool.
Produced by: Amber Hall
Runtime – 5:16

Profiles in Leadership
January 2010, Episode 1904
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Call For Inclusion
“Sinful” is how conservative preachers and politicians describe, demonize, and justify opposition of full equality for LGBT people. Progressive religious leaders provide a vital counterweight, preaching full LGBT inclusion to their congregations, threatening an establishment that would prefer policy come from the pulpit.
Produced by: Dan Karslake
Runtime – 10:18

In our lead story, we profile Emily Eastwood, an elder of the LGBT-faith movement and Interfaith Alliance President, Rev. Dr. Welton Gaddy, both, leading the call for tolerance, inclusiveness and religious freedom for all.

BROADWAY IMPACT
In 2008, three young Broadway professionals, cast members of the Tony Award-winning musical, HAIR, decided to take action in response to the passage of
Proposition 8, a California state constitutional amendment limiting marriage to opposite-sex couples. Inspiring the Broadway community to raise their voice for equality, BROADWAY IMPACT took a simple approach. Keep it fun, and with a singular focus: marriage equality in New York State.

Produced by: Ibby Carothers
Runtime - 5:52

A CONVERSATION WITH... Congressman Barney Frank and Andrew Tobias
In this candid conversation, the two discuss politics, Frank’s “coming-out” as a member of Congress, and what they’ve learned about the future of LGBT leadership.
Producer Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 8:29

Best of A Conversation With...
February 2010 (REVERSION), Episode 1905
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A CONVERSATION WITH... Kathleen Turner and Edward Albee
Kathleen Turner and Edward Albee reflect on his plays, the reviews, inspiration, and what he considers to be the emerging "commercialism" of Broadway theater. "The problem about live theater is it costs so damned much to put on," says Albee "an audience that goes to the theater for escapism is a different audience than one that goes to engage and think about stuff."
Produced by: Dan Hunt
Runtime – 7:40

A CONVERSATION WITH... Julian Bond and Jonathan Capehart
Julian Bond, Chairman of the NAACP, a giant in the movement for Black Civil Rights, has been on the frontline for equal rights in America for over four decades. He is also an outspoken advocate for the rights of America’s gays and lesbians. Washington Post editorial writer and Pulitzer Prize winner, Jonathan Capehart, explores Bond’s national leadership role in these major social issues of our day, recalling those who were formative in his growth as an activist.
Producer Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 8:12

A CONVERSATION WITH... Julianne Moore and Christine Vachon
Long-time collaborators, screen actress Julianne Moore and Killer Films co-founder and producer Christine Vachon talk about lesbian representation in film, the state of queer cinema and homophobia in Hollywood.

**Producer Jacqueline Gares**

Runtime – 8:58

---

**The Right to Live**
March 2010, Episode 1906

**Bulycides**
Studies show that youth who are bullied are five times more likely to be depressed and to report suicidal thoughts. LGBT children and those who are perceived to be gay, lesbian or challenge tradition gender roles are among those most likely to be targeted by bullies. In this look at the most tragic outcome for kids tormented by kids, we meet heartbroken families fighting for federal legislation to protect their children.

**Produced by Jacqueline Gares**

Runtime – 14:54

---

**In The States**
Our first installment of this IN THE LIFE feature takes us to Ohio, a state ranked among the worst for LGBT rights. Ohio legislators not only banned same sex marriages but barred unmarried state employees from receiving benefits for domestic partners; transgender Ohioans lack basic civil rights including the right to correct their birth certificates and LGBT people can be legally fired from their jobs because of their sexual orientation and gender identity. In this look at the gay experience in the heartland, we meet locals with deep ties to their community organizing for equal rights.

**Produced by Jacqueline Gares, Amber Hall, and Andrew M.I. Lee**

Runtime – 9:42

---

**Dismantling Hate**
April 2010, Episode 1907

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:**
This month on IN THE LIFE we talk to hate crime victims and perpetrators about The Nature of Hate. Followed by a visit with artist Alix Smith, who is traveling the country photographing hundreds of same-sex couples, challenging stereotypes and...
taking conventional portraiture to a new level.

**The Nature of Hate**
As has been the case for many social and political minorities in our country, the LGBT community confronts a media landscape effective in spreading misinformation about it. The most radical voices claim that gay and lesbian people are a threat to children, our country, even our way of life. But what many don’t realize is that these messages, crafted by a well-resourced media machine, not only inspire bias, but intense hate against LGBT people—hate often leading to violence. In our lead segment, we look at hate-speech and whether, in a nation lacking legal protections for LGBT people, it incites violence against the LGBT community.

*Produced by: Andrew M.I. Lee and Nerina Penzhorn*
*Runtime – 14:44*

**Alix Smith: States of Union**
Throughout its history, portraiture has been used to memorialize lineage and honor patriarchs and matriarchs. However, these depictions have focused almost exclusively on the heterosexual family unit. Photographer Alix Smith seeks to expand public perception by framing LGBT families into conventional portraits.

*Produced by: Amber Hall*
*Runtime – 7:59*

**It’s About Time**
May 2010 (REVERSION), Episode 1908

**Aging In A Safe Environment**
According to The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, over 3 million LBGT people are over age 65. While seniors are protected against age-based discrimination by “The Older Americans’ Act,” the lack of LGBT specific protections can drive our pioneers back into the closet when entering long-term care facilities. Disturbed by this trend, some activists and visionaries have taken matters into their own hands by creating safe spaces for our elders.

*Produced by Michael Jacoby*
*Runtime – 9:57*

**A Conversation With… Jennie Chin Hansen and Michael Adams**
AARP President Jennie Chin Hansen and SAGE (Services & Advocacy for GLBT Elders) Executive Director Michael Adams discuss the unique needs of LGBT seniors, and how their organizations build constituencies and communities dedicated to advocating for elders’ rights and quality of life.
**Reel to Real: Edie and Thea; A Very Long Engagement**
After a 42-year courtship, Edie and Thea are finally getting married. This tender documentary memorializes a life-long romance set against a backdrop of cultural change. Directed by Gréta Olafsdóttir and Susan Muska (The Brandon Teena Story), the film draws on a wealth of photographs, creating a touching mosaic of these two women’s lives—a tribute to the enduring power of love.

**Produced by Amber Hall**
**Runtime – 4:36**

---

**Intersections Of Church & State**
**June 2010, Episode 1909**

**Democracy or Theocracy?**
The first amendment of the U.S. Constitution protects religion from governmental interference, at the same time it ensures government is protected from religious influence. But faith leaders with close ties to Capitol Hill, target the LGBT community by using religion as a basis to deny our equality and blur the line distinguishing our democracy from a theocracy.

**Produced by M. Sean Kaminsky**
**Runtime – 11:58**

---

**Exporting Hate**
In 2009, the Ugandan Parliamentary proposed an anti-homosexuality bill that would impose the death penalty on serial offenders of homosexual acts. Inciting fear and sanctioning homophobia, the bill has caused LGBT Ugandans to be hunted in their communities and forced into exile. IN THE LIFE focuses on the evangelicals behind the bill, and exposes the political and financial influence used by powerful conservatives in the U.S. to export their anti-gay agenda overseas.

**Produced by Sassie Freedberg and Jacqueline Gares**
**Runtime – 13:03**

---

**Defying Stereotypes**
July 2010 (REVERSION), Episode 1910
SWEET
In November 2009, a lesbian travel company dedicated to changing the world launched its first eco-friendly lesbian cruise. IN THE LIFE set sail with SWEET and a group of lesbian travelers who went to the Caribbean to spread positive visibility and to volunteer while on vacation.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 10:21

I Am What I Am
Rap music has a reputation that has evolved into a stereotype – that it promotes violence, objectifies women, and is homophobic. But there are pioneers emerging, a new generation of rappers like Shorty Roc and KIN, who are countering that image head-on, and demonstrating that "one love" includes everyone.
Produced by Rick Mordecon
Runtime – 13:06

Twilight No More
August 2010, Episode 1911 (Reversion)

The Trevor Project
The tragedy of teen suicide is many times more likely for alienated LGBT youth than their straight peers. James Lecesne’s groundbreaking play Word of Mouth, became an Oscar winning short film (Trevor), that gave birth to the only nationwide, 24-hour, suicide prevention helpline that has saved countless thousands. Now in its tenth year, The Trevor Project provides lifesaving guidance and vital resources to teens, educators and parents.
Produced by Matt Paco
Runtime – 8:40

A Conversation With... Edmund White and Doric Wilson
Writers Edmund White and Doric Wilson share first hand accounts of the Stonewall Riots, and discuss how bearing witness to the uprising impacted their work and shaped their politics.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 7:37

The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence
Since their first appearance in San Francisco on Easter Sunday in 1979, The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence have used the power of parody to expose the forces of bigotry, complacency, and guilt. Today, The Sisters are a global collective of queer performance artists devoted to promoting human rights, respect for diversity, and spiritual enlightenment.

**Produced by Mark Huestis, Amber Hall**
Runtime - 5:42

---

**The State of Equality**
**September 2010, Episode 1912**

**Politics of Progress**
President Obama’s inauguration marked more than one historic first; our first Black President is also the first American President to publicly identify as an ally of the LGBT community. In his two years in office, Obama has signed presidential memorandums expanding federal benefits to same-sex partners and extended federal protections to LGBT victims of hate crimes. But so far, his administration has not fulfilled the change he promised on key issues like The Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), The Employee Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) and ‘Don't Ask, Don’t Tell.’ In response to growing frustration, some new LGBT rights groups are using aggressive tactics to push for full equality.

**Produced by Sassie Freedberg, Amber Hall**
Runtime – 18:05

---

**A Conversation With... Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY), David Hall and Julianne Sohn**
Senator Kirsten Gillibrand of New York is leading the charge in the Senate to repeal ‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.’ She recently came to IN THE LIFE to hear from two service members discharged under the policy: David Hall, a former officer cadet in the Air Force and Julianne Sohn, a former Marine officer who served in Iraq.

**Produced by Jacqueline Gares**
Runtime – 6:53
19th Season Premiere
Surviving The Past
October 2010, Episode 2001
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
South Beach, Fort Lauderdale and Key West, are leading gay tourist destinations. Yet, on a legislative level, Florida remains one of the most homophobic states in the country. This month on IN THE LIFE, we look at Florida’s past and present struggles to overcome discrimination, and Liza with a Z speaks to The Lady In Question: Charles Busch.

In The States: Florida
In 1977, Florida’s Miami-Dade County passed a city ordinance protecting gay and lesbian citizens from discrimination. The law, remarkably progressive for its time, prompted Anita Bryant’s Save Our Children Campaign, one of the most virulently anti-gay crusades the country had ever witnessed. The clash between a gay-friendly beach community and the state’s religious conservatives foreshadowed a cultural divide that would widen in the coming decades.

IN THE LIFE travels to Florida to speak with Martin Gill, a foster father whose case is challenging Florida’s ban on gay adoptions, meet with openly gay Mayor Craig Lowe, and learn about the struggle toward legislative equality in the Sunshine State.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares / Andrew Lee
Runtime – 16:49

A Conversation With… Liza Minnelli and Charles Busch
Gay icon and legendary star of stage and screen, Liza Minnelli, sits down with her friend, the actor and playwright, Charles Busch for a conversation about her career and life as a darling of the gay community.
Produced by Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 7:54

IN THE LIFE Presents: Gen Silent
November 2010 (ACQUISITION) Episode 2002
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
The LGBT family “of choice” is a uniquely important lifeline and community support system. It is among the most profound legacies of LGBT life, illustrated by the men and women who came together to care for people with AIDS at the height of the epidemic. Today, a new health crisis is unfolding across America as LGBT seniors
face homophobia, transphobia and insensitivity in the health care system. With traditional support systems failing to address the needs of aging LGBT people, a new generation is called to organize care and community around its elders.

**Gen Silent**

This month, IN THE LIFE presents an excerpt of the film Gen Silent, a moving documentary about the very seniors whose generation organized the LGBT community into a movement, but now face so much fear and discrimination that they're driven back into isolation; featuring the story of KrysAnne Hembrough, a transwoman struggling to find acceptance and community in the midst of battling a terminal illness. And we speak with the film’s director, Stu Maddux, about the power of change.

*Produced by: Jacqueline Gares*

*Runtime – 28:00*

**The Cost Of Stigma**

*December 2010 (NEW), Episode 2003*

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:**

Stigma is the invisible mark on individuals targeted by fear and misinformation. This month on IN THE LIFE, we look at the power of stigma within our justice system and how the myths and fear that spread with the AIDS epidemic gave rise to laws criminalizing HIV transmission. And we meet researchers who consider stigma as a possible key link between bisexuality and poor health.

**Legalizing Stigma**

More than 30 states have laws criminalizing HIV exposure, transmission or nondisclosure of an individual’s HIV status. IN THE LIFE looks at the stigma and misinformation embedded in laws meant to curb the spread of the disease and the human cost among those who are HIV positive.

*Produced by: Amber Hall*

*Runtime – 14:56*

**Bisexuality: The Myth and Medical Truths**
It is estimated that there are 8.8 million gay, lesbian and bisexual people in the United States. Researchers have found that bisexual women fare the worst in health when compared with heterosexuals, gay men and lesbians. The state of Massachusetts has taken the lead in looking at this health disparity, and early indications point to systemic stigma and invisibility among bisexual women as its causes.

**Produced by: Kimberly Mayhorn**

**Runtime – 8:59**

---

**Hidden Histories**

**January 2011, Episode 2004**

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:**

This month IN THE LIFE reveals hidden treasures in LGBT history, which unknown to many, have had lasting impact in shaping our lives. In the Smithsonian’s historic and controversial Hide/Seek exhibit, sexual expression and desire in American Art is viewed in a new way. And, we delve into the sexually charged, fiercely liberated, and fascinating life of Samuel Steward.

**Hide And Seek**

“The history of LGBT art in America has been a game of hide and seek; lots of images of import to sexual minorities but never talked about and rarely acknowledged.” – Jonathan Katz

IN THE LIFE is front and center at the Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery to cover the first major museum exhibition to feature artwork exploring sexual difference and gender expression. The headline-making exhibit explores artistic representations of sexual identity and homosexual desire. The show has ignited a wave of controversy among lawmakers, religious leaders and the public, leading to the removal of David Wojnarowicz’s acclaimed video, “A Fire in My Belly,” which represents the artist’s anger and rage as he faced death from AIDS. IN THE LIFE speaks with artists, historians and curators who contend that Hide/Seek reveals diverse reflections of sexuality and celebrates the complex contours of American identity.

**Produced by Richard Davis**

**Runtime – 14:46**

---

**Sam Steward**

A self-invented legend, Samuel Steward lived as an out gay man decades before the 1969 Stonewall Rebellion. Sam’s far-reaching impact includes detailed journals
and record keeping which were invaluable to the studies of Alfred Kinsey and artistry that inspired famed designer Ed Hardy. In his book, Secret Historian, author Justin Spring chronicles the life of Samuel Steward, professor, tattoo artist and sexual renegade.

“This is the Stud File. It’s Sam’s life-long record of all the people he had sex with during the course of his life. There are almost 900 cards in here.” – Justin Spring

Produced by: Andre Poulin and Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 9:53

You Are Not Alone (REVERSION)
February 2011 Episode 2005
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
This month on IN THE LIFE: Bullycides, the national health crisis of young people taking their own lives as the result of bullying. Then, Oscar winning screenwriter Dustin Lance Black returns to his hometown high school to inspire LGBT students. And In The Life Media staff share their personal stories of hope for young viewers.

Bullycides
Studies show that youth who are bullied are five times more likely to be depressed and to report suicidal thoughts. LGBT children and those who are perceived to be gay, lesbian or challenge traditional gender roles are among those most likely to be targeted by bullies. In this look at the most tragic outcome for kids tormented by kids, we meet the heartbroken families of Carl Joseph Hoover and Erik Mohat who are fighting for federal legislation to protect all children.

“I want people to know my son is not alive because of what happened to him in his environment at school. I could not protect him between the hours of 8 to 3.” – Sirdeaner Walker

Produced by: Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 14:45

Live Out Loud’s Homecoming Project
Dustin Lance Black was a shy high school student when he first heard Harvey Milk’s message to gay kids in small towns across America: “I know that you cannot live on hope alone but without it life is not worth living.” Black survived high school and went on to write the Oscar winning film celebrating the life of his hero, Milk. The Homecoming Project brings Black back to his hometown of Salinas, California to deliver his own message of survival to inspire a new generation of students.
“This is such a special day for me to come back to my school. I grew up in a conservative, conservative Mormon family. I knew that I was going to Hell.”
– Dustin Lance Black

Produced by: TV GALS
Runtime – 8:42

Our Bodies, Our Rights
March 2011 | Episode 2006
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
A disproportionate number of LGBT youth who go through the juvenile justice system end up encountering discrimination and abuse. IN THE LIFE features the stories of young people who share their journeys of going through ill equipped correctional institutions and the voices of advocates who are fighting for change. Followed by a look at the consequences youth face for not conforming to gender “appropriate” dress and behavior in their homes and schools.

Juvenile Injustice
“When it was time to see the judge my aunt had the option of taking me back but she said, ‘No, I don’t want him.’ Which I was very grateful for because there was no way I wanted to be back with her. I went back to my cell for another month.”
– George del Rio
Produced by: John Mikytuck
Runtime 15:22

Policing Gender
IN THE LIFE investigates how policing gender affects the lives of LGBT Youth struggling to define themselves.

“Our schools need to be a place where people feel like they can thrive and be who they are and be their most successful version of themselves.
– Carson Kressley
Produced by: Crayton Robey
Runtime - 8:38
Backlash Or Evolution?

APRIL 2011 - Episode 2007

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

2011 is poised to be a pivotal year in the movement toward marriage equality for gay and lesbian couples, with both sides of the debate encouraged the pendulum will swing their way. IN THE LIFE travels to Iowa where social conservatives use unprecedented tactics to repeal equal marriage rights in a campaign with national implications. Then, as progress and conservative backlash enflame the marriage controversy at the State and Federal levels, we take a step back to look at a country divided.

The Importance Of Being Iowa

Iowa poses an important question to the rest of the country: Should voters be allowed to decide whether gay and lesbian couples have the right to marry?

“We felt the case was going to be successful because people here realize that those are my neighbors or those are my friends, and they’re good people.”

-Jen BarbouRoske

Produced by: Amber Hall
Runtime – 14:57

Backlash or Evolution?

As victories and defeats ebb and flow state by state, public support for marriage equality is edging upward.

“The gay community has a good opportunity, better than ever, to pass gay marriage in New York this year. I would vote against it, but realistically, it’s a good possibility.”

-State Senator Rubin Diaz (D-New York)

Produced by: Andre Poulin
Runtime – 9:46
Coalitions And Allies (REVERSION)
May 2011, Episode 2008
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
IN THE LIFE exposes ties between an elite organization of American conservatives and a proposed anti-homosexuality bill in Uganda that would impose the death penalty on serial offenders of homosexual acts. Then, Rachel Maddow discusses her friend, an ally to the LGBT community, Rev. Dr. Welton Gaddy.

Exporting Hate Update
A look back at our exposé of homophobic evangelicals in the U.S. who support anti-gay rhetoric and violence in Uganda. After its initial airing, David Kato, known as the “father of Uganda’s gay rights movement,” was beaten to death in his home. In this update, we celebrate Kato’s life and work, and feature the stories of gay Ugandans risking their lives to speak out against persecution.

“They are using Africa for their own political gain. It’s about time the government of Uganda asked these religious groups: Are you here to preach love or to preach hate?” - Frank Mugisha, Sexual Minorities Uganda

Produced by: Jacqueline Gares/ Sassie Freedberg
Runtime – 19:47

A Call For Inclusion
Rachel Maddow discusses the work of progressive faith leader Rev. Dr. Welton Gaddy, whose inclusive theology stresses the importance of the separation between religious institutions and the State.

“Religion and the State must be separate both for the health of the government and for the health of religion.” - Rachel Maddow, The Rachel Maddow Show

Produced by: Dan Karslake
Runtime – 4:57

A Message Of Hope
June 2011, Episode 2009
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
June Pride is an opportunity to celebrate one’s authentic self. IN THE LIFE features stories of gay and lesbian people who bring their whole selves to church and to work, creating real change within their communities.

A Message of Hope: Gospel Music About HIV & AIDS
Messengers of Hope is a gospel choir from Oakland, California that engages African American churches in conversation about HIV and AIDS.

“This is what HIV looks like; strong people, people of faith, black people.” – Ernest Larkins, Messengers of Hope
Produced by: Jorg Fockele
Runtime – 12:13

Bringing Your Whole Self to Work
There is no uniform federal law in the United States on discrimination against LGBT people in the workplace. In the absence of protective laws, progress has come from a surprising source, corporate America.

“The company sees the benefits of supporting LGBT employees. We’re a basic chemical business in middle America. If we can make it work, any company can.” – Bill Hendrix, Dow AgroSciences
Produced by: Todd Cross / John Mikytuck
Runtime – 12:17

The Art Of Change (reversion)
July 2011, Episode 2010
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
This month on IN THE LIFE, the intersection of art and social change. Four stories honoring how art has inspired the LGBT Movement and its allies, in the fight for full equality.

Broadway Impact
Three young Broadway professionals are inspiring the theatre community to raise their voices for marriage equality in New York State.

“I want Broadway Impact to be in the history books. We were there, and we were part of it!” – Gavin Creel, Actor
Produced by: Ibby Carothers  
Runtime – 6:17

Reel to Reel: Making the Boys  

"From a historical perspective, [The Boys in the Band] was the most significant gay play in terms of advancing our causes because of the visibility that it gave us." – Crayton Robey, Filmmaker  
Produced by: Amber Hall  
Runtime – 4:54

Alix Smith: States of Union  
Historically, portraiture has been used to catalogue lineage and memorialize heterosexual patriarchs and matriarchs. Photographer Alix Smith seeks to expand public perception by framing LGBT families into conventional portraits.

“We are a group of people that don’t have a visual legacy. So part of the concept is starting off with these paintings and from there, building our own visual legacy.” – Alix Smith, Photographer  
Produced by: Amber Hall  
Runtime – 7:52

Censoring Wojnarowicz  
A Webby Award nominated segment on the controversial censorship of David Wojnarowicz’s video installation, “A Fire in My Belly.”

“They must stop editing us out of American history.” – Jonathan D. Katz, Hide/Seek Co-Curator  
Produced by – Jacqueline Gares, Andrew M.I. Lee, Erik Satre  
Runtime – 5:14

GAYCATION (reversion)  
August 2011, Episode 2011  
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:  
IN THE LIFE goes on “gaycation” with Sweet and Camp Oneida, two destinations where wayfarers come together to have fun and commune with nature, while strengthening the LGBT community.

Sweet
Lesbian volunteers bring positive visibility and lend a helping hand to local communities while vacationing in the Caribbean with Sweet, a lesbian travel company that merges travel with social and environmental awareness.

**Produced by: Jacqueline Gares, Field Produced by: Lyssette Horne**  
**Runtime – 10:13**

**Camp Oneida**
In rural areas all over the United States there are campgrounds specifically for gay men and lesbians. Among them is Camp Oneida where a tight knit community of LBGT campers find a supportive space and lasting friendships.

**Produced: Dan Hunt**  
**Runtime – 14:44**

---

**Changing The Game**  
**September 2011, Episode 2012**

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION**
Professional athletes are models of strength and endurance, and heroes to the young athletes who look up to them. Unfortunately, the macho and homophobic world of sports doesn’t breed model behavior. IN THE LIFE examines the message homophobic athletes send to young people on courts and fields across the country, and speaks with allies in professional sports who are standing up to put an end to it. Then, we follow a gay teenager on his journey from homelessness to college and meet the mentors who provide support on his way.

**Changing the Game**
Meet pro athletes and leaders standing up against homophobia in sports. Featuring “Bam Bam” Meulens of the SF Giants, former NY Giants running back Tiki Barber, rugby star Ben Cohen, college wrestling champ Hudson Taylor, and more.

**Produced by: Matt Paco**  
**Runtime – 12:53**

**College Bound**
Kadeem Swenson was kicked out of the house after coming out to his parents in high school. With hard work and help from organizations and mentors, Swenson escaped homelessness and is now the first in his family to attend college.

**Produced by: Kathryn Morrison**  
**Field Produced by: Matt Paco**  
**Runtime – 11:37**
20th Anniversary Season Premiere
October 2011, Episode 2101
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
IN THE LIFE marks twenty years on public television celebrating and documenting the faces, voices and stories of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community. This season premiere opens with analysis of New York’s vote for marriage equality and closes with a look back at twenty years of covering the culture wars.

In The States; New York
This installment of the ongoing series In The States takes a hard look at New York’s historic vote for marriage equality: how it happened, who stood in the way and where we go from here.

Segment Produced by: Richard Davis
Field Produced by: Kathryn Morrison
Runtime – 15:25

20 Years of Culture Wars
A look back at the show’s impact since its beginnings as the focus of conservative ire through its shift to a newsmagazine countering the messaging of the radical right. Today, IN THE LIFE continues to raise awareness and engage viewers by chronicling LGBT life from all angles.

Produced by: Jacqueline Gares and Kathryn Morrison
Field Produced by: Todd Cross
Runtime – 9:37

Finding Home
November 2011, Episode 2102
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
There are an estimated 1.6 – 2.8 million homeless youth in the United States, up to 40% identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender. IN THE LIFE examines the plight of LGBT youth experiencing homelessness.

True Colors Residence: Housing LGBT At Risk Youth
Cyndi Lauper’s True Colors Residence is the first permanent, affordable housing for at risk LGBT youth in New York City. IN THE LIFE meets the young people who are making it home.

Produced by: Jacqueline Gares
Kicked Out
IN THE LIFE travels from Illinois and California for a stark look at LGBT youth who are kicked out of their homes.
Produced by: Chuy Sanchez and Kathryn Morrison
Runtime – 15:23

30 Years Positive
December 2011, Episode 2103
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Thirty years after the first AIDS case was reported in the US, more than a million Americans are HIV positive. One in five don’t know it and 56,000 are newly infected each year. But if you only watch mainstream media, you would have no idea of the pandemic’s ongoing impact.

HIV/AIDS: Through Our Lens
Since 1992, IN THELIFE has been at the forefront of HIV/AIDS coverage. At times we’ve been the only journalists covering the changing face of the disease. We take a look back at the stories behind the evolving pandemic.
Produced by: Kathryn Morrison
Runtime – 15:10

A Conversation with... Rev Charles King and Harmony Santana
A frank discussion about HIV prevention and the National AIDS Strategy with the Rev. Charles King CEO of Housing Works, and actress Harmony Santana from Gun Hill Road.
Produced by: Jacqueline Gares
Runtime – 9:54

First Class Citizens
January 2012, Episode 2104
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Inspired by Martin Luther King Jr.’s vision of equality, we look back at how LGBT rights intersect with the broader movement for civil rights in this country. Revisiting the first gay rights protests, the gay men of color who joined the Million Man March and the first openly gay federal judge, we celebrate those who stood up and spoke out for full LGBT equality.
A Day In The Life of Honorable Judge Deborah A Batts
The Honorable Deborah Battts became the country’s first openly gay federal judge in 1994.
Produced by: Jack Savage
Run time – 5:15

A Conversation With... Jonathan Capehart & Julian Bond
Pulitzer Prize-winning Washington Post writer Jonathan Capehart speaks with former NAACP chairman Julian Bond about the intersection of gay rights and civil rights.
Produced by: Jacqueline Gares
Run time – 8:07

Gay Pioneers
IN THE LIFE remembers the pioneering activism started by two of the earliest gay rights organizers: Frank Kameny and Barbara Gittings.
Produced by: Glen Hosten for WHYY
Run time – 8:54

Perpetuating Stigma
February 2012, Episode 2105
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The United States has more laws criminalizing HIV exposure and transmission than any other country in the world. Stigma and fear often motivate criminal prosecutions, and the results can be devastating.

Women, HIV & Criminal Law
IN THE LIFE investigates the injustices that arise when a person’s HIV status becomes a crime, with a special report on how women have been stigmatized and prosecuted under these laws.
Produced by: Todd Cross
Run time – 18:52

The Impact of Legalizing Stigma
Our 2011 report, Legalizing Stigma, was the first to look at the issue of HIV criminalization from the perspective of people targeted by criminal laws. The segment led public education efforts, beginning with the first ever Congressional Briefing on this issue.
Produced by: Andrew M.I. Lee
Revisiting Hidden Histories
March 2012, Episode 2106
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Revisiting Hidden Histories
American art is rich with lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) themes and renowned works by LGBT artists, yet sexuality has largely been edited out of art history. IN THE LIFE uncovers diverse expressions of LGBT identity and gender difference in American art, and the forces that have censored them.

Hide/Seek
IN THE LIFE looks back at Hide/Seek, the first major museum exhibition to acknowledge representations of LGBT identity in art. The exhibit sparked controversy among conservative religious leaders and politicians who demanded the removal of David Wojnarowicz’s video installation, A Fire In My Belly, from the show.
Produced by: Richard Davis and Kathryn Morrison
Run time – 14:23

Sam Steward
Professor, tattoo artist and sexual renegade, Sam Steward’s far-reaching impact includes detailed journals and recordkeeping, which were invaluable to the studies of Alfred Kinsey. Featuring famed designer Ed Hardy, who was inspired by Steward’s artistry and author Justin Spring who chronicled Steward’s life in his book, Secret Historian.
Produced by: Jacqueline Gares and Andre Poulin
Run time – 7:28

Becoming Me
April 2012, Episode 2107
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Becoming Me
Is it a boy or a girl? Many parents learn the answer before their baby is born, and most expect their children to develop a gender identity that mirrors biological sex within their first few years. But for transgender and gender nonconforming children, gender identity unfolds throughout childhood, adolescence and into early adulthood.
Eight families with transgender and gender non-conforming children ranging in ages from 5 to 25 share their stories. With the healthy development of their children at stake, parents must confront binary perceptions of gender, widespread transphobia and controversial parenting decisions.

**Produced by: Kathryn Morrison**

Run time – 24:54

---

**Remaining Vigilant**

May 2012, Episode 2108

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION**

IN THE LIFE heads to Iowa and Ohio for two installments of *In The States*, an ongoing series covering battles for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) equality at the state level.

**In The States: Iowa**

Social conservatives in Iowa used unprecedented tactics to repeal marriage equality in a campaign with national implications. Now, Iowa poses an important question to the rest of the country: Should voters decide whether gay and lesbian couples have the right to marry?

**In The States: Ohio**

Ohio provides the fewest legal protections for LGBT citizens of any state in the country. In this look at LGBT life in a state where progress has been slow, we meet locals with deep ties to their community committed to a long battle in the state that they love.

---

**Orgullo Latino**

June 2012, Episode 2109

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION**

Latinos are the fastest growing minority in the country. With growing political strength, buying power and cultural influence, Latinos are changing the landscape of the nation and forging a new American reality. Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) Latinos are no exception.

**Orgullo Latino**

IN THE LIFE explores the complexity of the Latino experience in the United States with a look at gay and lesbian Latinos who are stepping up to create change, shatter stereotypes and become leaders within their communities.
WORDS DO MATTER
July 2012, Episode 2110

Homophobic slurs and anti-gay hate speech are commonplace among many of the professional athletes who are role models for young people. IN THE LIFE examines pervasive homophobia in the world of sports and speaks with professional athletes who are standing up to put an end to it. Then, transgender advocates Isis King and Janet Mock discuss trans identity, vocabulary and how the media usually gets it wrong.

Changing the Game
Meet pro athletes and leaders working to end homophobia in sports. Featuring “Bam Bam” Meulens of the SF Giants, former NY Giants running back Tiki Barber, rugby star Ben Cohen, college wrestling champ Hudson Taylor, and more.

A Conversation With…. Isis King and Janet Mock
America’s Next Top Model’s first transgender contestant, Isis King, sits down with People.com staff editor and transgender advocate, Janet Mock, for a conversation about representations of transgender people in media.

Married But Not Equal
August 2012, Episode 2111

There are 1,138 benefits, rights and protections that married heterosexual couples get from the Federal Government. But because of the Defense of Marriage Act, gays and lesbians are denied every single one of them – even if they are legally married in the state they live in.

IN THE LIFE sits down with five married, same-sex couples for a look at the real-life impact of the Defense of Marriage Act.

THE TRUTH COMES OUT
September 2012, Episode 2112
IN THE LIFE travels to the Midwest for a look at the critical alliance between labor unions and the LGBT movement, followed by an exposé of reparative therapists who say LGBT people can “pray the gay away.”

IN THE STATES: WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker sparked a political uproar and national media debate with his controversial plan to strip collective bargaining rights from teachers and many state employees. IN THE LIFE speaks with LGBT union workers in the State to discover how their rights and benefits are affected.

Ex-Gay Undercover
John Becker is an activist who investigates anti-gay religious extremists. IN THE LIFE follows Becker into the Bachmann clinic in Minnesota where he discovers the ongoing practice of debunked reparative therapies.

BEYOND THE RHETORIC
October 2012, Episode 2201

Beyond The Rhetoric
IN THE LIFE examines the evolution of anti-gay rhetoric, and the reality beyond the spin. Then, we head to Minnesota for a look at a multi-front attack on equality in a State known as one of the country’s most LGBT friendly places.

Rhetoric and Reality
The culture wars of the 1980’s and 90’s informed a language of fear and hostility toward LGBT people, especially among those on the right. But cultural acceptance of LGBT people is growing across the country, and in the Republican party. As overt hate-speech becomes less acceptable to the majority of Americans, how is homophobic rhetoric changing with the times?

In The States: Minnesota
In 2011, The Advocate named Minneapolis-St. Paul the “gayest city in America.” But for all the acceptance some LGBT Minnesotans experience, opposition to equality is strong here. IN THE LIFE exposes public school policies that silence the LGBT experience, rampant harassment of LGBT students and looks at the State’s proposed initiative to limit marriage to heterosexual couples.

IN THE LIFE Episode 2202
Foster Care’s Invisible Youth

There are approximately 400,000 youth in foster care in the United States.
A disproportionate number of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning (LGBTQ) children end up in the system, though an exact count is unknown.

This month on IN THE LIFE, seven LGBTQ youth from the foster care system share their stories. Failed by their families, these young people go on to face rejection from foster families, invisibility within the system and incredible obstacles to healthy development.

IN THE LIFE Episode 2203
Farewell IN THE LIFE

At a time when lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people were virtually invisible in media, IN THE LIFE became the first to bring real stories, struggles and issues about the LGBT experience into living rooms across the country. In our final episode, we look back at highlights from our 20 years on public television.